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Foreword
The ACS Symposium Series was first published in 1974 to provide a

mechanism for publishing symposia quickly in book form. The purpose of
the series is to publish timely, comprehensive books developed from the ACS
sponsored symposia based on current scientific research. Occasionally, books are
developed from symposia sponsored by other organizations when the topic is of
keen interest to the chemistry audience.

Before agreeing to publish a book, the proposed table of contents is reviewed
for appropriate and comprehensive coverage and for interest to the audience. Some
papers may be excluded to better focus the book; others may be added to provide
comprehensiveness. When appropriate, overview or introductory chapters are
added. Drafts of chapters are peer-reviewed prior to final acceptance or rejection,
and manuscripts are prepared in camera-ready format.

As a rule, only original research papers and original review papers are
included in the volumes. Verbatim reproductions of previous published papers
are not accepted.
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Preface
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are an important class of therapeutic that

has greatly expanded our ability to treat a variety of indications, including
cancer, autoimmune disorders, and infectious diseases. The cost of developing
these molecules and ensuring that they are fit for purpose is much higher than
for small-molecule drugs. Although some of these costs are due in part to the
nature of production, a major cost is incurred because of the complexity of the
molecule itself. Extensive analytical testing regimes are needed for in-depth
characterization and to ensure product stability, proper in-process controls, safety,
and efficacy. The next generation of product understanding will require highly
complex, orthogonal technologies to elucidate interdependent structure-function
relationships.

Despite high development costs, the growth of mAb therapeutics continues
to soar, with sales of mAb-based therapeutics accounting for ~$50 billion U.S.
annually and for seven of the top-ten selling biologic drugs. In anticipation of
patent expiry for seven major mAb therapeutics prior to 2020, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) released draft guidance on biosimilar approval in
2012. A landmark approval of the first mAb biosimilar occurred in 2013 when
the European Commission approved two biosimilar versions of infliximab. It
appears likely that the extensive pipeline of biosimilar products will soon become
a commercial reality on a global scale. The need for critical assessment of
therapeutic mAb characterization is therefore at a precipice, as it is expected that
analytical and biophysical characterization strategies will play an ever-increasing
role in biosimilarity assessment.

Regardless of the pathway to market, the pursuit of improved public health
drives therapeutic development. Ultimately, assurance of public safety is of the
highest priority. Considering the entirety of a drug’s lifecycle, there is no greater
need than for a suite of technologies capable of verifying mechanism of actions
(MoAs), identity, and the product and process consistency of such life-saving
medicines. Although characterization methods for mAbs continue to mature, a
holistic approach combining a multitude of scientific backgrounds is required for
the characterization of various attributes of each individual drug candidate. To
that end, a manufacturer-specific repository of each drug must be retained as a
comparator to ensure consistent production over time. Although this approach
is indispensable, it also limits the ability for cross-agency harmonization of
industry best practices and limits collaboration across industry, government
agencies, academia, and instrument manufacturers. The unique challenge of
protein therapeutics resulted in a consolidated effort between industry, academia,
and federal agencies to identify a means to better progress from drug target to
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therapy. A group of forward-thinking individuals testified before the U.S. House
of Representatives Committee on Science and Technology in 2009 on behalf of
the biotherapeutic community regarding the need for better tools and the role
that standards can play. The seed was planted for a concerted effort toward
the development of appropriate standards and has continued to grow through
numerous workshops, seminars, and round-table discussions. Throughout this
time, it has become clear that researchers and regulators share a passion for
producing the highest quality products through controlled production and robust
characterization.

The rigors of biotherapeutic development and analysis have clearly indicated
a need for control over every stage of development. Critical evaluation of process
steps and final product requires technique-specific standards to supplement the
in-house repository of specific drug substances. Constant dialogue between
industry, regulatory bodies, and standards organizations has identified the need for
standards and associated data to better define method performance. The informal
consortium referenced above, along with years of testing potential method-specific
standards, has shown that a class-specific molecule that embodies all of the
technical challenges of that class is necessary. Therefore, an IgG1κ was selected
as the premier target capable of covering the broadest range of applications
and drug development targets. The mere presence of such a standard will not
guarantee success; it will take the unified effort of all involved to incorporate such
a material into an already robust pipeline. The NIST mAb IgG1κ, as described
throughout this series, is being introduced as a collaborative tool to critically
evaluate current characterization strategies. The proposed reference material
shows promise as a mechanism for accelerating next-generation technology into
the routine development environment.

Scientific and health care advances have arisen throughout history, due in
part to both directed scientific approaches and a small dose of luck. Inevitably, it
is the collaborative effort of many who have advanced this field to a refined state
capable of meeting the global capacity and needs of the populous. The current
book series represents a defining moment in the development of technologies
for characterizing mAbs. A multitude of experts in the field have come together
around a single molecule for the first time to demonstrate both current and
future practices involved in the characterization of a biotherapeutic. The current
series presents an open discussion of current best practices, a multitude of
intuitive research, and a collaborative philosophy on where the field needs to
move to satisfy future scientific and regulatory needs. Throughout this effort,
a first-of-a-kind repository of regulatory considerations, experimental methods,
and data—as well as a widely available “reference” mAb—are now available to
industry, academia, regulatory personnel, and instrument manufacturers. We hope
that this compilation serves as a baseline for many years of future collaboration,
continued development, and ultimately a routine analytical pipeline for rapid
time-to-market for mAb therapeutics.

The editors acknowledge Jane Ladner for preparation of the NISTmAbmodel
structure featured on the cover. This model was built as described in Chapter 1 of
Volume 3 of this series.
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Chapter 1

Monoclonal Antibody Therapeutics: The Need
for Biopharmaceutical Reference Materials

John E. Schiel,*,1 Anthony Mire-Sluis,2 and Darryl Davis3

1National Institute of Standards and Technology,
Biomolecular Measurement Division,

Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899, United States
2North America, Singapore, Abingdon, Contract and Product Quality,

Amgen Inc., Thousand Oaks, California 91320, United States
3Janssen Research and Development, LLC,

Spring House, Pennsylvania 19002, United States
*E-mail: john.schiel@nist.gov

Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) harness the highly
evolved specificity of adaptive immunity to fight disease.
mAb-based therapeutics have grown exponentially with the
advent of mammalian cell culture, process, and formulation
technology. At the same time, state-of-the-art and emerging
analytical and biophysical methodology provides very detailed
process and product information. Although such a battery
of methodology and wealth of information is critical to
product understanding, the accuracy, precision, robustness, and
suitability of such techniques are also of critical importance.
Performance specifications have previously been set on a
product-specific basis and continued suitability verified with
trending and comparability to in-house product-specific
reference standards. This mechanism is likely irreplaceable
due to the highly individual yet heterogeneous nature of
mAb therapeutics. However, a representative and widely
available material, coupled with detailed historical data,
would greatly supplement characterization efforts throughout
the drug product lifecycle. To this end, a first-of-its kind
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qualitative and quantitative biopharmaceutical reference
material to supplement drug substance/product characterization
is described. The NIST mAb IgG1κ is intended to provide a
well-characterized, longitudinally available test material that
is expected to greatly facilitate development of originator and
follow-on biologics for the foreseeable future.

Introduction

Significant advances in modern medicine are often directly intertwined with
production of novel disease treatments. The documented use of herbal remedies
for ailments dates back to 3,000 B.C., when ancient Egyptian and Chinese cultures
used various plants for their healing properties (1). Therapeutic effects of herbal
medicine are a result of bioactive chemical substances, many of which have been
identified and synthetically manufactured as small molecule drugs. For example,
acetylsalicylic acid (Aspirin®) is a synthetic derivative of willow tree extract
identified to have fewer side effects and eventually became the first blockbuster
drug (2). Since that time, small molecule drugs have been developed for many
indications and will likely continue to play a significant role in healthcare.

In addition to serving as human and animal medicines, many naturally
derived drug products confer a selective advantage to the host species. In the same
manner as humans have utilized this natural selection from plants, fungi, and other
natural materials to derive small molecule drugs, it is a logical step to harness
animal-derived immune defenses to produce therapeutics. The human immune
system is comprised of both innate and adaptive immunity (3, 4). Innate immunity
confers a rapid initial line of defense via recognition of evolutionarily conserved
features from pathogenic bacteria, viruses, and other invading organisms. Innate
immune responses include the epithelial layer, which serves to block pathogen
entry; phagocytic cells such as neutrophils and macrophages that directly ingest
and kill pathogens; and inflammatory responses (e.g., cytokines, chemokines)
that assist in recruiting additional innate and/or adaptive immune responses (3, 4).

The adaptive immune response centers around the ability of T-cells and
B-cells to form a learned response against a specific target pathogen following
initial sensitization (4–6). Although adaptive immunity is relatively slow (days
or more) to respond to initial infection, it is unique in that it remembers specific
pathogenic antigens and is able to mount a more rapid and specific protection
against subsequent exposure. T-cells are adaptive immune cells that recognize
peptide antigens. When an organism is initially infected, phagocytic cells or
infected cells will process pathogen proteins into their constituent peptides
through lysosomal degradation. Pathogen peptides can then be associated with
a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and presented to the extracellular
surface. These MHC-associated peptides on the antigen-presenting cell surface
are recognized by T-cells, which induce apoptosis of the infected cell and/or
a chemotactic response that recruits additional adaptive and innate immune
functions to aid in clearance of the infection (5).
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The second major adaptive immune response (humoral response) is reliant on
B-cells expressing immunoglobulin (Ig or antibody) proteins (4–6). Antibodies
specifically recognize regions of pathogens such as proteins, carbohydrates, or
lipids that may be present on the invading organism (4). Immunoglobulins are
divided into classes (isotypes) and subclasses based on their structure as described
in more detail in the Mechanism of Action chapter (Volume 1, Chapter 2). The
different human isotypes (IgA, IgG, IgM, IgD, and IgE) each have a unique
distribution and function in the adaptive immune response (4). All currently
approved monoclonal antibody (mAb) therapeutics harness the immunological
capability of the IgG-class antibody, which also happens to be the highest
concentration Ig class in blood (4).

The naturally occurring humoral response begins with activation of a naive
B-cell expressing an IgM antibody on its cell surface. Each individual B-cell
produces an IgM on its cell surface that specifically targets a single antigenic site
or epitope. When a circulating B-cell recognizes its particular antigen, the cell
will proliferate memory and effector B-cells. Memory B-cells continue to express
antigen-specific IgM, thereby conferring a long-lasting learned memory of the
initial infection. Effector B-cells, on the other hand, undergo class switching and
are induced to produce soluble IgG targeting the same epitope. Soluble IgG binds
to circulating pathogen and leads to removal of the invading pathogen through
effector-mediated functions such as complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC),
antigen-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC), or direct clearance through Fc
binding in appropriate organs (4). Antibodies and the humoral defense are very
effective at fighting a wide range of diseases. This response mechanism can
also be considered somewhat more simplistic because the antibody recognizes
intact pathogen as opposed to a T-cell response via antigen-presenting cell
(APC)-processed antigen. It is therefore no surprise that IgG proteins were
targeted for their potential utility as therapeutics.

The first demonstration of IgG-related therapeutic efficacy dates back
to 1890, when serum from rabbits immunized with tetanus toxin conferred
immunity to naive animals (7). The first clinical use of whole human serum
was in 1907 for the prevention of measles, and this treatment proved to be of
great importance during the early 20th century (8). The Ig component of serum
was quickly recognized for its role in adaptive immunity, and technology was
developed to purify the Ig fraction for selective use as a therapeutic (9, 10).
Intramuscular injection of serum Ig was initially used; however, intravenous (IV)
administration was soon recognized to result in fewer infections. The use of IV Ig
therapies is now approved for a variety of indications, including primary humoral
immunodeficiency, B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia, Kawasaki disease, and
bone marrow transplantation (11).

The therapeutic benefits derived from IV Ig, as well as the typical humoral
response in animals, are polyclonal in nature. In other words, an invading organism
elicits a response from numerous B-cells, and IgGs of different epitopic specificity
are produced. In 1975, Kohler and Milstein first described the in vitro production
of mAbs with specificity for a single epitope using murine hybridoma technology
(12) and were later awarded the Nobel prize. Production of a mAb with this
technique involves first sensitizing a mouse with a human antigen. Murine B-cells
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are then extracted from the spleen and fused with immortalized myeloma cells (a
cancerous plasma cell) to form a mAb-producing hybridoma. Tissue cultures or
living mice can then be used to increase production of the mAb.

Due to the highly selective nature of a given mAb, mAbs of a given primary
amino acid sequence can be thought of as unique entities. Therapeutic mAbs are,
therefore, individually named, typically with both a trademarked name (trade
name) as well as a nonproprietary name based on the accepted International
Nonproprietary Names (INN) Programme (13, 14). INN nomenclature consists
of a sufficiently distinctive prefix, a series of substems, and a suffix in the form
of “Prefix-SubstemA-SubstemB-suffix.” The suffix “-mab” is common to all
nonproprietary names. Substem A and substem B indicate the antigen target class
and the species on which the immunoglobulin sequence is based, respectively, as
described in Table 1.

Table 1. System for International Nonproprietary Naming of Monoclonal
Antibody (mAb) Therapeutics*

* Substem A represents the classification of the mAbs antigenic specificity, and substem B
represents the species upon which the primary amino acid sequence is based.

The first murine (-omab) hybridoma-produced mAb therapeutic was realized
in 1986 with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) market approval of
Orthoclone® (muronomab) (15, 16). Interest in mAb therapies rapidly grew due
to their potential for a long half-life (as a result of catabolic recycling described
in the Mechanism of Action chapter/Volume 1, Chapter 2) and their unsurpassed
specificity. However, extraction of therapeutic mAbs from mouse ascites fluid
via hybridoma technology did not yield a large number of approved therapeutics
due to the need for animal hosts as well as insufficient titers to support drug
development (17). Their murine origin was also quickly identified to result in
non-self recognition of idiotypic determinants by the human immune system as
well as a less than optimal elucidation of effector functions (18, 19).
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Recombinant DNA technology resolved many difficulties associated with the
production of protein therapeutics using animal hosts for therapeutic expression.
Production of protein therapeutics via recombinant DNA technology begins with
a cloning vector (e.g., plasmid or viral DNA). The desired sequence encoding
the protein therapeutic, a promoter, and a selection marker sequence is ligated
with the vector to form appropriate recombinant DNA. Recombinant DNA can
then be transfected, or inserted, into the host cell DNA of a suitable expression
system containing the molecular machinery required for replication (20–22).
Successfully transfected host cells are selected through growth in a medium
requiring expression of metabolic-selectable markers or antibiotic-selectable
markers for cell viability (20). Further clonal selection can also be undertaken
to obtain a population optimized for characteristics such as cell line stability,
product yield, and product quality (20). Through the years, there have been a
number of advances in gene integration, as well as clonal selection, which have
been recently reviewed (22, 23). Selected cells contain incorporated DNA that
encodes the product, as well as a promoter sequence capable of inducing high
levels of transcription and, therefore, protein therapeutic production. The ability
to insert “your favorite gene” also paved the way for introduction of sequences
encoding for more human-like DNA.

Chimeric antibodies were the first recombinant therapeutics developed
in an effort to reduce immunogenic responses and improve effector functions
compared to fully murine mAbs (24, 25). Chimeric antibodies (-ximab), first
demonstrated in 1984, consist of a human constant region spliced with a fully
murine variable region (24). The “self” Fc domain resulted in longer half-life
and a higher propensity to elicit the Fc effector functions that are critical to
certain modes of action, as described in the Mechanism of Action chapter
(Volume 1, Chapter 2). The first approved chimeric product was Reopro®, a
chimeric monoclonal antibody antigen-binding fragment (Fab) for the prevention
of ischemic complications during angioplasty (25–27). Despite potential for
non-self immunogenic responses to the remaining murine component, numerous
chimeric intact antibodies have also been approved, including Rituxan® and
Erbitux® (anticancer agents), and Remicade® (an anti-inflammatory).

Recombinant DNA technology also opened the doorway to produce mAbs
with even lower murine composition. These humanized mAbs (-zumab), retaining
murine sequence in the complementarity-determining region (CDR) only, were
first produced in 1986 (28). As with chimeric technology, approval of the first
humanized mAb therapeutic followed approximately 10 years later (Zenapax® for
transplant rejection). A large number of humanized mAb products have since been
successfully marketed, including Synagis®, Herceptin®, Mylotarg®, Xolair®,
and Avastin®.

Chimeric and humanized antibody therapeutics are often produced in
murine-derived cells. NS0 and SP2/0 myeloma cell lines, derived from
B-lymphocytes of mice, have become commonplace for therapeutic development
because they can be adapted to produce sufficiently high IgG titers in bioreactor
cultures (29). NS0 cells, for example, lack the ability to express sufficient
levels of glutathione synthase (GS), an enzyme necessary for biosynthesis of
the essential nutrient glutamine. High-titer cell lines can be selected through
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co-transfection with a GS gene in a glutamine-free medium (30). Additional
murine cells, such as CHO cells (derived from epithelial cells of Chinese hamster
ovaries), have also become commonplace for drug development. CHO cells have
the ability to produce self-sustaining levels of GS. However, GS inhibitors can
be used in cell cultures to select only cells co-transfected with additional GS
activity (30). Additional selectable markers, such as dihydrofolate reductase,
can also be used for selection of suitably transfected clones (20, 22, 30). CHO
cells as production hosts have been well-received by the biopharmaceutical
community due to their ability to grow at high cell density and amenability to
serum-free media (23). CHO cells have also been known for their production of
proteins with a preferable glycoprofile, as described in more detail in following
chapters (Mechanism of Action chapter/Volume 1, Chapter 2 and Glycosylation
chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 4). However, CHO cells have recently been reported
to be capable of producing some of the undesired foreign glycan epitopes that
are commonly produced in murine myeloma-based cell lines and were originally
thought to be absent in CHO (e.g., gal-α-gal) (31). Throughout many years of
development, a high level of process knowledge associated with NS0, SP2/0, and
CHO has been compiled and will likely result in their continued use as platform
cell lines for mAb production.

Considering the potential for murine epitopic determinants to elicit
immunogenic responses, it makes sense that the production of fully human mAbs
(-umab) for therapeutic use would also be explored. Transgenic mouse strains
expressing human variable domains, phage display, and human-derived cell
lines all offer the potential for fully human mAb expression (32, 33). Phage
display, an in vitro technique that expresses and screens a library of antibody
sequences, was the first technology to identify a fully human mAb for clinical
use (34). The fully human construct for this mAb product (Humira®) was later
transferred to a CHO cell expression system for commercial-scale production and
licensed as a tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibitor useful for rheumatoid arthritis,
Crohn’s disease, and plaque psoriasis (35). Human-derived cell lines are a logical
target for expression of therapeutics as they possess the biosynthetic pathways
for human glycosylation and other post-translational modifications (PTMs),
thereby minimizing the risks associated with anti-mAb immune responses. Fully
human cell lines developed for biopharmaceutical production include the human
embryonic kidney cell line (HEK 293) and its successors, as well as the Per.C6
cell line derived from human retinal cells (23). Per.C6 cell lines have been shown
to offer several advantages, including very high titers and the ability to provide
stable cell lines without selection agents (29). Per.C6 and HEK cell lines can
be used for the expression of fully human mAbs (36, 37). However, full-length
mAbs from these expression systems (Per.C6 or HEK) have yet to gain market
approval.

Mammalian cell culture using the aforementioned cell lines has clearly
dominated production of mAb therapeutics, in large part due to their ability to
produce human-like form and function. Product development with CHO, NS0,
and SP2/0 cell lines will undoubtedly continue to contribute novel therapeutics.
Fully human expression systems will also likely increase in popularity, and it
should be noted that recent advances in microbial expression systems may soon
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begin to play a role in this ever-expanding market (38). Since the initial inception
of mAb therapeutics, a range of mammalian culture-derived mAb drug products
have been approved by the FDA and are currently in use, as described in Table
2 (note that only full-length mAb and Fab therapeutics are listed) (20, 39–41).
Murine, chimeric, humanized, and fully human mAbs of IgG1, 2, and 4 subclasses
are in current clinical use today and have revolutionized modern medicine.

A variety of mAb-related therapies, such as Fab, Fc-fusion proteins, and
antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs), have also been developed using mammalian
cell culture (39, 42). Fab therapeutics are composed only of the antigen-binding
subunit of the mAb and, therefore, do not have effector function capabilities
(Mechanism of Action chapter/Volume 1, Chapter 2). They also do not contain
glycosylation and, therefore, have been expressed in bacterial cell culture (e.g.,
Lucentis®, approved for treatment of macular degeneration) or expressed as
full-length mAbs and further truncated enzymatically (e.g., ReoPro®, approved
for use as an antithrombotic agent) (41, 43).

Fc fusion proteins and ADCs harness mAb biochemical activity as a means
for improving the pharmaceutical properties of an attached active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) or peptide. Fc-fusion proteins utilize the FcRn recycling pathway
to improve half-life and pharmacokinetic properties (42, 44). Examples of
approved Fc-fusion proteins include cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen (Orencia®)
and TNF receptor type 2 (Enbrel®) for rheumatoid arthritis (42). Recently,
there has been a great interest in Fc-fusion proteins with blood clotting factors
to improve their half-life and reduce the frequency of injections for treatment of
hematological disorders (45, 46).

ADCs are comprised of small-molecule APIs conjugated to full-length mAbs.
ADCs harness the antigen-binding affinity and specificity of the mAb to deliver
an API (e.g., chemotherapeutic agent) to a specific physiological location (42,
47). For example, Kadcyla® is a conjugate of trastuzimab and a microtubule
antagonist. The mAb binds a target cancer cell expressing the selective HER-2
marker and provides localized drug targeting of an otherwise globally cytotoxic
API (47).

A variety of additional mAb-based therapeutic strategies are also under
development, including smaller single-chain fragment variable (scFv) antibodies,
bi-specific antibodies with the ability to bind two separate epitopes, and multimer
constructs of antigen-binding domains (48–51). Although scFcs, bi-specifics,
and multimer constructs have yet to gain market approval in the United States,
each of them is based upon critical recombinant mAb components and subject to
the same production, regulatory, and characterization considerations described
throughout this book.
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Table 2. FDA-Approved Monoclonal Antibody (mAb) and Antigen-Binding Fragment (Fab) Therapeutics as of July 2014 *,† (20,
39–41)

Trade Name
Nonproprietary

Name Company Target‡ Cell Line Isotype
FDA

Approval

Therapeutic
Indications

Approved by FDA

Orthoclone®K3® Muromonab-CD3 Centocor Ortho
Biotech (Johnson
& Johnson)

CD3 Murine
ascites

Murine IgG2a 1986 Transplantation
rejection

ReoPro® abciximab Centocor
Ortho Biotech
(Janssen) and Eli
Lilly

GPIIb/IIIa SP2/0 Chimeric Fab 1994 High risk
angioplasty

Zenapax® daclizumab Roche CD25 NS0 Humanized IgG1 1997 Transplantation
rejection

Herceptin® trastuzumab Genentech
(Roche)

HER-2 CHO Humanized IgG1κ 1998 Breast cancer,
metastatic
gastric or
gastro-esophageal
junction
adenocarcinoma

Remicade® infliximab Centocor
Ortho Biotech
(Janssen)

TNF-α SP2/0 Chimeric IgG1κ 1998 Crohns disease,
ulcerative colitis,
rheumatoid
arthritis,
ankylosing
spondylitis,
psoriatic arthritis,
plaque psoriasis
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Trade Name
Nonproprietary

Name Company Target‡ Cell Line Isotype
FDA

Approval

Therapeutic
Indications

Approved by FDA

Simulect® basiliximab Novartis CD25 SP2/0 Chimeric IgG1κ 1998 Transplantation
rejection

Synagis® palivizumab MedImmune
(AZ)

RSV F protein NS0 Humanized IgG1κ 1998 Respiratory
syncytial virus

Campath® alemtuzumab Millennium and
Genzyme

CD52 CHO Humanized IgG1κ 2001 B-cell chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia

Humira® adalimumab Abbott (Abbvie) TNF-α CHO Human IgG1κ 2002 Rheumatoid
arthritis, juvenile
idiopathic arthritis,
psoriatic arthritis,
ankylosing
spondylitis,
Crohn’s disease,
plaque psoriasis

Zevalin® ibritumomab
tiuxetan

Biogen Idec CD20 CHO Murine IgG1κ 2002 Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma

Bexxar® tositumomab
and iodine-131
tositumomab

Corixa and GSK CD20 Hybridoma Murine IgG2aλ 2003 Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma

Xolair® omalizumab Genentech
(Roche) and
Novartis

IgE CHO Humanized IgG1κ 2003 Asthma

Continued on next page.
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Table 2. (Continued). FDA-Approved Monoclonal Antibody (mAb) and Antigen-Binding Fragment (Fab) Therapeutics as of July
2014 *,† (20, 39–41)

Trade Name
Nonproprietary

Name Company Target‡ Cell Line Isotype
FDA

Approval

Therapeutic
Indications

Approved by FDA

Avastin® bevacizumab Genentech
(Roche)

VEGF CHO Humanized IgG1κ 2003 Metastatic
colorectal cancer,
non-small cell lung
cancer, metastatic
breast cancer,
glioblastoma
multiforme,
metastatic renal
cell carcinoma

Erbitux® cetuximab ImClone (Eli
Lilly), Merck
Serono and BMS

EGFR SP2/0 Chimeric IgG1κ 2004 Head and neck
cancer, colorectal
cancer

Tysabri® natalizumab Biogen Idec and
Elan

VLA-4 NS0 Humanized IgG4κ 2004 Multiple sclerosis
(relapsing),
Crohns disease

Lucentis® ranibizumab Genentech
(Roche)

VEGF-A E. Coli Humanized Fab
IgG1κ

2006 Macular
degeneration and
macular edema

Soliris® eculizumab Alexion
Pharmaceutical

Complement
C5

Myeloma Humanized IgG2κ 2007 Paroxysmal
nocturnal
hemoglobinuria
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Trade Name
Nonproprietary

Name Company Target‡ Cell Line Isotype
FDA

Approval

Therapeutic
Indications

Approved by FDA

Cimzia® certolizumab pegol UCB TNF-α E. Coli Humanized Fab
IgG1κ

2008 Crohns disease,
rheumatoid
arthritis

Arzerra® ofatumumab Genmab and
GSK

CD20 NS0 Human IgG1κ 2009 Chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia

Ilaris® canakinumab Novartis IL-1β SP2/0 Human IgG1κ 2009 Cryopyrin-
associated periodic
syndromes

Simponi® golimumab Centocor
Ortho Biotech
(Janssen)

TNF-α SP2/0 human IgG1κ 2009 Rheumatoid
arthritis, Psoriatic
arthritis,
ankylosing
spondylitis

Stelara® ustekinumab Centocor
Ortho Biotech
(Janssen)

IL-12 , IL-23 SP2/0 Human IgG1κ 2009 Plaque psoriasis

Actemra® tocilizumab Chugai (Roche) IL-6 CHO Humanized IgG1κ 2010 Rheumatoid
arthritis

Continued on next page.
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Table 2. (Continued). FDA-Approved Monoclonal Antibody (mAb) and Antigen-Binding Fragment (Fab) Therapeutics as of July
2014 *,† (20, 39–41)

Trade Name
Nonproprietary

Name Company Target‡ Cell Line Isotype
FDA

Approval

Therapeutic
Indications

Approved by FDA

Prolia® and
Xgeva®

denosumab Amgen RANKL CHO Human IgG2κ 2010 Postmenopausal
osteoporosis,
prevention of
SREs in patients
with bone
metastases from
solid tumors

Benlysta® belimumab HGS, GSK BLyS NS0 Human IgG1λ 2011 Systemic lupus
erythematosus
(SLE)

Yervoy® ipilimumab BMS CTLA-4 CHO Human IgG1κ 2011 Melanoma

Adcetris® brentuximab Seattle Genetics CD30 CHO Chimeric ADC
IgG1κ

2011 Hodgkin
lymphoma,
systemic
anaplastic large
cell lymphoma

Perjeta® pertuzumab Genentech HER2 CHO Humanized IgG1κ 2012 HER2-positive
metastatic breast
cancer

Raxibacumab® raxibacumab HGS, GSK PA of B.
anthracis
toxin

NS0 Human IgG1λ 2012 Anthrax exposure
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Trade Name
Nonproprietary

Name Company Target‡ Cell Line Isotype
FDA

Approval

Therapeutic
Indications

Approved by FDA

Gazyva® obinutuzumab Genentech CD20 CHO Humanized IgG1 2013 Chronic
lymphocytic
leukemia

Kadcyla® ado-trastuzumab
emtansine

Genentech HER2 CHO Humanized IgG1
ADC

2013 HER2-positive
metastatic breast
cancer

Cyramza® ramucirumab Eli Lilly and Co. VEGFR2 NS0 Human IgG1 2014 Gastric cancer
* Only approved full-length mAb and Fab therapeutics are included. † Sources: (20, 39–41). ‡ CD (cluster of differentiation), GPIIb/IIa (glycoprotein
IIb/IIa), HER-2 (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2), TNF (tumor necrosis factor), RSV F protein (respiratory syncytial virus), IgE (immunoglobulin
E), VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor), EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor), VLA-4 (very late antigen), IL (interluekin), RANKL (receptor
activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand), BLyS (B-lymphocyte stimulator), PA of B. anthracis (protective antigen of Bacillis anthracis), CTLA
(cytotoxic‑lymphocyte antigen), VEGFR2 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2).
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Production of mAb Therapeutics

Current mAb biomanufacturing has evolved into a highly controlled process,
as described in Figures 1 and 2. Each stage in the production process—raw
materials, process conditions and control, purification, fill finish, and storage—can
affect quality attributes of the product. The production process requires years
of optimization and highly regulated control to result in a suitable drug product.
At this point, it is useful to differentiate commonly used terminology associated
with the drug development process (52). Process-related impurities refer to any
unwanted material introduced as part of the manufacturing process. This may
include impurities derived from the cell system itself (host cell proteins [HCPs]
and DNA), cell culture media components, and impurities introduced during
targeted purification strategies (e.g., column leachables, processing reagents).
Product-related impurities are variants of the desired product (precursors,
truncated products, or degradation products) that do not have the desired activity,
efficacy, and/or safety. Product-related substances, on the other hand, are
also variations of the targeted product; however, they fall within predefined
specifications for activity, efficacy, and safety. A series of processing steps
(upstream and downstream, described below) are undertaken to clear most
unwanted process and product-related impurities to initially provide the bulk drug
substance.

Bulk drug substance contains desired product as well as associated product-
related substances and excipients/buffer components. The final stage in processing
is formulation of the drug substance into a drug product suitable for clinical use.
Formulation of the drug product may involve dilution to appropriate dosage and
addition/removal of excipients into a pharmaceutical product for patient use. Drug
product may have essentially the same identity and purity as drug substance other
than it is in a format directly amenable for delivery to the patient. Therefore,
although intended to be the same active ingredient, the storage conditions, shelf
life, and degradation pathways may differ and should be thoroughly evaluated. In
addition, specifications should be set for identity, purity (including any residual
impurities), and potency, as described in ICH Q6B (52).

The development process is divided into upstream and downstream
processing. Upstream process development involves cell line, media composition,
and culture condition optimization to produce mAbs in sufficient quantity to
support clinical and, subsequently, commercial production scale. A representative
overview of an upstream production process is show in Figure 1, where the
optimized cell line will undergo multiple rounds of expansion to first seed a
small-scale bioreactor. These seed-scale expansion reactor cultures are transferred
to one or more larger production reactors as necessary to produce sufficient levels
of mAb. Early-stage purification steps, such as centrifugation and filtration,
remove cellular debris and result in the clarified cell culture media (53, 54).
Stable cell line development through delayed apoptosis, regulatory RNA,
transient gene expression, improved cell culture media, single-use bioreactors,
and process analytical technology (PAT) represent a sampling of recent advances
in state-of-the-art upstream processes (20, 22, 54–58).
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Figure 1. Representative upstream processing steps that may be used for
monoclonal antibody production. (see color insert)

Following upstream processing, clarified cell culture media contains the
desired mAb as well as other secreted HCPs, host cell DNA, media, feed
components, and other potential process-related impurities. Downstream
processing encompasses a variety of purification steps to selectively remove
process-related impurities (Figure 2) (59). The first downstream processing
stage is typically affinity enrichment of the IgG component of the culture media.
This is most often achieved though protein A affinity chromatography, which
selectively binds the Fc region. Although protein A is highly selective and can
achieve purity greater than 90–98% (60, 61), the inherent unit operation and
limited binding capacity results in a relatively low throughput strategy (62).
Optimization of ligand density, chromatographic support, immobilization strategy,
and chromatographic parameters such as flow rate and buffer composition has
been utilized to improve affinity enrichment capabilities (63–65) In addition,
alternative ligands and non-chromatographic technologies have been explored to
improve this initial capture step (54).

Despite the purity offered by protein A chromatography, residual impurities
such as HCPs (Process Impurities chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 9 and LC-MS
HCP chapter/Volume 3, Chapter 12) or adventitious agents (Adventitious
chapter/Volume 3, Chapter 7) may remain after the initial capture step. HCPs
may co-purify as adducts with the mAb of interest or as a result of nonspecific
interaction and co-elution in the product fraction (66, 67). Additional polishing
chromatographic steps are often used such as cation exchange chromatography
(CEX), anion exchange chromatography (AEX), and hydrophobic interaction
chromatography (HIC) (53, 54, 59, 68). A gel filtration step may also be present
to remove aggregates during polishing chromatographic steps. The final stages
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of downstream process typically involved final filtration (nanometer-scale) and
inactivation of potential viral contaminants, as well as ultrafiltration and/or
dialysis to concentrate the product into its bulk drug substance form (53, 54).
Improvement in downstream processing is an ongoing area of research directed
at achieving higher throughput purification to meet the demands of high-titer
upstream production without sacrifice of drug substance purity. Many potential
advances in chromatographic and non-chromatographic developments have
recently been reviewed (53, 54, 69–71). Improvements in process-related
technology continually are made as more sensitive and specific analytical
technology for the detection and characterization of process-related impurities
are developed. Emerging technologies for adventitious agent testing and HCP
analysis are covered in detail throughout this book (Adventitious chapter/Volume
3, Chapter 7; Process Impurities chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 9; and LC-MS HCP
chapter/Volume 3, Chapter 12). Genomics and proteomics have also bolstered
the specificity of HCP identification and cell line-specific considerations (72–74),
as described in chapters throughout this series (Genomics chapter/Volume 4 and
Proteomics chapter/Volume 4).

Concurrent with the optimization of upstream and downstream processing to
form a more pure and reproducible bulk drug substance, the material must undergo
formulation development into a form suitable for direct clinical use. A variety
of considerations go into drug product formulation, such as API concentration;
dosage form (liquid vs. lyophilized); and selection of excipients and proposed
storage conditions, including the container closure (e.g., vial, prefilled syringe).
There is also increasing use of delivery devices such as auto-injectors and mini-
dosers that allow for the delivery of high quantities of mAbs to patients.

The drug product matrix is of critical importance and ensures stability of the
molecule throughout fill finish, transport, shelf life, and patient administration.
Appropriate formulation minimizes chemical (e.g., proteolysis, disulfide
scrambling, oxidation) and physical (e.g., denaturation, aggregation) instabilities
and may include a variety of excipients such as carbohydrates, surfactants,
polyols, and arginine or other amino acids (75). Assessment of the protein’s
stability begins early in the drug development lifecycle and often can be a
determining factor in the developability (Developability chapter/Volume 2,
Chapter 7) of a candidate mAb. A wide variety of analytical and biophysical
techniques (Biophysical chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 6 and SMSLS chapter/Volume
3, Chapter 5) are used in such manufacturability studies.

The overall goal of process and formulation development is to produce a
quality product suitable for its intended use. The quality of the drug substance
or product is evaluated experimentally based on a variety of attributes determined
to be critical to safety and efficacy (e.g., identity, potency, purity) (52). Critical
quality attributes (CQAs) are physical, chemical, biological, or microbiological
properties that must be maintained within a predefined limit, range, or distribution
to ensure product quality (76). The identification of CQAs and evaluation of their
level of criticality is a complex task that spans the totality of knowledge for a given
process and product. A risk-based approach is taken to optimize and correlate all
aspects of the production process for the severity of deviation from predefined
specifications and the likelihood of each deviation. This combined approach of
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CQA identification and correlation to process parameters followed by systematic
process optimization is referred to as quality by design (QbD).

Figure 2. Representative downstream processing steps that may be used
for monoclonal antibody production. Potential polishing chromatography
steps include anion exchange chromatography (AEX), cation exchange

chromatography (CEX), and hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC).
(see color insert)

QbD is formally defined in ICH Q8(R2) as “a systematic approach to
development that begins with predefined objectives and emphasizes product and
process understanding and process control, based on sound science and quality
risk assessment” (76). ICH Q8(R2) gives a generalized guidance on how the
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concept of QbD can be incorporated into pharmaceutical development. In 2008,
the chemistry, manufacturing, and controls (CMC) biotechnology working group
organized a comprehensive, real-world case study to more comprehensively
exemplify all aspects of QbD principles based on a representative humanized
IgG1, A-mAb (77). The case study used a subset of quality attributes (e.g.,
aggregation, glycosylation) known from historical knowledge to span a range
of criticality. A risk assessment was described to demonstrate how historical,
analytical, biophysical, clinical, and nonclinical data were combined for
evaluation of A-mAb CQAs. The A-mAb case study then went on to present an
iterative risk assessment and optimization strategy for upstream and downstream
processing, linking product quality to critical control parameters. A similar
exercise was also applied to drug product formulation design, leveraging
historical process platform and product class information in combination with risk
assessment. Finally, cumulative risk assessment along with product and process
knowledge were used to define a control space and strategy for the representative
QAs and CQAs that were further assured throughout the lifecycle with product
and process verification (see the QbD chapter/Volume 1, Chapter 5 for a more
detailed discussion).

PAT is a very important component of a robust QbD approach to
biomanufacturing. The concept of PAT utilizes process and product knowledge
to incorporate measurements (on-line, in-line, at-line, or off-line) of raw and
in-process materials to provide real-time information as to the control of the
system and ensure product quality (76, 78). PAT measurements are intended
to correlate critical process parameters and resultant product CQA’s. The
complexity and variability associated with protein therapeutics, raw materials,
and their production process make information-rich PAT a difficult task; however,
significant advancements have been realized (79, 80). Cell culture operations
are widely monitored for biomass (yield), critical reagents (e.g., metabolites,
nutrients), and medium conditions (pO2, pH, and temperature) through a variety of
image analysis (e.g., focused beam reflectance), spectroscopic (e.g., IR, Raman),
electrochemical (e.g., pH, dielectric spectroscopy), and/or off-line analytical
techniques (e.g., high-performance liquid chromatography [HPLC], nuclear
magnetic resonance [NMR]) (78, 79). PAT has also been applied to harvest unit
operations, downstream processing, and formulation (77, 79, 81). The vast array
of available PAT tools has also spurred a movement toward multivariate statistical
models for these complex data sets (82). Although a complete discussion of PAT
is outside the scope of this chapter, many reviews and the A-mAb case study
present the correlation between QbD, PAT and process control, and resultant
product quality (58, 79, 80, 83).

The A-mAb case study is a good example of widespread industrial
collaboration to harmonize thinking and significantly advance antibody production
philosophy and applied science. Although every aspect of A-mAb will not be
directly applicable to every future mAb product, widely available case studies on
representative materials are critical to advancing the science of complex mAb
development in concert with regulatory requirements and expectations. It is the
hope that the NIST mAb IgG1κ, described throughout this book, can serve a
purpose similar to that of the A-mAb study, in this case, focusing on evaluation
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of current and future analytical and biophysical technology for identification
and characterization of mAb product attributes. The NIST mAb will provide a
common material to serve as a fundamental measurand of mAb heterogeneity, as
demonstrated throughout this book.

Despite stringent controls and highly regulated manufacturing processes,
the biological origin of recombinant therapeutics produces a significant level of
product heterogeneity. Product-related substances consist in part of a variety of
PTMs (PTMs chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 3), sequence variants (Sequence Variant
chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 2), and other modifications that can be identified
using techniques discussed throughout this book. In addition, the final product
must be free of adventitious agents and have acceptable limits of product- and
process-related impurities. Identification and control of these process variables
and their effects on product quality is of great importance early in product
development of mAb products to reduce costly development choices and influence
early process decisions. Ultimately, it is the attributes of drug substance and drug
product that determine its fitness for an intended use. Product safety and efficacy
are initially verified through preclinical and clinical trials, and quality must
be ensured thereafter through stringent analytical testing to ensure consistency
from batch to batch. Process performance and product quality are tracked and
trended over time to ensure product consistency. Changes in the production
process are critically evaluated for resultant comparability to previous lots or
reference standards using a full battery of characterization methods (84). These
physicochemical and biophysical analytical technologies are used to “define” the
product, as described in Volume 2 of this series, and many of these methods will
support the validation of quality testing for lot release and stability. To ensure
consistent production, it is therefore essential to have a reference standard of the
specific product for comparison. Note that throughout this chapter, the words
“in-house reference standard” are intended to refer to a company-specific product
and “reference standard” alone refers to a standard issued by the World Health
Organization (WHO) or a pharmacopoeial registry to assist in ensuring identity,
potency, and/or purity. The term “reference material” refers to national metrology
materials with metrological traceability, as discussed below.

Product-Specific In-House Reference Standards

Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the manufacturer to ensure product
consistency throughout its lifecycle, using appropriate analytical characterization
and comparability to an in-house reference standard (52). The drug candidate
development process, appropriate in-house reference standards, and analytical
methods co-evolve throughout the product lifecycle. In the case of mAbs, there
currently is not a repository of product-specific compendia standards (described
below) as those provided for small molecule drugs. Therefore, current best
practices require development of a product and manufacturer-specific in-house
reference standard. In-house reference standard development evolves as the
product moves through various stages of clinical development as described in
Figure 3. The timeline described in Figure 3 is a general outline of a theoretical
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situation, and the actual timeline for qualification of in-house reference standards
and analytical methods is highly depend on real-time process and product
knowledge as well as incoming data from clinical trials.

An in-house interim reference standard is an appropriately characterized
lot of production material set aside for quality control (QC) purposes during the
development stage. The interim standard is often used as the product-specific
reference standard for early technical development through Good Laboratory
Practice-Toxicology (GLP-Tox) and early clinical studies. At this point,
tentative process parameters and formulation for Phase 1 clinical trials have
been defined, and a suite of analytical characterization methods to define product
properties such as primary sequence, certain PTM modifications, charge and
size isoforms, and potency are in place. These methods are used to qualify the
reference standard, which refers to collection of sufficient physicochemical
and biophysical characterization data such that the material can serve as a
representative comparator for future lots and analytical method evaluation.
During Phase 1 and Phase 2 trials, process changes may occur. The need to
replace the interim standard will depend on the level of process change and/or
detected changes to the product profile post-change. Qualification of new interim
standards should be minimized to avoid product drift, but the decision must
ensure the in-house reference standard is representative of the product to be
used in the clinic so that it is fit for its intended purpose. When a significant
process change is to be implemented that impacts relevant quality attributes,
a batch of designated in-house reference standard should be simultaneously
generated and characterized, the data from which can also be used as the basis for
a comparability exercise (84).

At or near pivotal clinical trials, the overall upstream, downstream, and
formulation scheme intended for commercial development will be in place.
The entire suite of analytical characterization and QC (lot release and stability)
methods should now be qualified and validated, respectively, as discussed in
the following paragraph. A larger quantity of manufacturer’s material must be
selected from a batch that is representative of the commercial product for use in
pivotal trials and post-commercialization. This batch is often split into two subsets
for use as an in-house primary reference standard and the first lot of in-house
secondary (or working) reference standard. The in-house primary standard is
expected to be in quantities sufficient to be used throughout the product lifecycle
for qualification/calibration of secondary standards. The in-house secondary
reference standard is calibrated against the in-house primary reference standard
and is used in QC testing of clinical material as well as marketed lots. Additional
batches of secondary in-house reference standard may be made when supplies
are exhausted and re-qualified against the in-house primary reference standard.
Additional in-house primary reference standard may also be prepared if the initial
batch is near exhaustion or changes in the reference profile are noted during
regularly scheduled trending testing. However, qualification of new in-house
primary reference standard should be avoided when possible to minimize potential
drift.
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Figure 3. Representative monoclonal antibody lifecycle incorporating potential
timelines for analytical method development, in-house reference standards, and
potential supplementation with a metrological reference material. (see color

insert)

Along with evolution of in-house reference standards and the drug
development lifecycle, analytical methods for product testing also evolve
in a manner appropriate to the current stage of development (85). Method
Qualification refers to the use of an in-house standard along with challenge
material (e.g., forced degraded material, known impurities) to test the ability of a
method to provide information on the desired product attribute. For example, a
method qualified for identity testing should be sufficient to differentiate the test
subject from product-related impurities and other related molecules produced in
that facility. Method Validation is a more in-depth verification of a proposed
method’s suitability for an intended purpose, as described in more detail in ICH
Q2(R1) (86). Succinctly, validation consists of a method performance evaluation
for accuracy, precision, specificity, detection limits, linearity, and range to
provide a high degree of assurance that it is capable of consistently producing
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results within predetermined specifications for a given product. Analytical and
biophysical methods may categorized as being informational (i.e. for research
purposes), qualified, and/or validated, depending on their intended purpose and
current role in a particular drug candidate’s lifecycle.

Analytical and biophysical methods can be split into three categories that
co-evolve throughout the product lifecycle. The first types of methods typically
utilized during early product development are methods used to screen candidate
molecules. These techniques assess for commonly known undesirable attributes
such as a significant propensity to aggregate or high levels of product variability
(e.g., in size, charge, or viscosity). In vitro immunogenicity and potency assays
also play a significant role in determining viable candidates to move forward in
development. In addition to these screening assays, promising candidates may be
subjected to further, more detailed characterization.

Detailed characterization methods are used for high-level product
understanding and often focus on specific product attributes of identity (primary
sequence and higher order structure), and purity, which is evaluated based
on intrinsic heterogeneity such as PTMs, sequence variants, size variants
(aggregation), charge variants, and other characteristics. Product characterization
methods have an important role as the product development cycle advances and
may include mass spectrometry (e.g., for sequence determination, glycoprofiling),
HPLC (along with fraction collection of size, charge, and sequence variants), and
methods that focus on higher order structure (e.g., NMR, hydrogen-deuterium
exchange [HDX], circular dichroism, differential scanning calorimetry). These
methods are generally not validated, but must be qualified to a level shown to
be fit for use when compared to routine lot release methods intended for QC.
This is because they yield critical data on potential product changes during
process optimization, such as changes in primary sequence; PTMs; biophysical
parameters; and secondary, tertiary, and higher order structure. Qualified
characterization methods are often used to supplement the application for
licensure (in the elucidation of structure section in the application), demonstrate
a high level of product knowledge, and verify that more robust QC methods
are fit for their intended purpose. Qualified characterization methods are
required for qualification of future lots of in-house working standards. Trending
characterization data associated with sequential production lots is also critical to
post-approval comparability exercises that may be necessary to justify process
changes have not adversely impacted the product (84).

A more robust set of methods with defined precision and acceptance criteria
(QCmethods) must also be developed for ensuring the product quality and stability
of future clinical and commercial lots. Both screening and characterization
methods may eventually become QC methods, depending on their suitability
for an intended purpose. Characterization methods are often used to assess
and/or supplement intended QC methods because of their ability to accurately
and precisely identify deviations from desired quality attributes. Qualification
of QC methods begins during early toxicology studies and clinical trials. As
manufacturing processes are scaled to levels required to support pivotal clinical
trials, multiple lots of material are used to validate such assays for their intended
purpose. Appropriate validation of an analytical method serves to confirm
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acceptance criteria and suitable performance, as defined in earlier qualification
studies. Validated QC methods are used to assure consistent production of
commercial lots. In-house working standards and controls are run alongside
commercial material to ensure QC method conformance to expectations and,
ultimately, a safe and effective product for clinical and commercial use.

Finally, robust operation of characterization and QC methods is balanced
by continued evaluation of system performance. All components, including
instrumentation, consumables, software, and analytical personnel, should be
included in the system suitability space of a particular test method. Historically,
system suitability has been established through use of an in-house reference
standard. Conformance to expectation indicates proper operation of a test system.
Although consistent operation of a test system that has been validated to be
capable of identifying a particular product change is strong evidence for product
consistency, when deviations from the expected outcome are observed, additional
mechanisms are needed to differentiate product versus method-related factors.
For this reason, external, non-product-specific standards or reference materials are
necessary to challenge analytical operations and yield a secondary confirmation
of system suitability.

Metrological Reference Material

Establishing appropriate public reference standards for pharmaceutical
development is a collaborative effort involving drug manufacturers, regulatory
agencies, and a variety of standards organizations with unique yet overlapping
missions. The WHO coordinates the development of standards associated
with health care throughout the United Nations system. The WHO provides
international referencematerials (International Biological Reference Preparations)
useful for designating a baseline definition of unit activity in a particular assay
(e.g., potency assay) (87). These materials are intended for calibration of
national/regional activity reference standards (e.g., United States Pharmacopeia)
and/or in-house reference standards with regards to product potency or biological
activity. These potency standards represent the gold standard for activity.
However, for new molecular entities and all currently approved mAbs, such
standards are typically not available. In this case, qualification and definition of
activity are based on a representative lot of an in-house reference standard, as
described above. In the case of a follow-on biological program, the originator
molecule must be purchased from market supplies and used to assess an in-house
standard manufactured by the follow-on manufacturer.

In the United States, the U.S. Pharmacopoeial Convention (USP) publishes
official compendia for pharmaceutical products, the content of which are often
enforceable by the FDA (88). The USP was established with the mindset that
drug substances and products are articles of commerce that must pass stringent
quality standards to prevent distribution of adulterated or misbranded products,
thereby ensuring safety and efficacy for clinical use (89). To this end, the USP
publishes product-specific pharmacopoeia monographs, including methodology
and appropriate calibrants to aid in assessing whether a product meets required
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specifications. Requirements for defining identity, purity, stability, and potency
for small molecule drugs are well-established due to the definitive chemical
structure of such molecules (88). It is the intent of the USP that every legally
approved article (e.g., drug substance, drug product) should have a monograph
and a USP Reference Standard, where appropriate. To this end, the USP works
diligently with originator manufacturers to develop monographs and associated
reference standards. Alternative sources such as potential generic suppliers may
also be sought as sources, however, if no monograph and reference standard are
under development 5 years prior to the expiration of an originator patent (90).
This mechanism has worked well for small molecule drugs, for which compendial
methods and standards are typically available at or near the time of patent expiry.

In the case of biologically derived medicines, their inherent complexity
requires additional consideration for attributes such as identity, stability,
product-related impurities, and process-related impurities. To date, no mAb
monographs have been published in the legally enforceable USP compendium.
However, a monograph for rituximab is available through the non-mandatory
USP Medicines Compendium (91). Although not legally enforceable unless
submitted as part of a regulatory filing, Medicines Compendium standards
are approved through extensive USP Expert Committee evaluation and may
be useful to establish an article’s identity, strength, and purity. In addition to
product-specific monographs, the USP publishes General Chapters (often with
associated procedural standards) aimed at best practices for techniques that may
be broadly applied to a variety of health care-related products, including the future
inclusion of a recently created chapter on size, charge, and glycosylation testing
for mAbs (92). Other country-based or regional pharmacopoeial agencies are also
publishing standards related to mAb drug substances and products. The Indian
Pharmacopoeia is in advanced stages of publishing monographs for rituximab
drug substance and drug product for injection (93). The European Pharmacopoeia
includes a general monograph titled Monoclonal Antibodies for Human Use
(2031), which provides definitions and general provisions for production, testing,
and labeling. It is likely that major pharmacopoeial agencies in Japan, China,
Brazil, and other countries will follow suit.

During method development and in-house reference standard evolution of
complex drug products such as mAbs, it makes sense that the best comparability
standard is a representative lot of the specific drug substance or product
itself (in-house primary and working standards). In some cases, biologic
pharmacopoeial standards such as erythropoietin (EPO) and granulocyte colony
stimulating factor (GCSF) are available from Pharmacopoeia. However,
physicochemical and biophysical standards of this type are typically not available
for biotherapeutics. Given the process-specific nature and high complexity ofmAb
products, it may be impossible for one national or international reference standard
to cover all of the needs when testing a company-specific product. Therefore,
multiple company-specific lots and often attribute-specific reference standards
(e.g., certain degradation products derived thereof) will be required to ensure a
method’s performance for a particular biopharmaceutical product, and an in-house
reference standard will be required to rigorously monitor product consistency.
The necessity for method validation and guidance for such an endeavor has
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been stated by a variety of regulatory and standardization organizations (52,
86, 94), and many excellent reviews have recently been published (95, 96). It
has been noted that guidelines are subject to some level of user interpretation,
which can lead to inadvertent risk if appropriate validation parameters are not
considered (96). However, the interpretability of guidance documents is also an
essential factor that allows consideration of the totality of evidence for a specific
product. A widely available metrological reference material would provide a
representative material to more precisely define a balance between harmonization
and product-specific validation packages. In addition, appropriate protocols for
method qualification during early- to mid-phase product development are not as
harmonized or clearly defined as those for later phases of product development
because most regulatory guidance documents are designed for commercialization
of a product (85, 95). Such a void in qualification and assessment of changing
analytical test methods would, therefore, be supplemented by a widely available
metrological reference material and reference data to supplement current in-house
reference standard protocols.

National metrology institutes such as NIST are responsible for such
metrological reference materials as one aspect of assuring measurement
equivalence. These institutes are involved in a variety of activities, ranging
from establishing the fundamental unit of time measurement to providing
physical reference materials useful for calibrating property measurements such
as mass. To achieve this mission, a national metrology institute may provide
chemical and physical reference materials to its stakeholders to establish a route
of traceability to fundamental measurement units and/or assess the quality of
a measurement procedure. In the health care setting, reference materials are
often used for calibration and/or harmonization of test methods and focus on
the accuracy and reproducibility of measurement technology itself, as opposed
to assessing a specific product’s conformance to predefined specifications.
Metrological reference materials such as the NIST mAb described here are,
therefore, similar to procedural standards established in USP compendia, and are
intended to compliment these activities by providing a widely representative and
internationally traceable material for analytical method assessment.

The NIST Biomanufacturing Program is directed toward developing a
suite of fundamental measurement science, reference materials, and reference
data to enable more accurate and confident characterization of key attributes
directly linked to product safety and efficacy. A critical metric in achieving
these goals is the production of a widely available reference material useful for
establishing instrument performance and variability in analytical test methods
(97). Recombinant mAbs are the fastest growing class of biotherapeutics and
are, therefore, an obvious candidate for such a material. A NIST reference
material (RM) is a material that is sufficiently homogeneous and stable with
reference to specified properties and has been established to be fit for its intended
use in measurement or in examination of nominal properties. The topic of
the current book is a candidate IgG1κ mAb RM for which detailed analytical
and biophysical characterization will be presented. Property values of an RM
are a best estimate of the true value provided by NIST where all known or
suspected sources of bias may not have been fully investigated. NIST RMs
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meet the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) definition of a
reference material, including homogeneity, stability, and suitability for use in a
measurement process (98). A NIST Standard Reference Material (SRM) is a
material accompanied by documentation issued by NIST that assigns one or more
specified property values with associated uncertainties and traceability. Property
values of an SRM are certified as being traceable to an accurate realization of the
unit in which the property values are expressed and having suspected sources of
bias that have been fully investigated or accounted for by NIST. NIST SRMs meet
the ISO definition of a certified reference material (CRM) (98). Both NIST RMs
and SRMs are issued under the NIST trademark and can be used for measurement
quality assurance.

The subject IgG1κ discussed throughout this book is intended for
development into an RM and/or SRM that is expected to be used by a variety of
stakeholders, including the biopharmaceutical industry, instrument manufacturers,
academia, regulatory authorities, and other standards organizations. The RM is
intended for a variety of uses, including, but not necessarily limited to, system
suitability tests, establishing method or instrument performance and variability,
comparing changing analytical test methods, and assisting in method qualification.
To properly serve as a quantitative and qualitative RM, a variety of physical
and chemical characterization methods may be used to determine biomolecular
composition and structure, purity, and stability, including, but not necessarily
limited to, liquid chromatographic methods; mass spectrometry; NMR; and
optical, X-ray, and other product characterization assays.

Information pertaining to chemical and physical attributes of the NIST mAb
RM or SRM may be reported to customers as NIST Certified Values, NIST
Reference Values, or NIST Informational Values, depending on the level of
certainty associated with the particular test methods. Analytical data may also be
made available in a variety of formats. including, but not necessarily limited to
certification sheets delivered with the material, an SRM or RM website, Standard
Reference Data software and/or databases, or published material in scientific
journals and books such as the current series. Characterization efforts throughout
this book utilized the candidate RM 8670 (lot 3F1b) of the NIST IgG1κ mAb
(100 mg/mL or 10 mg/mL). The molecule was distributed throughout industry,
academia, regulatory agencies, and NIST to gain initial product understanding
and identification of its physicochemical and biophysical attributes. The intention
was to evoke best practices in a collaborative effort toward characterization of a
mAb. Simultaneously, additional NIST mAb material intended for public release
as an RM and/or SRM was prepared from multiple homogenized production lots
and is expected to be available shortly after publication of this series.

Potential Utility of the NIST mAb IgG1κ

The pursuit of a candidate NIST RM is based on a variety of factors that
stem from industry input. The decision to pursue an IgG1κ mAb RM arose
largely through discussions and iterative research with industry stakeholders over
a period of 5 years. mAbs of a given class are highly homologous and, therefore,
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have similar characteristics for which platform technology can provide a wealth of
information. Screening methodologies for class-specific attributes are commonly
developed with this highly similar behavior and composition in mind. However,
start-up companies may not have such historical expertise, and/or investigational
compounds may be present in very short supply. One of the strengths of having an
established RM of the IgG1κ class is to assist with development and optimization
of such techniques for new molecular entities. The NIST mAb reference material
is expected to fill this void as a representative material for method prequalification
during early drug development, as depicted in Figure 3, and feed forward into
class-specific historical knowledge. One could imagine a series of follow-on
isotypes, allotypes, or other class-specific molecules to support development of
a variety of therapeutic proteins.

Further method development, incorporation of novel analytical and
biophysical techniques, or method transfer (internal or to a contract organization)
also requires a high level of analyte knowledge to evaluate suitability. Instrument
vendors and industry consumers alike often use company-specific mAbs with
intellectual property concerns, commercially available mAbs that may not be
well-characterized, or proteins not representative of the class for such a purpose.
The use of a single available material will be convenient for users and instrument
developers alike to evaluate the instrument or method performance of evolving
technology. Certified concentration and extensive characterization data collected
by multiple companies and/or institutions provided along with such a material
will greatly facilitate determination of dynamic range, detection limits, linearity,
and precision of new technology. Again, although the use of degraded material or
other products produced in the same facility is required for challenging methods,
the NIST mAb will provide an external control that can be widely utilized to
evaluate purity or identity-indicating assays. The baseline comparator NIST mAb
molecule will, therefore, facilitate implementation of new characterization and/or
QC strategies.

In addition, the historical data available for direct comparison will assist
regulators in evaluating the suitability of new techniques for use in originator
product licensure applications. The inevitable submission for follow-on biologic
licensure is an even more pressing issue due to the expected impact of increased
analytics and reduced clinical trials. Every aspect from sample handling to
instrument performance must be verified to ensure precise and accurate method
readouts. Technology associated with a follow-on antibody submission may
differ greatly from legacy methods utilized for the originator product. Regulatory
officials and developers therefore would greatly benefit from a goalpost molecule
that can differentiate method-related artifacts from those inherent to the product
and/or claims of similarity from multiple follow-on submissions.

The entire biopharmaceutical design space depicted in Figure 3 relies
heavily on historical knowledge, including previous discovery platforms, cell line
and process knowledge, appropriate production and use of in-house reference
standards, and the analytical and biophysical expertise required to characterize
such standards. The metrological IgG1κ reference material is intended to provide
a widely available test product that is not associated with product-specific
intellectual property concerns. Historical data and widespread availability of
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such a material will be useful for a broad community assessment of current
and emerging analytical technology and will establish a more robust framework
for method qualification. Historical product knowledge associated with the
RM may serve to feed forward into the drug development process, thereby
allowing more informed selection of test methods appropriate for mAb products
and supplementing the totality of evidence that a specific method is capable of
producing results in accord with its intended purpose.

Concluding Remarks

The development of mAb therapeutics is an astounding story of how
groundbreaking research can translate into viable lifesaving products. In less
than 30 years, significant biochemical discoveries have now resulted in novel
treatments for numerous indications that have had an invaluable impact on
patients worldwide. Continued collaboration between academia, industry, and
federal agencies (as evidenced by the current collaborative series) demonstrates
that this trend in innovative mAb health care will continue for years to come.
As of April 2014, there were 30 mAb therapeutics in Phase 3 clinical trials (99).
The proven mAb therapeutic track record as a sustainable and necessary health
care market warrants addition of metrological standards and establishment of best
practices for characterization.

The metrological reference material will not replace in-house reference
standards, but rather will supplement best practices historically used to ensure
product quality. The current project represents two very important milestones
in furthering development of monoclonal therapeutics. The NIST mAb will
first be subjected to state-of-the-art characterization practices as determined
through a large interagency collaborative effort, setting a benchmark for mAb
characterization and a forward-looking presentation of next-generation analytical
methods. Simultaneously, historical data is being generated on this reference
material similar to what typically would be performed on a primary in-house
reference standard. This material is beginning its journey through a mAb lifecycle,
and will serve as a tangible, openly available substance to critically evaluate
analytical questions related to product characterization, method development, and
in-house reference standard programs. Although the establishment of a suitable
reference material for complex mAbs comes with qualitative and quantitative
analytical challenges that have not been faced previously, implementation will
supplement the unrivaled commitment to biopharmaceutical quality demonstrated
by analytical scientists to improve the safety and efficacy of biopharmaceuticals.

Disclaimer

Commercial equipment, instruments, and materials are identified in this
paper to adequately exemplify the discussion and experimental procedure. Such
identification does not imply recommendations or endorsements by NIST nor
does it imply that the equipment, instruments, or materials are necessarily the best
available for the purpose.
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We live in a hostile environment and are dependent for
protection on the innate and adaptive immune systems. A major
component of these systems is antibody molecules, which bind
pathogens with exquisite specificity to form immune complexes
that activate downstream mechanisms, leading to pathogenes’
removal and destruction. Five classes (nine isotypes) of human
antibody have been identified. The immunoglobulin G (IgG)
class predominates in serum and a majority of monoclonal
antibody (mAb) therapeutics are based on the IgG format.
Selection within the antibody repertoire allows the generation
of mAbs having specificity for any selected target, including
human (self) antigens, and genetic engineering allows the
development of any chosen isotype. This review focuses on
the structure and function of the four human IgG isotypes
(subclasses) and the biologic functions that their immune
complexes activate through interactions with cellular Fc
receptors (FcγR and FcRn) and/or the C1q component of
complement. The long catabolic half-life (~21 days) of IgG
contributes to its efficacy as a therapeutic. The human IgG
subclasses exhibit high sequence homology, but each exhibits a
unique profile of biologic activities that are modulated with the
glycoform profile of the IgG-Fc. A comprehensive appreciation
of the structure−function relationships for native serum derived
IgG allows for protein and glycosylation engineering to
enhance or eliminate biologic activities and the potential for
the generation of mAb therapeutics that are optimal for a given
disease indication.
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Introduction

The commonly perceived “hallmark” of an antibody is its specificity for
a target pathogen (antigen); however, protection is dependent also on the
activation of a cascade of downstream biologic mechanisms, triggered by
the antigen−antibody (immune) complexes formed, resulting in the killing
and elimination of pathogenic organisms or pathologic targets. The seminal
publication of Kohler and Milstein in 1975 (1) reported the establishment of the
hybridoma technique and the generation of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) of
predetermined antigen specificity. Initially, these antibodies were of mouse origin
and not suitable for in vivo applications in man. Subsequent developments in
genetics and protein engineering provided tools for the generation of chimeric
mouse/human, humanised and fully human antibodies that have received
regulatory authority approval as therapeutics. The antibody format is constantly
being expanded to develop therapeutics designed to be optimal for given disease
indications. Structural and functional characterisation of this diverse array of
therapeutics is a challenge that is being addressed by the contributors to this
volume. Whilst the protocols discussed in succeeding chapters are of general
utility in characterising protein therapeutics, the focus is characterisation of
a full-length recombinant IgG antibody mAb, comprised of a heavy chain of
gamma subclass one (γ1) and a light chain of type kappa (κ). It is intended to
fully characterise this mAb, employing multiple orthogonal analytical techniques,
with a view to establishing it as a Standard Reference Material (2).

The development and clinical application of “Small Molecule Drugs” (Mass
< 700 Da) has a long and successful history. During the period in which an
innovator company has patent protection, competitor companies can develop
an identical drug product that may subsequently be approved and marketed as
a generic pharmaceutical. Pharmacovigilance exercised throughout the life of
a drug ensures that clinical efficacy is maintained and that any post-approval
adverse events are reported. Confidence in this process has been achieved through
decades of collaboration between pharmaceutical companies and regulatory
authorities. By contrast, the subject of these volumes is recombinant antibody
therapeutics that are complex biologics that cannot be synthesised chemically
and are necessarily produced in living cells, the drug product being harvested
and subjected to extensive downstream purification and formulation protocols
(3–5). In addition to the demonstration of clinical efficacy, an innovator company
seeking approval for a potential antibody therapeutic is required to characterise
the drug product—biochemically and biophysically—using multiple orthogonal
technologies. The parameters established define the drug product and must be
maintained throughout the lifetime of the drug. In the process, Critical Quality
Attributes (CQAs) are identified that ensure drug efficacy and can be achieved
employing Quality by Design (QbD) parameters unique to the production platform
and downstream protocols employed. The parameters defining CQAs and QbD
are the undisclosed intellectual property of the innovator company; consequently,
it is deemed essentially impossible to produce an identical product within another
facility (i.e., in principle, it is not possible to develop generic biopharmaceuticals)
(3–5). It is often claimed that “The process defines the product”.
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Initially, innovator companies generating mAb therapeutics emphasized their
large size, structural complexity and unavoidable heterogeneity and, hence, the
impossibility of another provider being able to generate an identical “copy” of
innovator product. However, as mAbs achieved “blockbuster” status and the
period of patent protection shortened, “Big Pharma” recognised the financial
potential of a share in these “blockbuster” markets. Consequently, pharmaceutical
companies, large and small, have programmes to generate “copies” of successful
antibody therapeutics. It is recognised that these “copies” will not be identical to
innovator product, but regulatory authorities require that they be demonstrated to
be “comparable” (6, 7). If approved, they are not designated as generics but as
“biosimilars” (Europe) or “follow-on biologics” (United States). The criteria for
approval of a biosimilar biologic differ among national regulatory authorities, and
biosimilar antibody drugs that have been approved in India (Reditux/Rituxan) and
South Korea (Remsima/Remicade) have not been automatically approved by the
European Medicines Authority (EMA) or the U.S. Federal Drug Administration
(FDA). It had been rumoured that biosimilar programmes have progressed slowly
due, in part, to a perceived uncertainty and lack of confidence in regulatory
approval pathways. However, Remsima (Remsima, Celltrion; Inflectra, Hospira),
a biosimilar candidate for Remicade developed under EMA guidelines was
approved by the EMA in 2013 (8, 9). Approval was heralded as a “landmark”
event and demonstrates that the EMA has confidence in its ability to evaluate the
comparability of biosimilar antibody products; this may provide incentive to the
biosimilar “industry” and for the FDA to finalise and publish definitive guidelines.

Human Antibody Isotypes

An intact immune system is essential to the integrity of the individual. We
live in a hostile environment and are constantly exposed to potential pathogens;
however, we are mostly unaware of these insults due to protective innate and
adaptive immune responses (10–12). The adaptive immune system has many
components, but the focus in this review is the role of antibodies. Initial
contact with antigen provokes a primary immune response and the production of
antibodies of the immunoglobulin M (IgM) class. Further stimulation by antigen
may lead to a secondary response, characterized by the production of antibody
of the IgG, IgA, IgE, and/or IgD class, a process referred to as class or isotype
switching. There are four subclasses of IgG (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4) and
two subclasses of IgA (IgA1 and IgA2), giving a total of nine antibody isotypes in
humans (12–15). Each antibody isotype exhibits unique structural and functional
properties. In addition, Ig genes are polymorphic, and there are quantitative and
qualitative differences in haplotype (allotype) distribution between population
groups (16). Secondary immune responses also establish memory that provides
for a rapid and amplified response to subsequent contact with the same pathogen.
Protective antibody responses to environmental antigens are polyclonal and,
consequently, heterogeneous due to the production of antibodies specific for each
of the many epitopes expressed on the antigen, and may be comprised of multiple
isotypes. It is not possible, therefore, to unequivocally define the mechanism(s) of
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action that results in immune protection (e.g., neutralization, lysis, phagocytosis).
However, IgG is quantitatively the predominant antibody isotype present in
normal human serum and is the isotype most studied to elucidate the relationship
between structure and function. To date, all licensed intact mAb therapeutics
have been based on the IgG format and produced by transfected Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO), mouse NSO, or mouse Sp2/0 cells. The quality of the antibody
therapeutic product will depend on the ability of the chosen cell type, and
individual cell line, to effect post-translational modifications similar or identical
to those of human plasma cells. Initially, IgG subclass selection was informed by
the accumulated understanding of natural antibody responses; however, research
within the pharmaceutical industry and clinical experience is approaching a
maturity that allows for definitive assignment of effector functions to a given IgG
mAb, dependent on the subclass, epitope specificity, glycoform, and structure of
immune complexes formed (5, 12–14, 17, 18).

The Polypeptide Structure of Human IgG

The characteristic four chain homodimer structure of IgG antibodies was
established in the 1950s and the contributions of Rodney Porter (UK) and
Gerald Edelman (United States) recognised with the award of the Nobel Prize in
1972. The Edelman laboratory published the complete covalent structure of a
monoclonal human IgG1 subclass protein (Eu, IgG1κ), isolated from the serum
of a patient having multiple myeloma (19). This protein defined the sequence
and numbering of amino acid residues of both the heavy and light chains (e.g.,
asparagine 297 (N297) as the attachment site for oligosaccharide). These residue
assignments are perpetuated although the length of the heavy and light chains
varies among antibodies. At the protein sequence level, the light (25kDa) and
heavy (50kDa) chains are comprised of two and four sequence homology regions
of ~110 amino acid residues, respectively (see Figure 1); at the gene level, each
homology region is encoded within an exon separated by intervening introns.
Each homology region folds to form a β-barrel structure comprised of two
anti-parallel β-pleated sheets bridged by an intrachain disulphide bond, connected
through β-bends; hydrophobic side chains are orientated toward the interior whilst
hydrophilic side chains are more exposed to solvent (20, 21). This stable protein
“scaffold” is referred to as the Ig fold; it is widely used within the proteome and
allows for virtually unlimited sequence variation, particularly within the β-bends,
and the generation of unique interaction or receptor sites (12–15).

The N-terminal homology regions of the light (VL) and heavy (VH) chains can
differ in length between antibodies, and exhibit unique sequences that determine
the epitope specificity of the intact antibody. Maximum sequence diversity is
localised within three hypervariable or complementarity-determining regions
(CDRs), situated at β-bends, of both the heavy and light chains that are brought
into spatial proximity by the Ig fold to form a unique antigen (epitope) binding
site (paratope) (15). Humans express two isotypes of light chain, kappa and
lambda (λ), and four gamma IgG heavy chain isotypes or subclasses (γ1, γ2, γ3,
and γ4), encoded by genes on chromosomes 2, 22, and 14, respectively. Each
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light chain is characterised by one constant homology domain, CL (Cκ or Cλ),
and each heavy chain by three constant homology regions, CH1, CH2, and CH3.
The Cκ and Cλ domains each bind with the heavy chain CH1 domain through
multiple noncovalent interactions and a single interchain disulphide bridge.
Plasma cells express only one heavy chain and one light chain gene to secrete
homodimer antibodies that are comprised of either [VH/VL-Cκ/CH1-h-CH2-CH3]2
or [VH/VL-Cλ/CH1-h-CH2-CH3]2 (h; hinge) homology regions. Formation of the
homodimer is dependent of the formation of a single disulphide bridge between
the heavy and light chains, multiple inter-heavy chain disulphide bridges within
the hinge region, multiple trans noncovalent interactions between the CH3
domains, and lateral noncovalent interactions at the CH2/CH3 interface (12–15,
19–21) (see Figure 2). The formation of intra- and inter-disulphide bonds has
been shown to be a source of structural heterogeneity both for serum-derived
IgG and recombinant mAbs, particularly the IgG2 subclass (22). The hinge
region allows for independent mobility of the fragment antigen binding (Fab)
and fragment crystallisable (Fc) moieties such that the intact IgG molecule is
functionally divalent for antigen binding, with the formation of antigen−antibody
(immune) complexes, whilst the Fc is accessible to engage ligands that initiate
effector pathways (12–15, 17–22).

Figure 1. A cartoon of the four chain structure for an IgG1 molecule. Only
interchain disulphide bridges are shown. Subscripts H and L refer to antibody
heavy and light chains; V and C refer to variable and constant domains; and Fab,
Fv, and Fc represent antigen-binding, variable, and crystallisable fragments.

(see color insert)
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Figure 2. The domain structure of the IgG molecule. Fab and Fc refer to
antigen-binding and crystallisable moieties. (see color insert)

The enzyme papain cleaves the heavy chain in the hinge region to release
VH/VL-Cκ/CH1 or VH/VL-Cλ/CH1 (Fab) and [h-CH2/CH3]2 (Fc) protein fragments
(Figure 1). The Fab fragment retains structural integrity and antigen-binding
activity due to domain pairing, with the formation of multiple noncovalent
interactions, between VH/VL and CH1/CL domains. In the intact molecule, the two
Fab structures are linked to the Fc through a linker or “hinge” region comprised
of flexible “upper” and “lower” regions. The upper and lower regions are
linked through a rigid core comprised of proline and cysteine residues, the latter
forming inter-heavy chain disulphide bridges. The Fc also forms an independent
protein moiety stabilised by noncovalent CH3/CH3 pairing, lateral CH2/CH3
interactions, and inter-heavy chain disulphide bridges in the hinge region. The
CH2 domains do not pair but form an open horseshoe structure, with much of
the internal space occupied by a complex diantennary oligosaccharide structure.
The oligosaccharide is attached through a covalent bond to asparagine 297 (Eu)
and, in addition, forms multiple noncovalent interactions with the polypeptide
backbone and amino acid residue side chains of the inner surface of the CH2
domain (shown in Figure 2).
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Human IgG Gene Polymorphism: Allotypes and Idiotypes

Human IgG polymorphism (allotypes) was first described by Grubb who
discovered that certain human sera would agglutinate erythrocytes sensitized
with human incomplete anti-Rh antibody (16, 23, 24). Extensive (~5 %)
polymorphism (allotypy) within human IgG heavy chains and kappa light chains
was subsequently recognised by careful serological typing using human reagents
obtained from multiparous women, multiple transfused individuals, or normal
blood donors. Thus, the discovery of this polymorphism demonstrates that
exposure of an individual to IgG of a non-self allotype can induce an anti-allotype
response. Gene sequencing studies have revealed further extensive structural
polymorphisms that do not appear to provoke an immune response (24).

By definition, allotypes are shared among groups of individuals within an
outbred population; however, studies in rabbits showed that antibodies raised
within an individual rabbit could be immunogenic when administered as an
antigen−antibody immune complex to a recipient rabbit of the same allotype.
The unique epitopes recognised were termed “o” and subsequently shown to
be serological markers for the unique structure and specificity of an antibody,
particularly, but not exclusively, the antigen-binding site (paratope). Historically,
further research of the phenomenon of idiotypy led to the proposal of immune
regulation through an idiotype network, with subsequent esoteric arguments
and controversy (25). The term idiotype is now in common use to define the
serological uniqueness of a mAb. The idiotype of a mAb may be the target for an
anti-idiotype response in patients, resulting in neutralisation of its antigen-binding
activity with loss of efficacy and possible further adverse events.

In 1976 the World Health Organization sponsored an expert committee at
which the nomenclature for human Ig allotypes was systematized and a numerical
system was proposed to replace the original alphabetic system (26, 27). Both
systems may be encountered in the literature, particularly when reference is made
to original publications in which the allotypes were described (see Table 1).
Allotypes of IgG proteins were originally defined by the expression of unique
epitope(s) recognised by unique serologic reagent(s); however, it is now possible
to assign allotype by gene or protein sequencing (28–32). Allotypes expressed
on the constant region of IgG heavy chain are designated as Gm (genetic marker)
together with the subclass (e.g., G1m) and the allotype number (or letter) (e.g.,
G1m(1) or G1m(a), G3m(5) or G3m(b1)). Polymorphisms within IgA and kappa
light chains are designated A2m (e.g., A2m(1)) and Km (e.g., Km1), respectively.
Serological polymorphisms have not been reported for lambda chains; however,
there are multiple lambda chain isotypes and the number of IGLC (Cλ) genes
can vary between individuals (28, 29). Because the multiple genes encoding the
constant region of the heavy chains (IGHC) are closely linked within the IGH
gene locus, they are inherited together as a haplotype with a low frequency of
crossovers. Crossover events have occurred during evolution with the result that
present population groups may express a characteristic haplotype (16, 23, 24,
28–32).
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Table 1. Human IgG allotypes

Heavy Chains Light
Chains

Isotype/type IgG1 IgG2 IgG3 IgA κ

Allotypes G1m G2m G3m A2m Km

1 (a)
2 (x) 23 (n) 21 (g1)

28 (g5)
1
2

1
2

3 (f)
17 (z)

11 (b0)
5 (b1) 3

13 (b3)
14 (b4)

10 (b5)
15 (s)

16 (t)
6 (c3)

24 (c5)
26 (u)

27 (v)

Allotype Expression and Amino Acid Correlates
(Eu Numbering)

IgG1

The heavy chains of IgG1 proteins may express G1m(3), G1m(17,1),
or G1m(17,1,2) allotypes, respectively (16, 28–32). The amino acid residue
correlates are G1m(1), D356/L358; non-G1m(1), E356/M358; G1m(2), G431;
non-G1m(2), A431, G1m(3), R214; and G1m(17), K214 (see Figure 3). The
non-IgG1m(1) sequences are referred to as isoallotypes; the residues defined are
common to other IgG isotypes and are not immunogenic (i.e., all individuals
are tolerant and humans do not develop serological reagents). The non-G1m(2)
sequence is similarly an isoallotype. The proposed Reference Standard mAb that
is the subject of the NIST-sponsored characterisation exercise is a humanized
IgG1κ molecule of G1m(3).Km3 allotype (Figure 3, Table 1). It was produced
in mammalian cell culture and is supplied in 1 ml aliquots at 10 mg/mL or 100
mg/mL; it is formulated in 12.5 mM L-histidine or 12.5 mM L-histidine HCl
monohydrate (pH 6.0).
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Figure 3. Sequence correlates of IgG1.G1m and Km allotypes. (see color insert)

IgG2

The heavy chains of IgG2 proteins may express the G2m(23) allotype, which
is correlated with the presence of residues T189 and M282. The IgG2 allele
encodes for P189 and V282; however, the latter residues are common to other
IgG subclasses and represent isoallotypes. They are referred to as non-G2m(23)
or G2m (22, 31–33).

IgG3

Multiple serologically defined IgG3 allotypes have been established;
however, further complexity is evident at the DNA level (29, 30). Analysis of 19
DNA sequences of the G3m(5*) haplotype yielded 11 different allelic sequences;
similarly analysis of 10 DNA sequences of the G3m(21*) haplotype yielded
4 distinct sequences (30). An additional polymorphism results from differing
numbers of hinge region exons, varying from 2 to 5 exons, the first encoding
a common hinge region sequence with 1 to 4 repeats of a second exon (33,
34). Thus, the genetic hinge region protein sequence can vary between 22 to
62 amino acid residues, with 3 to 11 inter-heavy chain disulphide bridges, that
may significantly influence relative Fab versus Fc mobility and access to ligand
binding sites (31–34).

IgG4

Serologically defined allotypes of IgG4 have not been reported; however, the
nG4m(a) and nG4m(b) isoallotypic variants were defined structurally and correlate
with L309 and V309, respectively. A further isoallotypic variant R/K409 has been
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shown to exhibit structural and functional significance, with the R409 variant being
permissive of “Fab arm exchange” (35).

Kappa and Lambda Light Chains

In humans, the IgGκ to IgGλ expression ratio is approximately 60:40.
The human genome has one kappa constant (IGKC) gene but variable number
of lambda constant (IGLC) genes; therefore, there are two different forms of
polymorphism, each of which may have consequences for immunogenicity of
mAbs. There are three kappa chain allotypes—designated Km(1), Km(1,2), and
Km(3)—which define three Km alleles. Expression of the Km1 epitope (allotope)
correlates with residues V153/L191, Km(1,2) with A153/L191,and Km3 with
A153/V191 (28, 31, 33) Table 1 and Figure 3). Serologically defined allotypes of
the constant region of lambda chains have not been reported; however, the number
of IGLC genes varies between 7 and 11, depending on individual haplotypes
(28–33), and some of these isotypes can also be distinguished serologically.

Allotypy of Licensed Chimeric mAb Therapeutics

There are 6 amino acid residues differences between IgG1 proteins that are
G1m(3).Km(1) and G1m(17,1,2).Km(3), respectively. This could constitute a
significant antigenic “barrier” when a patient homozygous for one haplotype
is exposed to a mAb of the alternate allotype. Biopharmaceutical companies
producing and marketing mAbs rarely disclose the sequence of the constant
regions of their mAbs, and hence the allotype, or give any rationale for their
choice. Sequences may be available in data bases, but these have proved to
be inaccurate, with different sources reporting different sequences (16). This
reflects earlier research imperatives that concentrated on the development of
genetic engineering techniques for the generation of chimeric and humanized
antibodies, and companies obtained IGHC and IGLC genes from an available
source. Currently, IgG1 mAb therapeutics of both predominant allotypes are
licensed and in the market place (16).

A panel of licensed mAbs were serologically tested to determine the allotype
distribution; both G1m(3) and G1m(17,1) heavy chain allotypes were shown to
be employed (16). An apparently anomalous result was obtained for trastuzumab
(Herceptin) and omalizumab (Xolair). These proteins appeared, serologically, to
have heavy chains that were G1m(17) only, rather than the expected G1m(17,1) or
G1m(17,1,2) haplotype. A literature search revealed that Genentech engineered
an original G1m(1,17) gene to replace the D356/L358 G1m(1) sequence with the
isoallotype nG1m(1) sequence E356/M358, with the objective of reducing the
potential for immunogenicity (36). This approach has been extended to generate
an IgG1 protein with a “null” allotype sequence by the additional replacement of
CH1 arginine 214 (G1m(3)) or lysine 214 (G1m(17)), respectively, with threonine
(37).
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The Quaternary Structure of Human IgG
Crystal structures for 10 intact IgG molecules have been reported (12);

however, resolution of both Fab and Fc structures was obtained for only two
(21, 38, 39). One was essentially a rheumatoid factor (RF)-like auto-antibody
in which the Fab had specificity for a Fc epitope (38, 39); the other resulted
from stabilisation of structure due to the close proximity (contact!) between
the Fab and the Fc of a neighbouring molecule (21). Because crystallisation
depends on the formation of protein−protein interactions and data is collected at
temperatures of ~100 K. X-ray crystallography presents a rather static structural
model. More dynamic insights may be gained employing techniques operated
at ambient temperatures, for example, X-ray scattering (40–42) and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) (43, 44). The length of the hinge region and the
number of inter-heavy chain disulphide bonds differs significantly between the
human IgG subclasses, influencing mobility and average solution conformation of
the IgG-Fab and IgG-Fc moieties with respect to each other. This may include the
ability to assume a “dislocated” form that provides access for Fc receptors (FcγR)
and the C1 component of complement-to-effector ligand-binding sites localised to
the hinge-proximal region of the CH2 domain (12–15). Engineering the extended
hinge region of IgG3 molecules to generate hinge regions of different lengths
revealed no direct relationship between hinge length and the ability to bind and
activate the C1 component of complement; however, at least one inter-heavy
chain disulphide bridge was shown to be essential (45).

Quaternary Structure of IgG-Fc: The Protein Moiety
The first crystal structure of IgG-Fc, resolved at 2.9 Å, was published by

Deisenhofer in 1981 (20). The IgG-Fc was generated by papain cleavage of
polyclonal IgG at the Lys 222−Thr 223 peptide bond, within the hinge region,
and extending to a C-terminus residue at 446. It was reported that interpretable
electron density was not obtained for residues 223 through 237, which comprise
most of the core and lower hinge region, or the C-terminal residues 444 through
446; it was not known at that time that the CH3 exon codes for a C-terminal
447 lysine residue that is removed by endogenous serum carboxypeptidase B.
Similar structures have been reported for human, rabbit, and mouse IgG-Fc, as
well as chicken IgY-Fc fragments, (12–15) and have provided further structural
insight due to progressively higher resolution. An α-carbon IgG ribbon structure
is shown in Figure 2 (courtesy of R. Emery and D. Fernandez, Ludger UK; based
on the pdb 1IGY molecule) (12). The common structural features reported are:

• The CH3 domains are well defined due to noncovalent pairing, involving
~2000 Å2 of accessible surface area in the (CH3)2 module.

• The area of noncovalent contact between the CH2 and CH3 domains
is ~800 Å2. This suggests that the CH2-CH3 contact contributes to the
relative stability observed for the C-terminal proximal region of CH2
domains, as opposed to the “softness” of the CH2 domain proximal to
the hinge region.
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• The CH2 domains do not pair and the hydrophobic surface of each
CH2 domain is “overlaid” by the carbohydrate. Hydrophobic and polar
interactions between the oligosaccharide and the CH2 domain surface
occupy ~500 Å2 and substitute for domain pairing (20, 46).

• One CH2 domain was more ordered than the other, due to its crystal
contact with a neighbouring CH2 domain.

• A more disordered structure for the hinge-proximal region of the CH2
domain is reflected in higher temperature factors.

• The intrinsic stability of the Ig fold is reflected in higher structural
resolution for the β-sheets regions than for than for β-bends.

These interpretations and conclusions have been confirmed in x-ray structures
obtained for human IgG-Fc alone or in complex with Staphylococcal protein
A (SpA); Streptococcal protein G (SpG); RF; and human sFcγRIIa, sFcγRIIIb,
and sFcγRIIIa (12–15). The observed internal mobility of the lower hinge
and hinge-proximal regions of the CH2 domains allows for an equilibrium of
high-order conformers to be formed that may differentially bind unique ligands,
for example, the three homologous Fcγ receptor types. Previous proposals that
different ligands may bind through “overlapping non-identical sites” may suggest
too rigid a structure (12, 47, 48) and may be modified to suggest that each FcγR
binds to a unique IgG-Fc conformer present within an equilibrium of transient
protein structures; however, amino acid residue side chains and/or main chain
atoms may be involved in common (47, 48). The binding sites for sFcγRIIa,
sFcγRIIIa, and sFcγRIIIb are asymmetric, with both heavy chains being engaged
such that monomeric IgG is univalent for Fcγ receptors and the C1 component
of complement; this obviates continuous activation of inflammatory cascades by
circulating endogenous monomeric IgG in vivo; IgG antigen−antibody immune
complexes are multivalent and able to cross-link and activate cellular receptors.
Residues of the lower hinge region that are disordered in the Fc crystals are
ordered in the Fc-FcγR complexes and directly involved in binding the receptor
(49, 50). By contrast, IgG-Fc is functionally divalent for ligands binding at the
CH2-CH3 interface, for example, the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn), RF, SpA, and
SpG. Due to the symmetry of the IgG-Fc, the two interaction sites are opposed
at approximately 180°, and each is accessible to bind macromolecular ligands to
form multimeric complexes.

The IgG-Fc Oligosaccharide Moiety

The IgG of human, rabbit, mouse, and other mammals have a consensus
glycosylation sequon within the IgG-Fc, at N297 (Eu sequence) (19), and it has
been demonstrated that the presence of a core diantennary heptasaccharide at this
asparagine residue is essential for optimal activation of Fcγ receptors and the C1
component of complement. The oligosaccharide of normal polyclonal IgG-Fc is
heterogeneous and essentially comprised of a core heptasaccharide with variable
addition of fucose, galactose, bisecting N-acetylglucosamine, and sialic acid
residues (see Figure 4) (51–55); recent analyses employing high sensitivity mass
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spectrometry suggests the possible presence of further minor oligosaccharides,
for example, high mannose and hybrid glycoforms (54).

Several systems of nomenclature are currently in use to represent
oligosaccharide structures; carbohydrate chemists, glycobiologists, and mass
spectrometry scientists, among others, have developed different systems
of nomenclatures (56, 57). Amongst antibody “practitioners”, a shorthand
nomenclature has evolved for oligosaccharides released from normal polyclonal
IgG. A core heptasaccharide, highlighted in blue in Figure 4, is designated G0
(zero galactose); a core bearing one or two galactose residues is designated
G1 or G2, respectively. The core + fucose is designated G0F; the core +
fucose + galactose is designated G1F, G2F, and so forth. When bisecting
N-acetylglucosamine is present, a B is added (e.g., G0B, G0BF, G1BF);
sialylation at the galactose residues is designated as G1FS, G2FBS, and so forth.
The approximate composition of neutral oligosaccharides released from normal
polyclonal human IgG-Fc is G0, 3%; G1, 3%; G2, 6%; G0F, 23%; G1F, 30%;
G2F, 24%; G0BF, 3%; G1BF, 4%; and G2BF, 7% (49–53). It is important to
define the glycoform of the intact IgG molecule (e.g., [G0/G1F], [G1F/G2BF])
because it has been shown that individual IgG molecules may be comprised of
symmetrical or asymmetrical heavy chain glycoform pairs (55, 58); consequently,
enhanced FcγRIIIa-mediated antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC)
may be observed for IgG in which one heavy chain only bears oligosaccharide
devoid of fucose (58, 59); thus the [G0/G0F] glycoform could be as potent in
ADCC as the [G0/G0] glycoform.

Minor oligosaccharide structures present in polyclonal IgG-Fc may be
significant because each could be the predominant form present of an individual
antibody secreted from a single plasma cell; analysis of monoclonal human IgG,
isolated from the sera of patient having plasma cell cancer (multiple myeloma),
has shown that the IgG-Fc glycoform profile of the paraprotein is essentially
unique for each protein analysed (60–62). Subtle differences in oligosaccharide
processing was also observed, with a preference for addition of galactose to the
α(1-6) arm of IgG1-Fc and the α(1-3) arm of IgG2-Fc; for the IgG3 subclass, the
arm preference correlated with allotype (60–62). These data suggest a critical
balance between the conformation of the IgG-Fc and the steric requirements of
glycosyltranferases that may be sensitive to niche environments within the Golgi
apparatus.

The glycoform profile of total polyclonal IgG can vary significantly in
health and disease, particularly in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases (12,
63–66). Methods have been developed that allow the glycoform profile of
antigen-specific polyclonal IgG autoantibodies to be analysed, and significant
differences in the glycoform profiles of IgG autoantibodies and the bulk IgG have
been reported (67, 68). The oligosaccharide profiles of recombinant IgG proteins
produced in mammalian cells are significantly influenced by the cell type, the
culture method, and precise conditions employed; however, the [G0F/G0F]
glycoform predominates (see below). Under conditions of stress (e.g., nutrient
depletion, acid pH), deviant glycosylation may be observed (e.g., the presence of
high-mannose forms and/or incomplete occupancy) (69).
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Figure 4. Representative IgG complex diantennary oligosaccharides comprised
of a “core” -GlcNAc)2Man3(GlcNAc)2 heptasaccharide. (see color insert)

IgG-Fc Protein/Oligosaccharide Interactions
The Deisenhofer IgG-Fc structure indicated a potential for 72

protein−oligosaccharide interactions, including six CH2 protein−oligosaccharide
hydrogen bonds and six hydrogen bonds within each oligosaccharide moiety (12,
20, 42–46) (Figure 5). These interaction include the sugar residues of the α(1-6)
arm, whilst residues of the α(1-3)-Man-GlcNAc arms are orientated toward the
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internal space between the CH2 domains; weak lateral interactions between
sugar residues present on opposed heavy chains have been suggested for some
structures (20, 42–46, 70).

Figure 5. The IgG CH2 domain, showing amino acid residues contributing
noncovalent interactions with the oligosaccharide. (see color insert)

The properties of a series of normal, truncated, and aglycosylated glycoforms
of IgG1-Fc, generated in vitro, were subjected to x-ray crystallographic analysis,
differential scanning micro-calorimetry (DSMC) and Fcγ receptor binding
(isothermal micro-calorimetry) (71–73). DSMC of [G2]2 and [G0]2 glycoforms
exhibited two transition temperatures, Tm1 and Tm2, of 71.4°C and 82.2°C,
representing the unfolding of the CH2 and CH3 domains, respectively. These data
suggest that whilst the galactose residue on the α(1–6) arm has substantial contacts
with the protein structure, it does not impact CH2 domain stability. Sequential
removal of the terminal N-acetylglucosamine and the two arm mannose residues,
generating a [GlcNAc2Man]2 glycoform, resulted in destabilisation of the CH2
domain and a lowering of Tm1 to 67.3°C, Tm2 remaining unchanged. The
thermodynamic parameters describing CH2 thermal denaturation of all IgG-Fc
glycoforms was consistent with a cooperative unfolding, whilst the unfolding
of the CH2 domain of aglycosylated IgG1-Fc was non-cooperative, involving
at least one intermediate (71–73). It was proposed that this intermediate is a
partially unfolded CH2 domain pair possessing hinge-proximal disordered or
unfolded loops that may account for the compromised functional activities of
deglycosylated IgG and IgG-Fc. DSMC has proved to be a valuable tool for
probing the contributions of buffers and Fab sequence to stability and solubility
of intact IgG and antibody fragments (74–76)

X-ray crystallography of the truncated IgG-Fc glycoforms revealed a
progressive increase in temperature factors for the protein moiety of the CH2
domain, evidence of increasing structural disorder (destabilisation) (71–73).
Minimal (weak) FcγRI and C1 binding and activation was observed for the
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[GlcNAc2Man]2 glycoform, which has the potential to form 31 noncovalent
contacts with the protein, including at least three hydrogen bonds (46). Truncation
of the sugar residues results in the mutual approach of CH2 domains, with the
generation of a “closed” conformation, in contrast to the “open” conformation
observed for the fully galactosylated IgG-Fc (73). The dramatic reduction of
FcγR and C1 binding and activation for aglycosylated IgG-Fc contrasts with
consistent reports of minimal structural change within the protein structure.

An extensive NMR study of a series of truncated glycoforms showed that
trimming of the oligosaccharide was accompanied by concomitant increase in the
number of amino acid residues perturbed within the CH2 domains (43). Cleavage
between the primary and secondary N-acetylglucosamine sugar residues induced
conformational changes within the lower hinge region, at sites that have no direct
contact with the carbohydrate moieties, but form the major FcγR-binding site.
Conformation at the CH2/CH3 interface, which forms the FcRn and protein A
binding sites, was minimally perturbed. A dynamic model was also proposed from
an NMR study of differentially galactosylated and sialylated IgG-Fc glycoforms
(44). It was proposed that interactions of sugar residues of the α(1-6) arm with the
protein surface may be a dynamic equilibrium between the bound and unbound
state; the latter state may allow for increased accessibility to glycosyltransferases.

Although the oligosaccharide is integral to the IgG-Fc structure and appears
to be sequestered within the space between the CH2 domains microorganisms
produce endoglycosidases that cleave the oligosaccharides from native IgG-Fc.
Thus, Streptococcus pyogenes produces endoglycosidase S (EndoS), which
cleaves between the primary and secondary N-acetylglucosamine residues
(77, 78) Peptide N-Glycosidase F (PNGase F), isolated from culture filtrate
of Flavobacterium meningoscepticum, cleaves the peptide/oligosaccharide
bond to generate deglycosylated IgG (54, 79). Because the consequence of
oligosaccharide cleavage is loss of effector functions and an ability to kill
and remove target bacteria, it is tempting to conclude that this is evidence of
co-evolution.

IgG-Fc Glycoform Profiles of Recombinant IgG
Antibody Therapeutics

Glycosylation of IgG-Fc has a profound influence on the range and magnitude
of effector functions activated; however, residual effector activity has been
observed for some immune complexes formed with non-glycosylated IgG-Fc
due to multiple IgG-Fc/ligand interactions and resultant increased binding due
to avidity (79–84). Whereas a therapeutic modality requires antibody effector
function activation, 100 % oligosaccharide occupancy is a CQA; by the same
token, if an aglycosylated IgG is to be employed, 0 % occupancy is a CQA.
Initially, CHO, NS0, and Sp2/0 cells were used for the production of mAbs
(84–87). These cell lines produce predominantly G0F IgG-Fc glycoforms with
relatively low levels of galactosylated and non-fucosylated IgG-Fc relative to
normal polyclonal IgG-Fc; CHO cells may add N-acetylneuraminic acid residues
but in α(2–3) linkage rather than the α(2–6) linkage present in humans. In addition,
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these cell lines may add sugars that are not present in normal serum-derived IgG
and can be immunogenic in humans. A particular concern is the addition, by
NS0 and Sp2/0 cells, of galactose in α(1–3) linkage to galactose linked β(1–4)
to the N-acetylglucosamine residues (87–90). Humans and higher primates
do not have a functional gene encoding the transferase that adds galactose in
α(1–3) linkage, however, due to continual environmental exposure to the gal
α(1–3) gal epitope. For example, in red meats, humans develop IgG antibody
that is specific for this antigen (86–90). The (gal α(1–3) gal) epitope is widely
expressed on hamster cells, and it has recently been reported that some derived
CHO cell lines are capable of (gal α(1–3) gal) addition. Similarly, CHO, NS0,
and Sp2/0 cells may add an N-glycolylneuraminic acid, in α(2–3) linkage, that
is not present in humans and may also be immunogenic (84–90). A significant
population of normal human IgG-Fc bears a bisecting N-acetylglucosamine
residue that is absent from IgG-Fc produced in CHO, NS0, or Sp2/0 cells. The
generation of homogeneous IgG-Fc glycoforms in vitro has shown that the
effector functions activated qualitatively and quantitatively differ between IgG
subclasses and antibody glycoforms. It has not proved possible to manipulate
culture medium conditions to generate predetermined mAb glycoform profiles;
however, significant “tweaking” of the profile can be achieved during a production
run (91, 92), and cellular engineering has been employed to enhance production
of particular human IgG-Fc glycoforms, see below.

IgG-Fc Ligand Binding, Activation, and Modulation
Cellular IgG-Fc Receptors

Two distinct functions for IgG-Fc receptors may be distinguished: (1) to
bind antibody−antigen complexes and initiate effector functions leading to their
removal and destruction and (2) to mediate transport across epithelial membranes
(i.e., transcytosis).

IgG-Fc Receptors (FcγR) Mediating Antigen Clearance

Three types/classes of membrane-bound human FcγR (FcγRI [CD64],
FcγRII [CD32], FcγRIII [CD16]) and six subtypes (FcγRI, FcγRIIA,
FcγRIIB1, FcγRIIB2, FcγRIIC, FcγRIIIA, and FcγRIIIB) have been defined by
immunochemical, biochemical, and gene sequencing studies (93–97). These
receptors are variously and constitutively expressed on a wide range of leucocytes,
and expression may be up regulated and/or induced by cytokines generated
and released within an inflammatory response. The effector mechanisms
activated are diverse and include “killing” and removal (e.g., phagocytosis,
respiratory burst, and cytolysis), accessory functions such as the enhancement
of antigen presentation by dendritic cells, and the down-regulation of growth
and differentiation of lymphocytes. It is evident, therefore, that FcγRs play an
essential role in the induction, establishment, and resolution of protective immune
responses.
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Multiple parameters will determine the structure and biological activities of
immune complexes formedwithin a polyclonal antibody response: (1) valency, (2)
average affinity/avidity of the antibody population, (3) isotype profile, (4) IgG-
Fc glycoforms, (5) valency or epitope density of the antigen, (6) density of cell
surface effector ligands (e.g., FcγR), (7) cumulative valency whenmultiple ligands
are engaged (e.g., FcγR and complement receptors), and (8) proportions of each
antibody isotype within a polyclonal response (12, 17, 71–73, 79–84, 93–97).

The FcγRI receptor is constitutively expressed on mononuclear phagocytes
and dendritic cells; however, expression can be up-regulated and/or induced by
the action of cytokines. FcγRIIa is the most widely expressed FcγR and is found
on most hemopoietic cells. Polymorphic variants of FcγIIa are identified by
the presence of histidine (FcγRIIa-131H) or arginine (FcγRIIa-131R) at amino
acid residue 131. The higher affinity of the FcγRIIa-131H form for IgG2 results
in differing cellular responses to engagement by IgG2 immune complexes (12,
93–97); higher phagocytic capacity for Streptococcus pneumoniae opsonised
with IgG2 antibody was observed for neutrophils of donors homozygous for
FcγRIIa-131H than for FcγIIa-131R. The FcγRIIb receptor is expressed on
B-lymphocytes and monocytes, and ligation of this receptor results in growth and
differentiation inhibition (12, 93–96).

Initially the FcγRIIIa receptor was reported to bind and be activated by IgG1
and IgG3 only; however, recognition of a polymorphism in the receptor and the
differential influence of IgG glycoforms has radically changed our understanding,
with important clinical consequences. The avidity of binding of IgG differs
between the FcγRIIIa-158V and FcγRIIIa-158F polymorphic variants (97). It
was demonstrated in vitro that IgG1 antibody is more efficient at mediating
ADCC through homozygous FcγRIIIa-158V bearing cells than homozygous
FcγRIIIa-158F or heterozygous FcγRIIIa-158V/FcγRIIIa-158F cells (97–99).
Similar differences in ADCC efficacy might pertain in vivo because when exposed
to Rituxan, more favourable responses were reported for patients diagnosed
with systemic lupus erythematosus or leukaemia and who were homozygous for
FcγRIIIa-158V than for homozygous FcγRIIIa-158F patients (97, 98). Similarly,
FcγRIIIa polymorphisms were shown to influence the response of Crohn’s disease
patients to infliximab (99) and red blood cell clearance by anti-D antibody (100).

All FcγR are transmembrane molecules except FcγRIIIb, which is
glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored within the membrane of neutrophils.
FcγRI and FcγRIIIa are members of the multi-chain immune recognition receptor
(MIRR) family and are present in the membrane as hetero-oligomeric complexes
comprised of an α and a γ chain. An IgG−antigen complex binds the α chain
to initiate signalling through the γ chain; the FcγRIIIa α chain of natural killer
(NK) cells is also associated with a signalling ζ chain. FcγRIIa and FcγRIIb
molecules are comprised of an α chain only (93–96). The FcγR α chains show
a high degree of sequence homology in their extracellular domains (70-98%)
but differ significantly in their cytoplasmic domains. The cytoplasmic domains
of γ chains and the FcγRIIa α chain express the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based
activation motif (ITAM) that is involved in the early stages of intracellular
signal generation. By contrast, the FcγRIIb receptor α chain expresses an
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif (ITIM) (12–14, 93–96). Cellular
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activation may be dependent on the balance between the relative levels of
expression of these two isoforms and, hence, the balance of signals generated
through the ITAM and ITIM (93–96).

FcγR Binding Sites on IgG

The crystal structure of IgG-Fc in complex with soluble recombinant
FcγRIIIb, FcγRIIIa and FcγRIIa reveals direct involvement of the lower hinge and
hinge-proximal CH2 domain residues (12, 101–106). One primary publication
suggested a possible contribution of the IgG-Fc N-acetylglucosamine residue to
binding (101), whilst another primary publications held that there is no direct
contact (102, 104); in a subsequent review, the authors of the latter publication
stated that the oligosaccharides contributes ~100 Å2 to the contact interface (105);
this conclusion resulted from refinement of the previously obtained crystal data (P.
Sun, personal communication). These investigators also demonstrated that whilst
the binding of deglycosylated IgG-Fc to the Escherichia coli (E. coli)-derived
aglycosylated FcγRIIIb was undetectable, the binding of deglycosylated whole
IgG was only decreased 10–15-fold (105). This serves to remind us to exercise
caution when tempted to extrapolate from in vitro experimental data to in vivo
biological outcomes. Analysis of the complex formed between IgG-Fc and
recombinant glycosylated FcγRIIIa has confirmed the general features of the
interaction but has also revealed a critical role for glycosylation of FcγRIIIa (103,
106), see below. Thus, the IgG-Fc-FcγRIIIa interaction is significantly influenced
by the glycoform of each component. The involvement of both heavy chains in
the formation of an asymmetric binding site provides a structural explanation
for an essential requirement: that the IgG should be univalent for the FcγR; if
monomeric IgG were divalent, it could cross-link cellular receptors and hence
constantly activate inflammatory reactions.

FcRn: Catabolism and Transcytosis

Transcytosis

The FcRn receptor was first identified from studies of the transport of IgG
across the gut of newborn rats and designated the neonatal Fc receptor, hence
FcRn; subsequently, the human homologue was identified in human placenta
and shown to mediate transport of IgG from mother to foetus (107–110). The
interaction site on IgG-Fc is at the CH2/CH3 interface, and the CH3 sequence
-H-N-H-Y-H- (Eu: 433-436) is of functional significance because titration of
these histidine residues accounts for the observed binding of IgG to FcγRn at
pH 6.0-6.5 and its release at pH 7.0-7.5 (107–110). The interaction of IgG-Fc
with FcRn appears not to be influenced by the natural IgG-Fc glycoform profile,
or indeed the presence or absence of oligosaccharides. On the contrary, the
N-glycans in FcRn contribute to the steady-state membrane distribution and
direction of IgG transport (109–111)
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Each of the four human IgG subclasses are transported across the placenta,
however, with differing facility. Cord-blood levels of IgG1 may be higher than in
matched maternal blood, whilst IgG3 and IgG4 levels are equivalent. The level
of IgG2 is ~80 % of the concentration in maternal blood (112). It is of interest
to note that IgG3 is transferred with equal efficacy to IgG1, although it has a
shorter half-life, suggesting that its interaction with FcRn in the environment of
the placenta may be different from that in endosomes in the catabolic pathway.
During pregnancy, the level of galactosylation of maternal IgG increases, and there
is preferential transport of galactosylated IgG across the placenta (63, 64, 68, 112).
This provides circumstantial evidence to suggest that the affinity of IgG for FcγRn
may differ between glycoforms under conditions operative at the interface between
the mother and the placenta.

The potential protein therapeutics having short half-lives (e.g., cytokines) are
being generated as fusion proteins with IgG-Fc to extend the half-lives. A further
development opens a new route for administration because it has been shown that
FcRn is expressed in the central and upper airways of the lung and that drug-IgG-Fc
fusion proteins delivered to these sites can be transported by transcytosis to the
systemic circulation. This is an exciting development with considerable promise
and significance (113–115).

Catabolism

The catabolic pathway of human IgG antibodies is also mediated by FcRn
that is expressed by many tissues (12–14, 116–119). FcRn-expressing cells
take up IgG within pinocytotic vesicles, resulting in the formation of vacuoles.
Subsequent lowering of pH results in saturation binding to FcRn and protection
of bound IgG from cleavage by enzymes present in the vacuole; unbound IgG
is degraded. When the membrane of the vacuole is re-cycled to the cellular
membrane, the IgG-FcRn complex is exposed to pH 7.2 and released into the
extra-vascular fluid. The catabolic half-life of human IgG1, 2, and 4 is ~21 days,
whilst for IgG3, it is ~7 days; the IgG3 data was generated for IgG3 molecules
of G3m(5*) and G3m(21) allotype in which arginine is present at residue 435,
in contrast to the histidine residue that is present in IgG1, IgG2, and IgG4 (12,
16, 116–119). It has been reported that replacement of the IgG3 arginine 435
residue by histidine increases the affinity for FcRn, and consequently, the half-life
(119). The IgG allotype G3m(15,16), present within Mongoloid populations,
has a histidine residue at position 435 and higher binding affinity for FcRn (110,
119). The catabolic half-life of IgG mediated through FcRn does not appear to
be influenced by IgG-Fc glycoform (12–14, 111–114, 116); however, it should be
emphasised that only glycoforms of IgG bearing neutral oligosaccharides have
been evaluated. It may be anticipated that sialylation could influence IgG-FcRn
interactions because it would introduce a negative charge in the vicinity of
the histidine residues involved in FcRn binding. Protein engineering has been
successfully applied to increase the affinity of IgG-Fc binding to FcRn and, hence,
increase the catabolic half-life (117–119). Prolongation of the half-life of an IgG
therapeutic could translate into reduced frequency of dosing and attendance at
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clinic, thus reducing the cost of treatment. There is evidence that glycoproteins
expressing terminal N-acetylglucosamine residues may be cleared through the
mannose receptor and accounts for the enhanced clearance of the IgG-Fc-TNF
(tumour necrosis factor) receptor fusion protein therapeutic (Lenercept) having
exposed terminal N-acetylglucosamine residues (120, 121).

Complement Activation

Classical Pathway: C1q/C1 Binding and Activation

Activation of complement through the classical pathway results in a cascade
of enzymatic reactions with subsequent cleavage of downstream complement
components with amplification at each step and the generation of fragments
that (1) bind to an immune complex; (2) recruit leucocytes to augment an
inflammatory response; (3) form a multimeric “membrane attack complex” that
inserts into cellular and bacteria membranes to generate a “pore” that allows the
ingress of water and consequent lysis (12–14, 122–124). Leucocytes expressing
FcγR may also express receptors for complement fragments bound to an immune
complex, thus enhancing opsonisation (12–14, 122–124).

Glycosylation of IgG-Fc is essential for C1 binding and activation, and
immune complexes incorporating IgG1 and/or IgG3 antibody are highly active,
whilst only IgG2 complexes formed in antigen excess may be active. There
has been a consensus that IgG4 does not activate the classical pathway (12–14,
125–130); however, ordered IgG4 hexameric complexes have been reported to
activate C1 (131). Activity can be modulated by protein- and glyco-engineering,
and a hybrid IgG1/IgG3 molecule has been shown to exhibit enhanced activity
relative to either IgG1 or IgG3 alone (125); this antibody format is available
commercially as Complegent. Protein engineering studies suggest that the
interaction site of human IgG1 for C1 is localised to the hinge-proximal region
of the CH2 domain (12–14, 126, 130). This proposal is further supported by the
demonstration that replacement of the Pro 331 residue of IgG4 by serine converts
it to a molecule that can activate C1; proline 331 is localised at the junction of
the b6 bend and the fy3 β-strand that is topographically proximal to hinge region
(12–14, 129). Extensive studies of mutant chimeric human IgG3 proteins have
established that the efficiency of C1 activation is not directly determined by the
length of the hinge region but that at least one inter-heavy chain disulphide bridge
is required (12–14, 45).

Role of IgG Glycoforms in Recognition by Cellular FγRs

Because glycosylation of IgG-Fc is essential to recognition and activation
of effector ligands, quantitative and/or qualitative functional differences between
glycoforms might be anticipated. This was confirmed in studies employing
recombinant mAbs glyco-engineered in vitro and led to the engineering of cell
lines to produce antibodies having a predetermined glycoform profile (12, 71–73,
132–136). These research finding lead one to speculate whether the immune
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system responds to pathogens by production of both an optimal antibody isotype
and glycoform profile. It should be noted that the impact of antibody glycoform
on ligand binding/activation may differ depending on the assay format adopted.
Thus, measurements of monomeric IgG antibody-binding affinity for a ligand
immobilised on a solid phase may deliver a very different assessment to its
ability to sensitise a cell line for killing by peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) or enhancement of clinical efficacy in vivo. The high sensitivity of
current analytical protocols, particularly mass spectrometry, is now providing the
tools to determine the glycoform profile of specific antibody populations, and
individual glycoform profiles have been reported for antiplatelet auto-antibodies
and anti-citrullinated peptide antibodies (52, 67); it remains to be determined
whether these differences relate to disease activity.

The Influence of Fucose and Bisecting N-Acetylglucosamine on IgG-Fc
Activities

Increased ADCC was reported for antibodies lacking the presence of fucose,
produced in Lec13 CHO cells (132), and for antibodies expressing bisecting
N-acetylglucosamine, produced in CHO cells transfected with the human β
1,4-N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase III (GnTIII) gene (133–135). It was further
demonstrated that the presence of bisecting N-acetylglucosamine inhibits the
endogenous α(1,6)-fucosyltransferase and the addition of fucose (136). This
glycoform, bearing bisecting N-acetylglucosamine with the absence of fucose, is
a minor component (<3 %) of oligosaccharides released from normal polyclonal
human IgG-Fc; however, it may be a predominant glycoform produced by an
individual plasma cell clone (55, 62).

The Influence of Galactosylation on IgG-Fc Activities

The extent of IgG-Fc galactosylation is a major source of glycoform
heterogeneity in health and disease. Compared to levels of galactosylation
observed for young adults, there is a decline with continuing ageing; there is
also a small but significant gender difference (137, 138). An increase in IgG-Fc
galactosylation occurs over the course of normal pregnancy, with levels returning
to the adult norm following parturition (63, 64). Hypogalactosylation of IgG-Fc
is reported for a number of inflammatory states associated with autoimmune
diseases (65–68, 139–141). The extent of IgG-Fc galactosylation observed for
monoclonal human myeloma IgG proteins is highly variable, indicating that the
level of IgG-Fc galactosylation is a clonal property (61, 62, 142). The antibody
products of CHO, Sp2/0 and NS0 cell lines used in commercial production of
recombinant antibody are generally highly fucosylated but hypogalactosylated,
relative to normal polyclonal human IgG (69, 74, 143–145); it is necessary
therefore, to consider the possible impact of differential IgG-Fc galactosylation
on functional activity.

Numerous studies have probed the influence of the presence or absence
of galactose residues on IgG-Fc structure and function. A NMR study of
galactosylated [G2F]2 and agalactosylated [G0F]2 glycoforms of IgG-Fc reported
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the mobility of the glycan to be comparable to that of the backbone polypeptide
chain, with the exception of the galactose residue on the α(1−3) arm, which
was highly mobile. It was concluded that agalactosylation does not induce any
significant change in glycan mobility or protein conformation (146–148). This
report is consistent with FcγR binding and stability studies showing minimal
differences between [G0F]2 and [G2F]2 glycoforms (71–73) and crystal structures
of a series of truncated glycoforms of IgG-Fc (73). The NMR study also probed
changes in local environments on the binding of soluble recombinant FcγRIII
to [G2F]2 and [G0F]2 glycoforms of IgG1-Fc and reported chemical shift
differences > 0.2 ppm for K248 and V308 residues (146); this is a very localised
change distant from the interaction site for the FcγRIIIa moiety. The finding of
a changed environment for these residues is interesting because from the crystal
structure, they were not predicted to make contacts with the α(1-6) arm galactose
residue; small perturbations for the oligosaccharide contact residues K246, D249,
T256 were also observed. A comparison of hydrogen−deuterium exchange for
[G2F]2 and [G0F]2 IgG-Fc glycoforms revealed altered conformation within the
peptide sequence 242 – 254 (148).

The possible consequences for hypogalactosylated recombinant antibodies
on in vivo activity have been extrapolated from in vitro assays and animal
experiments. Removal of terminal galactose residues from Campath-1H was
shown to reduce classical complement activation but to be without effect on
FcγR-mediated functions (150). Similarly, the ability of rituximab to kill tumour
cells by the classical complement route has been shown to be maximal for the
[G2F]2 glycoform in comparison to the [G0F]2 glycoform (145). The product that
gained licensing approval was comprised of ~25 % of the G1F oligosaccharide;
therefore, regulatory authorities required that galactosylation of the manufactured
product be controlled to within a few percent of this value. In the absence of
galactose, the terminal sugar residue is N-acetylglucosamine, which may be
accessible to both the mannose receptor and/or mannan-binding lectin.

Sialylation of IgG-Fc Oligosaccharides

A minority of oligosaccharides released from polyclonal IgG-Fc are
sialylated, whilst ~70 % bear one or two galactose residues (51–54, 79–84, 149).
The paucity of sialylation is presumed to reflect restricted access of terminal
galactose residues for the α(2−6) sialyltransferase enzyme due to the generation
of a “closed” IgG-Fc protein conformation rather than due to any deficit in the
sialylation machinery. This conclusion is supported by the finding that when
both IgG-Fc and IgG-Fab are glycosylated, the latter bears highly galactosylated
and sialylated structures, demonstrating that the glycosylation machinery is fully
functional (12, 55). The presence or absence of terminal galactose and/or sialic
acid residues does not influence IgG catabolism because it is not catabolised in
the liver via the asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR) but in multiple cell types
that express the FcRn receptor. The balance between structure and accessibility
is well illustrated for a panel of IgG-Fcs in which individual amino acid residues
making contacts with the oligosaccharide were replaced by alanine. In each case,
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hypergalactosylated and highly sialylated glycoforms resulted, suggesting some
relaxation of structure allowing access to glycosyl transferases (71–73, 150)

Recent studies suggest that sialylated human IgG-Fc may inhibit activation
of inflammatory cascades. Following binding to the lectin receptor SIGN-R1,
in the mouse, or DC-SIGN, in humans, expression of the inhibitory receptor
FγRIIb on inflammatory cells is up-regulated, attenuating auto-antibody-initiated
inflammation (151, 152). However, it has been asserted that caution should be
exercised when extrapolating from mouse models to humans because the tissue
distributions of SIGN-1 and DC-SIGN differ and because anti-inflammatory
activity could be demonstrated for intact IgG and F(ab′)2 fragments (153–155).

Quaternary Structure of Fab

Structures for numerous antigen-specific Fab fragments have been determined
by x-ray crystallography, both alone and in complex with antigen (15, 156).
Early studies of Fab fragments binding small molecules (haptens) led to the
lock-and-key model in which the antigen bound within a pocket; however, studies
of macromolecular antigens have shown that both paratopes and epitopes may
be comprised of relatively flat surfaces (15, 156). Whilst light and heavy chain
CDRs are seen to contribute to epitope binding for all specificities, it is not the
case that all CDRs contribute equally to a given paratope. Comparison of the VH
and VL sequences of a given Fab with that encoded within the precursor germline
gene informs of the contribution of somatic hypermutation to specificity and/or
affinity both within and outside of the paratope. These studies have defined the
contribution of CDRs and “framework” sequences to antigen binding and led to
the development of informed protocols for humanisation of mouse antibody V
regions for the generation of therapeutic antibodies (157–159). Mapping of the
surface topology of Fab regions identifies the degree of exposure of amino acid
side chains and can contribute to further informed protein engineering to confer
advantageous properties (e.g., solubility) (157–159).

Comparison of crystal structures of Fab fragments in the free and
antigen-bound form show that conformational change may occur within VH
and VL domains on antigen binding (156, 160–162). This provides further
understanding of epitope recognition and binding and may reveal residues
underlying the paratope, the vernier zone, that are essential to its architecture,
mobility and, hence, specificity and/or affinity (163, 164). The junction of the
VH/CH1 and VL/CL, referred to as the “switch” residues, is characterised by a
change in direction of the polypeptide chains, referred to as the “elbow angle”.
The elbow angle is characteristic for a given Fab but can vary widely among
Fabs; lambda light chains appear to be compatible with larger elbow angles
than kappa light chains (165). There is evidence that conformational changes
resulting from antigen binding can be transmitted to the CH1/CL domain (160);
also, the reciprocal finding is that differences in CH1 structure can influence
antigen-binding affinity (166).

An understanding of the structure and function of the Fab region of antibodies
facilitated genetic engineering to progressively “humanise” antibodies raised in
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mice (157–159). The engineered VH and VL gene sequences are ligated to the
constant region gene sequences of heavy and light chains, respectively, to generate
humanised antibodies. In practice, such “humanized” VH and VL domains usually
resulted in reduced affinity and/or specificity such that some mouse residues
had to be re-introduced, with consequent potential immunogenicity. Libraries of
human VH and VL gene sequences have been generated from human peripheral
blood lymphocytes using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocols, and their
protein products expressed in phage display libraries, allowing for selection of
combinations of human VH and VL sequences with specificity for a selected
target; the VH and VL sequences can subsequently be expressed with selected
human constant regions (157–159, 163–165). Fully human antibodies specific for
selected human targets can be realised by immunisation of mice that are transgenic
for the expression of human variable and constant region genes, the endogenous
Ig genes having been inactivated (166). It may not be possible to dictate the
human constant region expressed but subsequent engineering can rectify this.

Clinical experience demonstrated that “fully” human antibodies can be
immunogenic, at least in a proportion of patients (167, 168). Initially, one may
wonder why this should be so; on reflection, however, it may seem inevitable. The
hallmark of an antibody is its specificity, not just for a particular target but also
for a unique structural feature on that target—the epitope. This is achieved within
a secondary immune response that is characterised by somatic hypermutation and
selection. Thus, each antibody is a structurally unique molecule with a unique
epitope-binding site (the paratope). Antibodies generated from phage display
libraries or transgenic mice are unique to an individual—human or mouse—and
may be perceived as “foreign” within an outbred population of unique individual
recipients (i.e., patients). Antibody therapeutics are manufactured in xenogeneic
tissue (e.g., Chinese hamster, mouse) that may yield product not having the
required human-type co- and post-translational modifications and/or add having
added nonhuman co- and post-translational modifications (12–16).

Human Antibody Isotypes Other Than IgG

This review has focused on antibody therapeutics; consequently, discussion of
structure−function relationships has been restricted to the IgG isotypes; however,
our understanding of the structure and function of the IgA (5, 169–171), IgM (5,
172, 173) and IgE (5, 174) isotypes is progressing and therapeutic applications are
on the horizon or in the pipeline, if not licensed (175–178).

Concluding Remarks

It is salutary to contemplate the finesse of structural changes induced by
conservative amino acid replacements (G/A235; F/A243) (12, 129, 135, 150,
179) and/or the effects that the presence or absence of a fucose and/or bisecting
N-acetylglucosamine sugar residue can have on the functional activity of the
human IgG-Fc (132–136). It is evident, therefore, that the conformation of the
IgG molecule is a CQA that is relatively robust while being amenable to protein
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engineering. It is essential, therefore, that multiple orthogonal techniques should
be applied to determine structural parameters; both industry and academia will be
best served by having access to a reference standard that has been characterised
employing relevant “state of the art” techniques. In this review, I have attempted
to present the current consensus of understanding of IgG structure and function;
however, it is far from complete. It is interesting to note that disparate ligands
may bind to the Fc through common amino acid residue contacts within the
hinge-proximal region (for FcγR and C1q) and the CH2/CH3 interface (for FcRn,
SpA, SpG, RFs, and IgG-Fc-like receptors encoded within the genomes of
some viruses). The presence of sialic acid might further influence Fc−ligand
interactions at this interface. A rationalisation for the topography of ligand
binding sites may be the functional necessity for circulating IgG to be monovalent
for FcγR’s and C1q to prevent continuous cellular activation while providing
opportunity for divalency at the CH2/CH3 interface. The influence of the IgG-Fc
glycoform on functional activity may be exploited to generate homogeneous
glycoforms selected to express a predetermined functional profile considered
optimal for a given disease indication. It is important to note that each glycoform
is represented within normal polyclonal IgG-Fc; therefore, they do not have
immunogenic potential. Many innovative studies have explored engineering of
the protein moiety to selectively enhance biologic activities (12, 129, 135, 150,
179); however, these are mutant forms of IgG (i.e., non-self, which may enhance
immunogenicity). This may not be an issue when treating patients for cancer
because they may be immune-suppressed; however, it is a concern for long-term
treatment of chronic diseases.
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Detailed monoclonal antibody (mAb) characterization tools
have enabled the discovery of structural variations, including
many that compromise functionality or have other undesired
properties. Size, charge, glycosylation, and disulfide bonding
variants; oxidized amino acid residues; and polypeptide
chain truncations, extensions, and cleavage points have been
identified. Product quality attributes, including detection
techniques, published knowledge about the process origins, and
quality impacts of these variants are summarized.

Introduction

Use in Diagnostics, Reagents, and Medicinals

Since the discovery of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), the enormous value
of this class of proteins has yet to be fully realized (1). First used as highly
specific laboratory reagents, mAbs now support the in vitro diagnostics, imaging,
and radiotherapy markets and have become therapeutic agents used in treatments
for cancer, inflammatory and autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases, and
cardiovascular indications. Datamonitor (2) estimates the molecular diagnostics
market at $3 billion in 2010, and diagnostics sales are projected to grow at a 10
percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from 2010 to 2016. The estimated
global sales of therapeutic antibodies, according to Evaluate Pharma (3), are $55
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billion in 2012. They are forecast to grow at a 9 percent CAGR from 2012 to 2018
to $92 billion. mAbs are expected to have the fastest rate of growth (+8% CAGR)
among all of the classes of branded pharmaceuticals between now and 2016.

mAbs are also extremely diverse proteins that are subject to considerable
heterogeneity due to production, processing, and storage. This chapter will
review the affect that upstream, downstream, formulation, and fill/finish process
operations, as well as long-term storage, can have on structure and function.

The Need for Analytical Information

Our patients, as well as the federal health authorities, require that we produce
a consistently safe and active drug product. Although the general properties of
recombinant proteins are primarily determined by their molecular design, we
continue to find that recombinant proteins, including recombinant antibodies,
are highly heterogeneous, and that many of the variants have properties that
can affect safety, immunogenicity, pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics, and/or
bioactivity. The development functions need to establish a product’s overall
covalent structure, identify sources of variability, assess the likely patient impacts
for each variable attribute, and establish a suitable control strategy, including
process design and testing controls. Useful methods for identifying sources of
variability, and their impacts and origins, are described in this chapter.

Demonstrating Product Quality

Recombinant mAb testing generally falls into three categories: quality
control (QC) testing (in-process, release, and stability), extended characterization
using research and development (R&D) methods, and high-throughput screening
assays. Expectations for QC testing are described in guidance documents such
as ICH Q6B, and defined by the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). These
expectations include tests for purity, potency, identity, strength, and general
properties such as appearance, excipients, stabilizers, and pH. For the protein
component, purity is usually a relative term, reported as a percentage of the
total species detected. Potency may be expressed as a relative value, comparing
the test article to a qualified in-house reference standard. Identity tests need
to differentiate the product from others that may be produced or stored in the
same facility. Strength may be reported as a concentration, usually based on an
extinction coefficient. General tests are often based on compendia. QC tests are
performed in a qualified good manufacturing practices (GMPs) laboratory using
trained staff.

In-process QC testing is generally performed on process step samples to
inform purity, such as by testing for endotoxin or bioburden (due to microbial
contamination); monitor step yield; or assess removal of process-related
impurities such as host cell proteins or purification column leachates. In-process
tests are performed across a range of concentrations and buffer excipients, so
multiproduct methods are generally needed. In-process tests can also be used
instead of final batch tests for assessing the addition of excipients. Action limits
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are often useful for in-process tests, where a value that exceeds the limit requires
a GMP investigation but does not automatically cause batch rejection.

Batch release testing is performed on samples from the finished drug substance
and drug product. Testing should be performed on samples closest to the step
that affects the product’s characteristics. For example, glycosylation testing is
appropriate for the drug substance step but does not need to be repeated for the
drug product. Tests for visible particles are appropriate for drug products but not
for the drug substance. Many tests, such as size- or charge-based methods, may
appear on both drug substance and drug products because of the potential for drug
substance and product processing to each affect those characteristics.

Release tests have acceptance criteria that define a quantitative range or
qualitative profile assessment to which the batch test results must conform to
enable release. Many release tests are also used to assess stability, particularly
when they enable monitoring of degradation pathways such as aggregation and
fragmentation, deamidation, or loss of potency.

Extended characterization methods use advanced tools to assess primary
and higher order structure, as well as provide information regarding covalent
modifications such as post-translational and degradative modifications. The
extended methods may be needed to augment potency assays to confirm
the proposed biological mechanism(s) of action (MoAs). Early in clinical
development, it may be acceptable to include tests in the extended characterization
panel that are hard to validate or require newer technologies, with the
understanding that some of these methods may be added to the QC tests later
in product development, such as when the final to-be-commercialized control
strategy is established.

The combined QC and extended characterization methods form the nucleus
of any comparability assessment, where the sponsor is asked to confirm that
a process or production facility change did not adversely affect the safety or
efficacy compared to earlier process materials. These extended characterization
methods are often used to determine the critical quality attributes (CQAs), and
many of these methods are adapted for use in QC release testing and for stability
assessments if the “routine” assays are unable to resolve and quantitate the CQA.
A different sort of method adaptation occurs when key assays are converted to
a high-throughput mode, such as the use of automated capillary electrophoresis
(CE)-based or chip-based techniques that provide lower resolution but remain
useful for process design.

The term “quality” remains a challenge to define, but most sponsors apply
the guidelines in the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) guidance
documents and CFR. Beyond health authority requirements, responsible sponsors
seek to understand which attributes need to be controlled by the process or
confirmed by batch testing to demonstrate that they are providing a safe and
efficacious product over the entire shelf life. Early in clinical development, the
quality emphasis is on safety, bioactivity, and preservation of the analytical profile
relative to an intended profile that may be determined by testing materials used
in toxicology and other preclinical studies. In early development, platform tests
are often used with minimal molecule-specific re-optimization. As development
proceeds, tests are refined based on additional method development opportunities;
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potency assays are further optimized to reflect MoA, often using cell-based
assays; and the structural and functional characteristics of the minor component
are identified. The combined product knowledge enables assignment of the
CQAs. Final QC and extended characterization tests usually are established by
the time a sponsor begins pivotal (Phase 3) clinical studies, and are designed
to ensure proper control of CQAs, particularly for high-impact CQAs or those
that lack suitable process controls (see Figure 1 for details). Additional general
methods are required by regulations.

Figure 1. Pathway for development of a testing plan based on product quality
attributes. Reproduced with permission from Schenerman et al. (139). Copyright

© 2009 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Identification of Critical Quality Attributes

A CQA is defined in ICH Q2(R1) as a “physical, chemical, biological, or
microbiological property or characteristic that should be within an appropriate
limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired product quality.” One approach
to assess if a molecular variant or impurity is deemed “critical” was developed
at Genentech and incorporated into the A-Mab case study (4). This approach
examines the impact of that attribute on:
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• Biological activity using one or more MoA-relevant methods.
• Pharmacokinetics, usually either the area under a concentration-time

curve from in vivo studies or modeled using FcRn assays.
• Relative immunogenicity risk, which often requires subject matter

judgment based on in vivo and/or in silico models, relevant literature,
and/or clinical experience.

• Safety impacts, which are usually based on rare but high-impact clinical
events involving related molecules, or from nonclinical models.

The attributes are assessed on a quantitative scale from low to very high
impact. The highest impact value is combined with an uncertainty factor to
determine the overall CQA severity score, with high severity attributes generally
requiring batch testing, moderate severity attributes often being subjected to
batch testing if the process capability or stability is poor relative to an acceptable
range, and low severity attributes often being part of comparability assessments
or monitoring programs or not being tested further. A list of CQAs for a mAb is
shown in Table 1. Further details on CQAs assessment and control strategies for
IgGs are presented in the QbD chapter (Volume 1, Chapter 5).

Technical Challenges

mAbs present challenges for molecular characterization due to their
overall size, with often approximately 1,450 amino acid residues found in two
identical light chains and two identical heavy chains, as well as their molecular
heterogeneity. However, common tools such as mass spectrometry or peptide
mapping can differentiate molecular variants or modified forms. For example,
isomerization of single aspartyl residue in trastuzumab causes complete resolution
of the modified form from the main form in a cation-exchange assay (5). However,
assignment of this modification was challenging because even the modified
fraction retains the expected structure for half of the material. Some modifications
co-migrate with other unrelated forms, again diminishing the differentiation from
the main form. Single modification sites often can be identified at low percentage
levels, particularly when compared to an unmodified form, using peptide map
approaches. A different challenge exists when a single type of modification is
found at low levels across a large number of sites, such as glycation; modifications
of this type are often detected only in the intact form using mass spectrometry, and
assignment of specific sites remains a laborious task. Despite these challenges,
several review articles (6–8) have summarized the types of modifications found
on recombinant antibodies, including deamidation and isomerization, unpaired
cysteine (Cys) residues, and chain terminations or extensions, as described below.
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Table 1. Product Attribute Categories and Tests

Category Product Attribute Test Purpose ICH Q6B Category Process Operations Affecting
Critical Quality Attributes

Size exlusion
chromatography (SEC)

Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream,
formulation, fill/finish, and storage

Gel electrophoresis Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream,
formulation, fill/finish, and storage

Analytical
ultracentrifugation

Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity Upstream, downstream,
formulation, fill/finish, and storage

Aggregation

SEC with multi-angle
light scattering (MALS)

Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity Upstream, downstream,
formulation, fill/finish, and storage

Ion-exchange
chromatography
(with and without
carboxypeptidase)

Detect charge
isoforms

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream and storage

Isoelectric focusing
(with and without
carboxypeptidase)

Assess pattern of
charge isoforms

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream and storage

Truncation

Peptide mapping with
mass spectrometry

Verify primary
structure and identify
post-translational
modifications

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream and storage

Size
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Category Product Attribute Test Purpose ICH Q6B Category Process Operations Affecting
Critical Quality Attributes

SEC Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Gel electrophoresis Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Analytical
ultracentrifugation

Detect product-related
aggregates and
fragments

Identity, Purity Upstream, downstream, and storage

Peptide mapping with
mass spectrometry

Verify primary
structure and identify
post-translational
modifications

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Fragmentation

Reversed phase
high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC)

Detect product-related
fragmentation and
isomerization

Identity, Purity Upstream, downstream, and storage

Quadrupole-time-of-
flight (Q-TOF) mass
spectrometry

Measure total
molecule mass

Identity UpstreamTotal mass

Light scattering Measure total
molecule mass

Identity Upstream

Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Product Attribute Categories and Tests

Category Product Attribute Test Purpose ICH Q6B Category Process Operations Affecting
Critical Quality Attributes

Ion-exchange
chromatography

Detect charge
isoforms

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Isoelectric focusing Assess pattern of
charge isoforms

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Deamidation

Peptide mapping with
mass spectrometry

Verify primary
structure and identify
post-translational
modifications

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Charge

Sialylation Sialic acid content Measure sialic acid
content

Identity Upstream

Peptide mapping with
mass spectrometry

Verify primary
structure and identify
post-translational
modifications

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream and storage

Amino acid analysis Measure amino acid
composition

Identity Upstream

N-terminal Sequencing Assess N-terminal
sequence

Identity Upstream

Identity

Immunoassay Show specific
immunoreactivity

Identity Upstream

Primary
structure
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Category Product Attribute Test Purpose ICH Q6B Category Process Operations Affecting
Critical Quality Attributes

Disulfide bonds Disulfide bond
determination

Verify correct
disulfide bond
locations

Identity Upstream and storage

Peptide mapping with
mass spectrometry

Verify primary
structure and identify
post-translational
modifications

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream and storageGlycation

Boronate HPLC Detect glycation Identity, Purity Upstream and storage

Monosaccharide
composition analysis

Quantify
monosaccharide
composition

Identity Upstream

Oligosaccharide profile Assess pattern of
oligosaccharide
profile

Identity Upstream

Galactose content Measure galactose
content

Identity Upstream

Glycosylation

Fucose content Measure fucose
content

Identity Upstream

Isomerization Reversed phase HPLC Detect product-related
fragmentation and
isomerization

Identity, Purity Upstream, downstream, and storage

Post-
translational
modifications

Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Product Attribute Categories and Tests

Category Product Attribute Test Purpose ICH Q6B Category Process Operations Affecting
Critical Quality Attributes

Oxidation Peptide mapping with
mass spectrometry

Verify primary
structure and identify
post-translational
modifications

Identity, Purity,
Impurity

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Thioether link Gel electrophoresis Detect product-related
impurities (fragments,
aggregates)

Identity, Purity,
Stability

Upstream, downstream, and storage

Circular dichroism Detect secondary
structure changes

Identity Upstream

Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy

Detect secondary/
tertiary structure
changes

Identity Upstream

Differential scanning
calorimetry

Detect tertiary
structure changes

Identity Upstream

Bioassay/binding assay Measure bioactivity Potency, Identity Upstream, downstream,
formulation, fill/finish, and storage

Conformation

X-ray crystallography Detect tertiary
structure changes

Identity Upstream

Fc receptor binding Determine Fc function Potency Upstream

Higher order
structure

Effector function

Complement binding Determine Fc function Potency Upstream
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Product Attribute Assessment
Size

Aggregation

Under ideal conditions, an antibody would be a biochemically active single
molecule (monomer) folded in a unique native structure. In reality, subtle
differences in charge, structure, conformation, and morphology can promote
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and cause formation of relatively stable groups
of antibody molecules that are collectively termed aggregates (discussed in
detail in the Aggregation chapter/Volume 3, Chapter 4). In the extreme case
of aggregate formation, covalent bonds through disulfide bridges or oxidized
tyrosine are formed. Protein aggregation may be a challenge throughout upstream,
downstream, formulation, and drug delivery development process operations,
as well as during long-term storage, due to the possibility of biochemical
modification or mechanical stress that lead to PPIs (9–12).

Several recent publications review factors affecting aggregation and propose
a classification of the possible mechanisms (13–19). Aggregation formation via
an unfolded protein state is summarized by the classical Lumry-Eyring equation:
N Û U→ A, where N is native, U is unfolded, and A is aggregated protein (20).
This has been elaborated in recent works to reflect a complicated, multifactorial
process of protein aggregation. The aggregation mechanisms include at least two
steps with different dynamics—initial nucleation and secondary clusterization
(18). Soluble, reversible aggregates are formed through weak PPIs, such as
electrostatic, hydrophobic, and van der Waal’s interactions (10, 14, 21–23).
Irreversible aggregates are formed from structurally altered species of IgG,
represented by unfolded or partially unfolded covalently bound monomers and
fragments (24). Irreversible aggregates have the potential to serve as nuclei for
accumulation of large multimers and insoluble particles and can be associated
with long-term aggregation.

The most popular analytical tool for detecting aggregation in antibody
products is size exclusion chromatography (SEC) (25, 26). SEC is a relatively
simple method that separates molecules by their hydrodynamic volumes, with
larger molecules (unordered multimers, tetramers, trimers and dimers) eluting
first, followed by monomer and then smaller fragments. As the different species
elute, they are detected and quantitated by UV absorbance. For more information,
light scattering detectors such as MALS (multi-angle light scattering), RALS
(right-angle light scattering), and LALS (low-angle light scattering) can be
added to SEC for determination of molecular weight (MW) of the components.
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), field flow fractionation (FFF), dynamic and
static light scattering (DLS and SLS), and electrophoretic sodium dodecylsulfate
(SDS) separation in gels are other conventional methods for aggregate assessment
(16, 27–29). These methods can be used as complementary or orthogonal to
SEC. Various spectroscopic (circular dichroism [CD], Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy [FTIR], Raman), mass spectrometry (liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry [LC-MS], Hydrogen/Deuterium Exchange [H/D], electrospray
ionization [ESI]-time-of-flight mass spectrometry [TOF-MS]), microscopy
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(Transmission Electron Microscopy [TEM], Atomic Force Microscopy
[AFM]), small-angle neutron or X-ray scattering (SANS, SAXS), and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) methods have been applied for detailed structural
characterization and to study mechanisms of aggregation (30–35).

Understanding protein aggregation in biopharmaceutical products is
important due to the potential impact on purity, efficacy, and immunogenicity
(36–40). Furthermore, the formation of aggregates on stability, especially in
liquid solutions, may limit a product’s shelf life. Control of aggregation and, when
possible, elimination of factors favorable for aggregation are therefore objectives
for antibody developers. Because the stability of antibody molecules is primarily
determined by structural features, identification of aggregation-prone motifs in
IgG sequences and molecular modeling are implemented as screening tools in
the development of stable products (41, 42). Additionally, use of appropriate
formulation excipients and process buffers is essential to mitigate aggregation
(43, 44).

Truncation and Extensions

Truncation is a process in which amino acids are cleaved from either the
C- or N-terminus of intact proteins. The most commonly observed truncation
of mAbs is C-terminal lysine (Lys) truncation, also called “lysine clipping” or
“lysine processing.” Lys is expected to be the C-terminal residue of mAb heavy
chains, but is often absent in mAbs purified from mammalian cell culture, such
as the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell lines. This discrepancy is due to the
cleavage of the C-terminal Lys by enzymes (carboxypeptidases) in cell culture
(45). The precise mechanism of the C-terminal Lys truncation is unknown, but
several studies have shown that C-terminal Lys truncation occurs during mAb
production in culture, both during protein processing in the endo-membrane
system and following protein secretion into the cell culture medium (46).

Truncations other than C-terminal Lys truncation have been observed in
mAbs. C-terminal α-amidation is a recently reported C-terminal modification
involving the proline-glycine (Pro-Gly) terminus that remains after Lys
processing. The terminus is susceptible to further processing of the Gly residue
to produce a C-terminal Pro amide. (47, 48). This C-terminal Pro amidation is
less common due to the initial requirement of the processing of both Lys and Gly
on C-terminus. C-terminal arginine truncation was also reported for recombinant
human erythropoietin (49) and two-chain tissue plasminogen activator (45).

C-terminal Lys truncation can be analyzed by a range of analytical techniques.
This truncation mechanism results in variants containing either zero, one, or two
C-terminal Lys residues on twomAb heavy chains. Since Lys is positively charged
at physiological pH, the net charge of these C-terminal Lys variants increases in
the order of 0 < 1 < 2 Lys. This leads to charge heterogeneity that can be resolved
by charge separation techniques, such as ion-exchange chromatography (IEX)
and isoelectric focusing (IEF). Both IEX and IEF (including gel and capillary
isoelectric focusing) are widely used to detect and quantify the C-terminal Lys
variants of therapeutic mAbs. C-terminal Lys truncation is not the sole cause
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for the charge heterogeneity for mAbs, with other post-translational modifications
such as sialylation, N-terminal cyclization, C-terminal amidation, deamidation,
and fragmentation described in other sections.

The removal of one C-terminal Lys residue decreases the MW by 128 Da.
Therefore, the identification of C-terminal Lys variants can also be confirmed by
MW determination using ESI (50) and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI) (51) mass spectrometry (52). To confirm the Lys truncation occurs at
the C-terminus, peptidemapping combinedwith reversed-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry (RP-HPLC-MS) is used.

The degree of C-terminal Lys truncation varies significantly depending on
the fermentation process, including cell line (53), cell culture medium (52), trace
elements such as copper and zinc (46), temperature, and duration (46). It has been
reported that C-terminal Lys variants of a mAb all exhibit the same biological
activity, consistent with truncation as a modification at a site distal from the
antigen-binding and effector function domains (52). However, the heterogeneity
of the C-terminal Lys variants is a sensitive indication for the manufacturing
process change and should be monitored by the methods described above for
product consistency.

N-terminal sequence extensions due to mis-cleavages within N-terminal
leader sequences have also been reported. For example, the valine-histidine-serine
(Ser) extension (54) adds a basic residue that enables resolution using charge-based
methods. The additional basic residues do not affect potency or pharmacokinetics
(54). Unspecified basic N-terminal extensions of one to eight residues have also
been reported (55).

Fragmentation

Fragmentation is a degradative process in which a covalent bond in a protein is
disrupted. The cleavage of a covalent bond can be categorized into two subclasses:
peptide backbone cleavage or side chain cleavage (e.g., disulfide bond cleavage).
This section covers peptide backbone fragmentation; disulfide bond fragmentation
is covered later in the chapter.

Fragmentation of the peptide backbone may occur by hydrolysis through
either a chemical or enzymatic reaction. The peptide backbone is extremely stable
to non-enzymatic fragmentation under physiological conditions (neutral pH 7.4
and below 36°C). However, certain sites may become prone to fragmentation
when the environment is favorable, based on the specific amino acid sequence,
flexibility of the local peptide structure, buffer composition, pH, temperature,
and the presence of metals or radicals. It is well known that peptide bonds in the
hinge region of mAbs are susceptible to hydrolysis, generating antigen-binding
fragments (Fabs) and Fab-Fc fragments (56–60). The fragmentation in the hinge
region is accelerated in acidic or basic conditions (59), which implies an acid-
or base-catalyzed mechanism leading to hinge region peptide bond cleavage.
The fragmentation rate in the hinge region can be significantly increased in the
presence of metal ions such as Cu2+, Fe2+, and Fe3+ (61, 62).
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Non-enzymatic fragmentation outside of the hinge region is largely
sequence-specific. Most of the peptide backbone fragmentation events occur
at one of the following residues: aspartic acid (Asp), Gly, Ser, threonine (Thr),
Cys, or asparagine (Asn). It has been hypothesized that the side chains of
these residues (with the exception of Gly) can facilitate peptide bond cleavage
via specific mechanisms and that Asp-Pro is a particularly labile motif (63).
However, primary structure is not the only determinant in mAb fragmentation.
The secondary and higher order environment around the cleavage site is also
important. Accordingly, exposed peptide bonds in domain-domain interfaces,
either at the edges of β-sheets or in the loops that connect the β-sheets, are
reported to be susceptible to fragmentation (64). These regions include the
solvent-exposed, flexible loops of mAb complementarity-determining regions
(CDRs). It is also worth noting that IgG1 is more susceptible to fragmentation,
compared with IgG2 and IgG4 under pH 5 to pH 5.5 conditions (65), suggesting
a conformational role in fragmentation rates.

Fragmentation by proteolytic activity is also possible during mAb production
because of the assortment of proteolytic enzymes that occur among the host
cell proteins present in the harvested cell culture fluid (66). During purification
of therapeutic mAbs, the level of host cell proteins is expected to be reduced
to acceptable levels by removing proteolytic enzymes. However, proteolytic
fragmentation can occur during downstream processing prior to protease removal,
and it has been reported that fragmentation due to residual proteolytic activity can
occur in highly purified mAbs (67).

Cleavage of a peptide bond can significantly alter the properties of the
molecule and can be detected by various analytical methods based on size,
hydrophobicity, and charge. The most common methods used to monitor
fragmentation are size-based methods such as SEC, SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), and capillary sodium dodecylsulfate electrophoresis
(cSDS), or methods that exploit differing hydrophobicity such as RP-HPLC (see
the Separation chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 5).

SEC is a critical method to monitor the aggregates in therapeutic mAbs, and
it also provides information about fragmentation, such as the Fab and Fab-Fc
fragments resulting from hinge region cleavage. However, as a non-denaturing
technique, SEC is unable to detect peptide bond cleavages that generate fragments
held together by other covalent bonds (e.g., disulfide bonds) or non-covalent
interactions.

SDS-PAGE or its capillary counterpart, cSDS, provides excellent resolution
of fragments, and these methods are widely used to monitor overall fragmentation
in mAbs. Both methods are run under denaturing (and potentially reducing)
conditions, enabling identification of fragments not observed by SEC. cSDS is
now commonly used in the pharmaceutical industry due to the straightforward
quantification and improved resolution compared with the traditional slab gel
SDS-PAGE.

RP-HPLC is an important analytical method for separating fragments based
on hydrophobicity differences, and it is even more powerful when connected to
ESI mass spectrometry for the direct identification of the cleavage sites. However,
quantitation can be hindered by low resolution when compared with cSDS.
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Fragmentation, depending on the site, may affect the bioactivity,
pharmacokinetic (PK) properties, and stability of a protein. Fragmentation in the
mAb CDRs may affect target binding. Fragmentation in the hinge region may
have implications on the function of a mAb molecule: the Fab fragment will
be devoid of any Fc-mediated effector function and have a reduced circulation
half-time; the Fc-Fab fragment may not be potent if interaction with the target
receptor requires both Fab arms. Similarly, fragmentation in the constant regions
of mAbs may have an effect on either the Fc-mediated effector function or on
the circulation half-time. The relationship between cleavage and potency can be
unclear. For these reasons, the effect of fragmentation on the function of a mAb
has to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, depending on whether cleavage sites
are observed in the variable or constant regions, and on the MoA of the molecule.

Fragmentation affects the mAb purity and can indicate the degradation of
the molecule during long-term storage. To ensure that the potency and purity of
therapeutic mAb products is maintained, fragmentation should be minimized and
controlled below a certain level. To facilitate this, mAb products are typically
formulated in neutral pH 6.0 buffers containing a low level of metal ions, and
stored in frozen or refrigerated conditions.

Total Mass

The total mass (MW) of the mAb is a key indicator of protein size. As
discussed above, aggregation, fragmentation, and truncation all affect the mAb
total mass, as do post-translational modifications such as glycosylation. The
presence and levels of these size variants may be influenced by upstream and
downstream processes, as well as by long-term storage, and therefore require
monitoring. In addition to the techniques described above to measure aggregation,
fragmentation, and truncation, there are a number of dedicated tools available
to measure mAb total mass. Mass spectrometry techniques including ESI-MS
(50) and MALDI-TOF-MS (51) can measure the mass of a mAb to within a
few Daltons, depending on the instrument. ESI-MS is a particularly versatile
technique that can measure the mass of the mAb in a native or reduced state,
and thus provide verification of amino acid composition and aid confirmation of
protein sequence (see the Primary Structure chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 1). The
technique can easily distinguish the different masses of the various glycoforms,
thus providing information on the glycosylation profile, and the glycans can also
be enzymatically removed so that the protein-only mass, as well as modifications
such as glycation, can be determined. Light scattering techniques such as MALS
(68) can also determine the MW of an antibody and any size variants present.
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Charge

Deamidation and Isomerization

A key contributor to charge heterogeneity in mAbs is amino acid deamidation
and isomerization (5). These are both forms of chemical modification and
represent common degradation pathways for proteins in vivo (69) and in
recombinant mAbs (70–73). Deamidation is a non-enzymatic process that
typically occurs at Asn residues. Asn is converted to a 5-ringed cyclic succinimide
intermediate that is hydrolyzed to form a mixture of iso-Asp and Asp in an
approximate 3:1 ratio. Isomerization follows the same mechanism but occurs
at Asp residues and proceeds through the succinimide intermediate to iso-Asp
(74). Deamidation of glutamine (Gln) in a recombinant mAb has been reported,
although it is kinetically less favorable than Asn deamidation due to the relative
instability of its intermediates (75).

Several factors influence deamidation and isomerization rates, including
primary structure, structural conformation, and the extrinsic environment. Studies
on peptides have shown that the residue following Asn/Asp is an important
determinant of the rate of deamidation and isomerization, with the sequences
Asn-Gly and Asp-Gly being particularly susceptible to modification (76, 77).
This is potentially due to the small Gly side chain not sterically constraining
succinimide formation (78); however, other mechanisms have been suggested
(79). If amino acid sequence “encodes” the modification potential, the realization
of that potential is determined by structural conformation and the extrinsic
environment. Secondary and tertiary structure can influence rates by determining
the extent of solvent exposure and by facilitating interaction of Asn/Asp with
proximal amino acids that can promote or prevent modification (69, 76, 80).
Extrinsic factors such as pH, temperature and buffer species have all been shown
to influence deamidation and isomerization (78, 81).

Deamidation and isomerization can have a significant impact on the
development of a recombinant therapeutic by potentially influencing in vitro
potency, product heterogeneity, shelf-life stability, manufacturing consistency,
and yield. Of these, the principal concern is loss of therapeutic activity. Loss
of in vitro activity in mAbs due to deamidation (71, 72) and isomerization
(74, 82) has been reported. In all of these cases, the modification has occurred
in the CDR, where it is presumed that changes in charge (deamidation) or
structural configuration have perturbed antigen binding. Liu et al. showed in
vitro deamidation rates of an Fc Asn were similar to in vivo rates (69); however,
translation of CDR deamidation or isomerization to in vivo efficacy is still to be
explored.

Due to the charge differences introduced by deamidation, it is readily
monitored by charge-based methods such as cation exchange chromatography
(CEX) or IEF (74, 84) (see the PTMs chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 3 and Separation
chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 5). Isomerization has been resolved by CEX but is
typically monitored by RP-HPLC and hydrophobic interaction chromatography
(HIC) (5, 80, 82, 83). These methods exploit the differing hydrophobicity of
isomerization products due to structural alterations caused by spatial changes in
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the side chain and the introduction of a methyl group into the peptide backbone
(74). A drawback of all these methods is that they do not provide site-specific
information. For this information, higher resolution methods such as peptide
mapping with mass spectrometry are employed. Deamidation introduces a mass
charge of +1 Dalton, which is readily detected by mass spectrometry (72) and can
be localized to the specific residue modified. Distinguishing Asp from iso-Asp
is typically achieved through chromatographic retention time because the two
species have equal mass, although sophisticated mass spectrometry fragmentation
techniques are a potential solution to this challenge (85). Iso-aspartyl bonds halt
Edman degradation, enabling identification of iso-Asp sites, provided that the
missing sequence information on the C-terminal side of the iso-Asp site can be
obtained by other means.

The obvious approach to eliminating deamidation and isomerization is to
engineer the Asn or Asp site to another amino acid residue. If the Asn/Asp is
critical for maintaining activity, the adjacent amino acid can be mutated. For
example, mutating the Asn carboxyl residue from Gly to a bulky hydrophobic
residue dramatically reduces the propensity to deamidate (77). Other than
molecular engineering, controlling the external environment of the molecule
during manufacture, formulation, and storage are all vital for controlling Asn/Asp
modification. For labile molecules, prolonged exposure to high pH during the
manufacturing process should be avoided. Similarly, formulating at neutral pH
with buffers and excipients that control solution properties and conformational
flexibility should be evaluated (78). Lyophilization of the final drug product is
often implemented for unstable molecules; however, deamidation has been shown
to occur even in the solid state (86).

Sialylation

The overall charge distribution of a recombinant mAb may be influenced
by the antibody glycosylation, and particularly, the degree of sialylation
(see the Glycosylation chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 4). Both N- and O-linked
oligosaccharides may be decorated with terminal sialic acid residues. Sialic
acid residues are 9-carbon sugar units that are structurally related to neuraminic
acid and carry a negative charge at physiological pH (87). If sialylation
occurs on recombinant mAbs produced in mammalian cell lines, either
N-glycolylneuraminic acid (NGNA) or N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac)
predominate. These sugars are both negatively charged but differ in structure,
based on the nature of the chemical substituent at the 5-carbon position of the
sugar ring.

The extent of sialylation can be influenced by the location of the carbohydrate
attachment site and its relative accessibility on the mAb. For example, constant
domain N297 glycans generally have a negligible to low level of sialylation,
whereas variable domain glycans have a higher degree of sialic acid addition (88,
89).

Where sialylation occurs, the cell culture system used may affect the type
and linkage of sialic acid added onto the protein. Golgi-resident, linkage-specific
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sialyltransferases transfer sialic acid residues from cytidine monophosphate
(CMP)-sugar donors onto the terminal sugars of N- and O-glycans (90). Different
cell culture systems have variation in the available CMP-sialic acid donor
pools for sialylation. Consequently, murine cells lines such as NS0 generally
decorate glycosylation with NGNA, and CHO cell line and human cell lines
(e.g., HEK) with Neu5Ac (91). Human cell lines predominantly add Neu5Ac
due to a mutation in the CMP-Neu5Ac hydroxylase gene that is required to
produce CMP-NGNA (92). The exact nature of sialylation is not completely
cell line-dependent; for example, CMP-NGNA may be generated in human cell
lines by recycling NGNA from cell media, leading to NGNA sialylation on mAbs
expressed in human cell lines (93). The carbohydrate linkage between the sialic
acid and the glycan is based on the sialyltansferase complement of the cell as
well. This is also distinct between cells lines, with α(2,6)-linked sialylation in
human cells and α(2,3)-linked sialylation in CHO (94). Based on the sensitivity
of sialylation to cell culture conditions, there is a significant body of work on the
control of sialylation by modification of cell culture changes in both therapeutic
mAbs (95) and non-immunoglobulin proteins (96).

Sialic acid may be measured indirectly as part of the global charge profile of
the mAb, or directly as an individual feature by targeted methods. The impact
that anionic sialic acid residues have on the overall charge pattern of a protein
may be resolved as a series of bands or peaks on IEX and IEF methods, with each
subsequent anionic species representing an additional sialic acid. The contribution
of sialic acid to the global charge profile can be determined by comparing the
charge profile of the mAb with and without enzymatic removal of sialic acid (97).

The quantity of sialic acid on a mAb may also be measured directly, which
is generally achieved by complete removal of the sialic acid from the protein by
acid or enzymatic hydrolysis, followed by quantification and characterization
of the released sialic acid residues (98). The total release of sialic acid may be
quantified by specific chemical reactions leading to a colorimetric or fluorescent
end products (99). A commonly used approach to both identify and quantify
released sialic acids is labeling the sugar with a fluorophore such as DMB
(1,2-diamino-4,5-methylenoxybenzene) (100) or OPD (o-phenylenediamine)
(101), and separating different species by RP chromatography, with quantification
based on an external standard curve. Label-free quantification and characterization
can be accomplished using high pH anion-exchange chromatography coupled to
pulsed amperometric detection (102).

Where it occurs, sialylation can potentially affect the efficacy,
immunogenicity, and pharmacokinetics of the mAb. Sialylation on fragment
variable (Fv) glycans may be important for binding to the target antigen, affecting
the efficacy of the protein (103). In non-immunoglobulins, sialylation is often a
key determinant of the PK profile, acting as a cap on terminal galactose residues
that are responsible for protein clearance via binding to the asialoglycoprotein
receptor (104). Further, additional sialylation has also been shown to extend
the PK half-life of smaller proteins (105). In mAbs, the impact of sialylation
on pharmacokinetics is less clear. For example, both Millward et al. (106) and
Huang et al. (89) demonstrate limited impact of variable domain sialylation on
clearance in mouse models. There are, however, data for an impact of sialylated
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glycans on the route of clearance (107). Finally, the nature of sialylation may
affect the immunogenic properties of the protein. As human proteins carry
predominantly Neu5Ac, the presence of NGNA on therapeutic IgGs carries an
increased risk of immunogenicity. Anti-NGNA antibodies have been observed
in humans (108, 109), and these have been shown to bind to commercially
available recombinant human mAbs (91). Taken together, this demonstrates the
importance of monitoring and controlling the sialic acid quantity and composition
of recombinant therapeutic antibody products.

Primary Structure and Post-Translational Modifications

Amino Acid Sequence Fidelity

As analytical methods continue to improve, we begin to find new sources of
microheterogeneity within the light and heavy chains. Some of the variants are
due to mis-incorporation, which originates when either the transfer RNA (tRNA)
has been acylated with the incorrect amino acid or errors in translation have been
made (see the Sequence Variant chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 2); both errors usually
result in the appearance of the same replacement at multiple sites, such as Asn at
Ser (110) or Ser at Asn (111). Mis-incorporation is detected using peptide mapping
with mass spectrometry (110, 111).

Other sequence variants can result from mutations in the coding regions of
the transfected heavy and light chain genes. These sequence variants generally
appear as a single variation and can vary between clones (112, 113). The
structural impacts of such sequence variants need to be assessed before a
clone can be accepted for clinical or commercial production. For example,
introduction or deletion of Pro or Cys residues, or the creation or deletion of
an Asn-Xaa-Ser/Thr/Cys N-glycosylation site, may be considered a higher risk
compared to conservative amino acid replacements. Sequence variants caused
by mutations are usually detected by peptide mapping methods, and at high
enough levels, these changes can also be seen by intact mass analysis, or even
by SDS-PAGE (114). As our detection capabilities continue to improve, we will
undoubtedly find more amino acid replacements, but the risk of low-level variants
also has to be considered against a background of naturally occurring variants
found at trace levels in non-recombinant (natural) proteins.

Disulfide Bonds

The disulfide bonding pattern for immunoglobulins is a well-established
set of stable structures ((115); Figure 2 and 3). However, the presence of
thioether (lanthionine; single sulfur) linkages and trisulfide bonds at what were
expected to be disulfide linkages have been reported for recombinant antibodies
(116, 117), generally at the interchain disulfide bond, sites such as the light
chain Cys214 to heavy chain Cys220 bonds. The trisulfide forms have been
attributed to overproduction of hydrogen sulfide in the bioreactor (117). Recent
studies demonstrate thioether linkages form naturally over time in vivo for
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both endogenous and administered recombinant antibodies (118). IgG2 and
IgG4 antibodies have distinct disulphide bond patterns to IgG1s. For IgG2s,
heterogeneity at the interchain region has been observed, with this existing
as a subset of isoforms designated IgG2-A, -B, and -A/B, (119). It has been
demonstrated in a specific human IgG2 that these different disulfide isoforms
have distinct activities in a cell-based assay. IgG4s can form monovalent
half-molecules that exist in equilibrium with the bivalent in vivo (120). The
expected disulfide bonding pattern of each subclass of IgG are listed in Figures 2
and 3.

Intrachain disulfide linkages may also be unoxidized (present as free thiols)
(121), may affect bioactivity if the absence of the disulfide is in a constant domain
1 of an antibody heavy or light chain (CH1 or CL1) (122), and may be resolved
chromatographically using HIC after papain cleavage into Fab and Fc fragments
(123). Ellman’s reagent may detect unpaired Cys residues only if the sample has
been denatured, such as by incubation with chaotropic agents.

Glycation

Glycation is the result of reducing sugars, such as glucose, forming stable
covalent modifications of Lys side chains or at the N-terminus. Glycation
occurs with naturally occurring proteins, including antibodies (124). Glycated
hemoglobin is a marker of diabetes, and degraded forms of glycated sites may also
be recognized by receptors for advanced glycation end products. Recombinant
proteins are produced in cell cultures that usually contain glucose, leading to
multiple modifications of the same type, primarily of the Amadori product, which
has an added 162 Dalton mass (125). Secondary structure can lead to unique sites
being more extensively glycated (126). The Lys modification creates a reduced
basic character; therefore, glycated sites are often enriched in acidic regions of
charge profiles (125), and can often be detected using IEX and IEF methods in
addition to mass spectrometry.

Glycosylation

Immunoglobulins contain a single N-glycosylation site at N297 in the
heavy chain constant region and may contain additional N- or O-linked
glycosylation sites in the variable domain on either the light or heavy chains. The
glycosylation at N297 is predominantly bi-antennary, with different additions that
include fucosylation, galactosylation, and low levels of sialylation. Additional
glycosylation sites may occur in the variable domain of IgGs and will contain
a distinct glycosylation pattern from N297, often with higher sialylation level.
The presence of immature glycosylation variants, including high-mannose types,
has also been observed at N-glycosylation sites. As a post-translational event
occurring in the endo-membrane system of cells, the cell culture system and
conditions may vary the structure and occupancy of glycosylation.
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Figure 2. IgG1 and IgG4 disulfide bonding isoforms.
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Figure 3. IgG2 disulfide bonding isoforms.
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Analytical strategies for glycosylation determination may be tailored to the
level of detail required (127), and are covered in-depth in the Glycosylation
chapter (Volume 2, Chapter 4). The predominant glycosylation variants that
are covalently attached to an intact IgG1 may be identified by intact protein
mass spectrometry without deglycosylation; this approach is also useful for
identifying additional non-Fc glycans (see the Intact chapter/Volume 3, Chapter
9). Site-specific analysis of glycopeptides by peptide mapping with LC-MS
enables localization of glycosylation variants to a specific amino acid residue
(128), and may be undertaken semiquantitatively to better understand the
glycosylation distribution profile (129).

For detailed characterization, the most common approaches remove
the glycan from its protein context by enzymatic release (notably, peptide
N-glycosidase F [PNGaseF] and endoglycosidase H [Endo H]), and then
characterize the oligosaccharides by a range of analytical techniques.
For quantification, released oligosaccharides are typically labeled at the
reducing terminus with a fluorophore such as anthranilic acid (2-AA) and
2-aminobenzamide (2-AB), and separated by chromatographic (130) or
electrophoretic approaches (131). Peaks may then be structurally identified with
reference to pure oligosaccharide standards by sequential enzymatic digestion
with specific exo-glycanases or by on-line mass spectrometry. The identification
of oligosaccharide without reducing-end labeling and separation is commonly
undertaken by MALDI-TOF-MS using oligosaccharide-specific matrices (132).

Glycosylation has been demonstrated to have a significant impact on
the safety and efficacy of antibody therapeutics. In terms of safety, specific
glycosylation variants such as NGNA (108, 109) and terminal α-Gal may be
immunogenic in humans (133). Glycosylation variants may affect the PK
properties of the mAb, with high mannose variants being more rapidly cleared by
receptor-mediated mechanisms (134). In terms of efficacy, glycosylation at N297
affects the local structure of the constant domain of the IgG and is critical for
antibody effector function (135). Removal of glycosylation at N297 significantly
diminishes FcγR- and C1q-mediated effector function mechanisms. Further, the
structure of the glycan modulates the downstream effects of the mAb; for example,
afucosylated glycans significantly increase antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity
(discussed in detail in the Mechanism of Action chapter/Volume 1, Chapter 2).
Based on the importance of glycosylation on antibody function, a number of
strategies have been developed in cell culture to manipulate glycan structure, for
example, engineering cell lines to produce afucosylated glycans (136, 137). In
addition to the importance of Fc glycosylation, it has been demonstrated recently
that engineering an oligosaccharide into the variable domain of an IgG may affect
the activity of the antibody. For example, addition of a specific glycan onto
ibalizumab increases in vitro neutralization of HIV-1 in resistant strains (138).
Together, these examples show that both occupancy and structure of glycosylation
within the constant and variable domains of an IgG may affect its clinical efficacy
and safety.
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Methionine and Tryptophan Oxidation

The oxidation of methionine (Met) or tryptophan (Trp) residues at critical sites
can lead to a loss of potency or receptor binding. An early therapeutic antibody
manufacturer used nitrogen in the headspace of the ampoule to reduce oxidative
loss of potency for a mAb with a highly susceptible Met in a CDR (139). Met
oxidation results in the addition of 16 Da and can affect RP-HPLC peptide map
elution as well as hydrophobic interaction separations (140).

Similarly, Trp residues are susceptible to oxidation, leading to the formation
of several products (141). Oxidation of a critical Trp residue led to the loss of
potency for both a Fab product, ranibizumab (142), and a mAb (143). The effect
of Fc Met oxidation on FcRn binding remains under investigation; the current
literature indicates that an Fc needs to be oxidized at Met positions on both heavy
chains to cause a binding decrease (7, 144). Absent any deleterious effects on
potency or binding, demonstrating consistent low levels of oxidized forms can be
useful to indicate the lack of impurities or atypical light exposure.

Conclusion

Three decades of recombinant protein product development have generated
tools and techniques that enable the detailed characterization of therapeutic mAbs.
Additional studies have determined the process origins and patient impacts of
a myriad of structural variants. The regulatory credibility of a product sponsor
depends on their ability to detect and control (by process controls or by QC testing)
undesired variants, and to maintain a generally consistent analytical profile to
ensure that undetected variants are also likely to be under control.

Earlier published work described common sources of single-site variation,
such as heavy chain C-terminal Lys processing and deamidation. Size-based
techniques enabled identification of fragmentation due to polypeptide chain
cleavage, as well as the presence of dimeric or other aggregated forms. As
our analytical capabilities have advanced, biopharmaceutical and academic
laboratory groups continue to find new sources of variation, including Lys
glycation, sequence variants, and variation at disulfide bond sites. Further
analytical advances, along with improved biological characterization tools, will
continue to increase our confidence that sponsors are producing safe and effective
antibody-based therapeutics.
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The public expects medicines, including biopharmaceuticals,
to be pure, of high quality, and consistent between doses. A
critical component of achieving this goal is establishment
and control of the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of both
the bulk protein drug substance and the final unit dosage
form that is administered to the patient. A well-characterized
biological protein is one where there is confidence that all
features important for product safety and potency have been
identified. In this chapter, an industry and a regulatory authority
representative discuss perspectives on achieving the shared
goal of making high-quality biopharmaceuticals available to
the public.

Introduction

ICH Q8(R2) defines a critical quality attribute (CQA) as “a physical,
chemical, biological, or microbiological property or characteristic that should be
within an appropriate limit, range, or distribution to ensure the desired product
quality.” Product heterogeneity is an unavoidable aspect of biotechnology
products; thus as specified by ICHQ6B, the degree and profile of the heterogeneity
should be characterized and shown to be consistent. The imperative to gather
product attribute information supports the understanding of the overall product
biochemistry and the criticality of each attribute, leading to safe use and consistent
benefit to patients.
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As stated above, complex biotechnology products do not consist
of a single biochemical entity but rather are heterogeneous, containing
product-related variants and process-related impurities. An understanding of
range and distribution of product quality attributes (PQAs), including their
physicobiochemical characterization, as well as the impact of potential variants
on safety and efficacy, should be a core component of product development
during the entire product lifecycle.

Defining CQAs of a biotechnology product is a complex task, and there
probably never will be a single list of CQAs or a single method for CQA
identification or ranking. Quality by design (QbD) approaches have helped in
defining this process, but as noted in ICH Q9, even in the case of risk assessments,
no single method is applicable in all cases. ICH Q5E states that in cases where
differences are seen between products in a comparability study, the “… existing
knowledge [needs to be] sufficiently predictive to ensure that any differences
in quality attributes have no adverse impact upon safety and/or efficacy.” Thus,
a complete understanding of the science underpinning the quality attributes is
critical and would inform a risk-based approach for decision making.

Beyond routine testing, experience by industry and regulators has revealed
some more subtle variants and areas of potential focus. Although not meant to be
an exhaustive list, the following may apply to individual products on a case-by-
case basis:

• Reduction. The occurrence of reduction of the interchain disulfide bonds
in monoclonal antibody (mAb) products at the time of bioreactor harvest
or storage of the harvest material, primarily due to mechanical shear-
induced lysis of viable cells, which results in the release of enzymes that
mediate disulfide bond reduction. Although in many cases, noncovalent
interactions may be strong enough to hold molecules intact, disulfide
scrambling can lead to subsequent aggregation or subtle misfolding.

• IgG2 and IgG4 Complexity. IgG2 antibodies can exist as a mixture
of disulfide-linked structural isoforms that can have different binding
affinities and potencies. IgG4 antibodies have the ability to form half
antibodies and exchange Fab arms with other IgG4 antibodies, resulting
in bispecific, monovalent antibodies.

• Product misfolding. This aspect is particularly important for Fc fusion
proteins and other molecules that do not have a “native” counterpart.
Methods capable of evaluating both secondary and tertiary structure need
to be employed in these cases.

• Chemical modifications of select side chains, including glycation. These
chemical reactions can occur both during protein production in the
cells and later, for example, in the presence of high sugar concentration
formulation buffers.

• Product aggregates. Aggregates have the potential to affect both the
safety and efficacy of a product through alteration of the potency
and/or immunogenicity. Aggregates can form during almost any stage
of manufacturing, as well as during storage and shipment. Protein
aggregates can be reversible or irreversible, soluble or insoluble,
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and homo- or heteronucleated. Aggregate sizes can be grouped
into submicron aggregates (high molecular weight [HMW] species),
nanometer aggregates (oligomers), micron-scale aggregates (subvisible
particles), and aggregates greater than 100 micron (visible aggregate).
For additional discussion, see the Aggregation chapter (Volume 3,
Chapter 4) and Protein Particulates chapter (Volume 2, Chapter 8).

Analytical Techniques

The utility of an assay depends in large part on its range, accuracy, precision,
specificity, and sensitivity. ICH Q2(R1) provides specific information concerning
what parameters to evaluate during an assay validation. Recently, QbD-type
approaches have been proposed for assay validation, for example, applying design
of experiments (DoE) matrices to robustness studies. In addition, consideration
should also be given as to whether the analytical methods that are used are
appropriate for their intended use and whether any new analytical tools will be
needed. Analytical programs have at least three levels: (1) release/in-process
control testing, (2) characterization/comparability, and (3) stability. The range of
analytical assays should be tailored to the specific needs of each level and each
product.

• Release (and routine in-process testing). Depending on the extent of the
analytical testing performed for each batch of drug substance and drug
product, as well as for routine in-process samples, the assays provide
information on product attributes but generally are not expected to
comprehensively characterize the full biochemistry of the product or
determine comparability.

• Extended physicochemical and biological characterization.
Comparability (between process evolutions) and characterization (of
the original protein molecule) studies include at a minimum the release
analytical testing plus a more extended analysis that comprehensively
characterizes the biochemistry and other aspects of the product. The
number and type of extended characterization methods used will be
dependent on the extent of the molecular complexity, the process, and
the phase of development. Ideally, a comparability study will employ
methods that use orthogonal physicochemical and biological principles
to analyze quality attributes to maximize product understanding.

• Stability. Stability studies are an important aspect of product
understanding. Changes over time should be minimized, and if changes
do occur, data or a risk assessment demonstrating that the change has
not adversely impacted product safety or function is warranted. Certain
assays that detect product instability prior to others are referred to as
“stability indicating assays.” These should be identified for each product
at some point in development.
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New Analytical Methods

As stated in ICH Q6B, the composition, physical properties, potency, and
primary structure of a biotechnology product should be characterized to the
extent feasible. Because of the inherent heterogeneity of these products, a battery
of techniques that employ different physiochemical or biological principles
is warranted for this purpose. Over time, new analytical techniques become
available that can provide enhancements in parameters such as sensitivity,
specificity, linearity, and reproducibility. Some new assays also possess more
robust performance and can tolerate variations such as buffer components or
sample volumes, making these amenable for multiproduct use. In addition,
advancements in post-separation detection methods have enabled an increase in
the sensitivity of many analytical techniques. Many of the newer methods are
subjects of subsequent chapters in this book and can be applied as appropriate.

When safety or efficacy concerns surrounding a particular product class
are identified based on new information, developing or updating methods is
warranted. An example of this is the recent attention to 2–10 μM sized aggregate
formation, which can be evaluated with non-routine methods such as subvisible
particle imaging techniques, multi-angle light scattering (MALS), and/or field
flow fractionation (FFF). A need to update or change methods also can arise
for some legacy or less commonly used technologies or as certain reagents lose
vendor support or become scarce (e.g., acetonitrile, ampholytes, protein markers).
Implementation of new or modified analytical technology is even encouraged
by ICH Q6B (ICH quality guidelines) and generally should be encouraged by
regulatory agencies. When the new method is intended to replace an existing
method, information and data that demonstrate that the new method has the same
or better performance capabilities compared to the original method should be
made available to regulatory authorities.

Common Strategies for Structural and Biochemical Characterization

Biochemical, biophysical, and biological characterization of a protein
therapeutic is conducted during clinical development to provide a comprehensive
understanding of its structural and functional properties; enable assessment of the
criticality of PQAs; and, ultimately, provide the foundation for product control
strategy (specification, comparability and stability strategies) per ICH Q8, ICH
Q6B, ICH Q9, ICH Q5E, ICH Q2, ICH Q1A(R2) and ICH Q5C (1–7). The
extent of product characterization will vary depending on the clinical phase of
the product, with the most comprehensive assessment (and the focus of this
paper) occurring in later stages and submitted in the Marketing Application in
the Elucidation of Structure section. All elucidation of structure studies for the
Marketing Application are typically conducted using material representative of
the commercial process at commercial scale. Drug substance and drug product
may be considered interchangeable for the purpose of structural elucidation unless
scientific considerations render them non-interchangeable.

A summary of the techniques typically used for these characterization studies
is presented in Table 1. All methods are typically qualified as fit for purpose. An
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in-depth discussion and representative data for the NIST mAb using many of these
characterization techniques can be found throughout this book series.

Table 1. Example Characterization Method Summary

Category Purpose Technique

Mass confirmation based
on sequence, assessment
of mass variants

Native, deglycosylated, and reduced
protein electrospray ionization-mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS)

Amino acid sequence
confirmation

MS/MS sequencing of peptide maps

N- and C-terminal
variants

MS/MS sequencing of peptide maps

Primary Structure

Other post-translational
modifications

MS/MS sequencing of peptide maps

N-linked glycosylation Peptide or glycan map with MS,
permethylation with MSn

O-linked glycosylation Peptide map with MS

Glycosylation

Attribute criticality Enzymatic digest, bioassay

Identification of
disulfide-linked peptides

Non-reduced and reduced peptide
map with MS

Disulfide Structure

Free sulfhydryls Ellman’s assay (or similar)

Charge heterogeneity Cation exchange high-performance
liquid chromatography
(CEX-HPLC)

Charge heterogeneity Capillary isoelectric focusing (cIEF)

Charge Variants

Attribute criticality Purification and characterization of
charge variants

Size heterogeneity under
native conditions

Size exclusion chromatography
(SEC)

Size heterogeneity of
reducible forms

Reduced capillary sodium
dodecylsulfate electrophoresis
(rcSDS); reduced, denatured SEC
(rdSEC)

Size heterogeneity of
covalent forms

nrcSDS, dSEC

Determination of
monomer, dimer, and
submicron aggregates

Resolution by SEC with static light
scattering detection (SEC-SLS)

Size heterogeneity and
sedimentation coefficient
determination

Sedimentation velocity analytical
ultracentrifugation (SV-AUC)

Size Variants

Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Example Characterization Method Summary

Category Purpose Technique

Attribute criticality Purification and characterization of
size variants

Secondary structure Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy

Tertiary structure Near-UV circular dichroism
(near-UV CD) spectroscopy

Biophysical
Characterization

Thermal stability Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC)

Justification of bioassay
relevance to mechanism
of action (MOA)

Bioassay(s)

Probe relevant functional
domains

Receptor binding assays

Biological
Characterization

Assess other relevant
biological functions (e.g.,
complement-dependent
cytotoxicity [CDC],
antibody-dependent
cellular cytotoxicity
[ADCC])

Other characterization biological
assays

Primary Structure

The amino acid sequence of the product is determined by the gene sequence
and the fidelity of transcription of the complementary DNA (cDNA) gene cloned
into the cell line. The gene sequence can be confirmed by generating reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT PCR) of messenger RNA (mRNA)
isolated from the cells and subsequently amplified using PCR to generate sufficient
material for direct sequencing. The presence of an intact gene transcript of the
correct molecular weight can be further confirmed by Northern blotting, and the
integrity of the product genes can be analyzed by Southern blotting to detect any
gross insertions, deletions, or rearrangements.

Upon confirmation that the correct gene sequence is cloned into the cell
line, the primary structure (amino acid sequence) of the drug substance can be
confirmed using a combination of whole (intact) molecule mass spectrometry
(MS) and peptide mapping analysis (see the Primary Structure chapter/Volume
2, Chapter 1).

Whole mass analysis of native product and the constituent components
(e.g., heavy chain [H] and light chain [L] in mAb’s) serve to confirm the
identity and integrity of the protein. This can be accomplished by comparing the
theoretical calculated masses based on amino acid sequence from the cDNA gene
and accounting for the presence of post-translational modifications (including
glycosylation) to the experimentally measured masses of intact, deglycosylated,
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and reduced and deglycosylated forms. MS and MS/MS of proteolytic digests can
be further used to establish amino acid sequence. The complete sequence of every
individual amino acid may not be practical in some cases (e.g., large proteolytic
fragments can evade full MS/MS sequencing) and should be determined to the
extent practical (2).

Sequence variant analysis should also be performed (see the Sequence
Variant chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 2). Proteins are often subject to several
post-translational modifications that result in heterogeneity during expression
in the cell culture process (PTM chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 3). For example,
N-terminal variants may occur due to cyclization of the first residue (8).
Additionally, N-terminal acetylation may occur after cleavage of the N-terminal
methionine by methionine aminopeptidase and replacing the amino acid with an
acetyl group from acetyl-CoA by N-acetyltransferase enzymes (9).

C-terminal variants are known to arise during cell culture from removal of
C-terminal Lys residues due to post-translational carboxypeptidase processing by
enzymes such as peptidylglycine α-amidating monooxygenase (10). Additionally,
amidation of the penultimate amino acid may occur with the sequence R-Xxx-Gly,
where R is the main body of the protein, and Xxx is the residue that is amidated.
The Gly residue is cleaved, donating the amino moiety to the penultimate amino
acid, resulting in C-terminal amidation (11, 12).

Methionine oxidation is also a common modification occurring during
production or storage. Oxidation of other residues is also possible, especially
tryptophan and histidine (13). Oxidation stress can occur from a number of
sources such as exposure to air, light, peroxy radicals (especially those coming
from polysorbate formulation components), and/or trace metals (14). Forced
oxidation using UV light, visible light, and hydrogen or tert-butyl peroxide can
also help elucidate the susceptibility to oxidation at specific sites on the molecule,
and bioassay analysis of oxidized samples can help establish any potential product
quality impacts of oxidation.

Asparagine deamidation is another common modification. Similar to
oxidation assessment, forced deamidation under high pH conditions can help
establish susceptibility of specific sites and any impact on potency.

Glycosylation

Glycoproteins (both naturally occurring in vivo as well as recombinant)
typically contain various glycoforms (15). It is difficult to cover all conceivable
glycoforms here because glycosylation is a function of the host cell/expression
system, number and locations of glycosylation sites, and numerous other factors.
The diversity of glycans include asialylated and sialylated forms, various
antennary structures, core-fucosylated and afucosylated structures, and other
variants.

Glycosylation characterization studies are performed to identify the site(s) and
percentage occupancy of N-linked glycosylation sites, characterize the associated
N-glycans, and identify the presence of any O-linked glycans (Glycosylation
chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 4). Glycosylation may be characterized using a variety
of techniques, including (16, 17):
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• Peptidemappingwith andwithout PNGase F treatment (an enzymewhich
catalyzes hydrolysis of N-linked glycans from the protein backbone) to
identify and determine the occupancy level of the N-linked site(s).

• Glycan mapping for N-glycan composition analysis.
• Structural characterization by sequential MS of glycan fractions (may be

permethylated to facilitate analysis) and exoglycosidase analysis.

In addition to elucidating the major glycoforms, the presence of non-human
glycan moieties also may be assessed given that they may be of potential
immunogenic concern (e.g., glycans bearing N-glycolylneuraminic acid, a
non-human sialic acid, and galactose-α-1,3-galactose) (18, 19).

To investigate the biological effect of aglycosylated variants, the product can
be treated with PNGase F, purified, and tested for potency relative to a control
sample without PNGase F (but otherwise treated identically).

Disulfide Structure

Proteins containing cysteine residues may display disulfide-mediated
structural isoforms, including unpaired cysteines (e.g., free sulfhydryls), and
cysteines with various pairing configurations if more than two cysteines are
present and the structural configurations allow for isoform formation. For
example, multiple disulfide structural isoforms are inherent to recombinant and
naturally occurring IgG2 molecules (20). The connectivity of disulfide bonds
may be elucidated using non-reduced and reduced peptide maps coupled with
electrospray ionization-MS (ESI-MS) for identification. Free sulfhydryls are often
present and can be quantified by an Ellman’s or similar test (21). Contemporary
literature includes reports on the presence of other cysteine-mediated bonding in
recombinant proteins, including trisulfide (22) and thioether (23) linkages. These
variants differ by the number of sulfur atoms in the linkage, and therefore can be
detected by MS as a mass change corresponding to the presence of an additional
sulfur (trisulfide) or the loss of a sulfur (thioether).

Determination of the biological activity of disulfide isoforms can be
challenging unless there is a separation mode that resolves or sufficiently
enriches them under native conditions (e.g., ion-exchange or size exclusion
chromatography.) In some cases, manipulating redox potential through redox
agents or modifying pH can enrich certain isoforms for potency measurements.

Charge Variants

Proteins commonly display several sources of charge heterogeneity
arising from post-translational modifications of the desired product. Typical
modifications that contribute to a complex charge profile representing a mixture
of product-related variants and/or product-related impurities may include, but
are not limited to, C-terminal heterogeneity (24), N-terminal pyroglutamate
formation (1), deamidation, and oxidation (e.g., methionine oxidation can impact
the surface charge by modifying the local pKa of ionizable side chains through
subtle structural environment changes).
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Charge heterogeneity of proteins is typically evaluated by ion exchange-
high-performance liquid chromatography (IEX-HPLC) and capillary isoelectric
focusing (cIEF) (Separation chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 5). IEX-HPLC separates
proteins based primarily on the heterogeneity of surface charge; however, it also
may be influenced by structural heterogeneity and other modifications that affect
molecular interactions with the ion exchange resin. Consequently, the observed
chromatographic profile may result from a combination of charge differences and
structural variants of proteins.

Characterization of acidic and basic peak fractions can be accomplished by
fraction collection followed by peptide mapping and other orthogonal analytical
techniques. The potency of these fractions also can be determined. When
fractionating peaks for further analysis, a control sample also should be prepared
(e.g., by collecting the main peak fraction or combining all fractions into a control
sample to factor in the sample handling and solution conditions that can result in
experimental artifacts.)

cIEF is an orthogonal technique to assess the charge heterogeneity of
a protein. Charge variants are separated by differences in their isoelectric
point (pI) and are separated as they migrate within a pH gradient established
during the focusing step under the influence of an applied electric field. The
pI of acidic, main, and basic peak regions are determined based on known pI
markers. Although the capillary format of the technique precludes isolation and
further analysis of individual fractions directly from the cIEF profile, correlative
strategies using preparative IEF can aid in the identification of charge variants.

Size Variants and Heterogeneity by Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

Size heterogeneity under native solution conditions typically is monitored by
non-denaturing SEC, which generally resolves submicron aggregates (i.e., HMW
species) from the monomer in the main peak (Separation chapter/Volume 2,
Chapter 5). Low molecular weight (LMW) species are typically poorly resolved
and/or co-elute with excipient peaks, and are better monitored by reduced or
non-reduced capillary electrophoresis with sodium dodecylsulfate (rcSDS or
nrcSDS). Examples of common protein size modifications that would be typically
detected by SEC are:

• Aggregation through noncovalent interactions, such as hydrophobic
interactions and/or salt bridges.

• Covalent modifications that form intermolecular covalent linkages, such
as disulfide cross-linking.

Monomer and submicron aggregates can be purified by fraction collection of
peaks from the SEC method, and subsequent analyses such as cSDS and rcSDS
can help elucidate the covalent nature of the submicron aggregates. Potency
measurements can also be performed on the fractions to assess any potential
impact of the submicron aggregates on efficacy.

Addition of static light scattering (SLS) detection to the SEC method allows
the determination of molar mass for individual peaks in the chromatogram.
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The intensity of light scattered by an eluting species is proportional to both
the concentration and molecular weight of the species. The intensity of UV
absorbance (280 nm) is proportional to protein concentration. The molar mass of
each eluting species can be determined by the instrument manufacturer’s software
by utilizing the light scattering intensity and concentration for each peak.

Size Heterogeneity by SV-AUC

Sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation (SV-AUC) is a
characterization method that provides size and conformation information directly
from a sample in solution (Biophysical chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 6). This can
be utilized as a complementary technique to fractionation-based techniques such
as SEC to confirm there is no perturbation of weak self-association equilibria
or exclusion of higher order oligomers from the chromatographic separation
and as such can be used to qualify or validate SEC method accuracy. There is
minimal matrix interaction and sample handling during SV-AUC analysis. While
SV-AUC has many advantages over SEC, the main drawbacks are a relatively
high limit of quantitation and a long and complex analytical procedure that limits
throughput. The SV-AUC method is typically developed and qualified to provide
optimal resolution and precision for the detection of submicron aggregates.
The continuous distribution is the result of model fitting in which a spectrum
of species, each having a different sedimentation coefficient (S value), is used
to describe the raw sedimentation data. The sedimentation coefficient of each
species is a function of molecular size and shape. The relative concentration (i.e.,
weighting) of each species is shown on the y axis of the continuous distribution.
Each peak in the continuous distribution can be integrated, and its area (as a
percentage of the total area) represents the relative concentration of that species.

Size Heterogeneity by cSDS

LMW and non-reducible submicron aggregate-size heterogeneity in
disulfide-containing proteins can be obtained by reducing all of the disulfide bonds
and separating the constituent units using rcSDS (Separation chapter/Volume
2, Chapter 5). Examples of common protein size modifications that would be
typically detected by rcSDS are:

• Hydrolysis that cleaves the polypeptide chains.
• Non-reducible covalent linkages.

cSDS can also be performed under non-reducing conditions to evaluate the
presence of covalent (disulfide or non-disulfide linked) submicron aggregate
forms, as well as LMW forms in both disulfide- and non-disulfide-containing
proteins. Fractionation of product variants by cSDS for further characterization
(e.g., peptide mapping, bioassay) is not practical. However, denaturing (and
reduced-denaturing) size-exclusion chromatography methods, although not as
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resolving as the cSDS technique, may be employed to enrich some of the size
variants for further analysis. Any denaturing technique will likely impact potency
due to perturbation of the native structure, and therefore, potency measurements
may not add value in the characterization of size variants isolated by denaturing
techniques. However, submicron aggregates and LMW species (with the
exception of dimers in some cases) are typically categorized as CQAs and are
routinely incorporated as part of the product control strategy.

Size Heterogeneity by dSEC

Similar to cSDS methods, denaturing SEC (under reduced and non-reduced
conditions) provides an understanding of the covalent and noncovalent bonding
present in monomer and size variants. For example, if a size variant is present
under non-denaturing conditions but is dissociated to monomer subunits by
denaturants, then it can be concluded that hydrophobic interactions or salt bridges
bond the monomer subunits together to form the size variant. If the size variant
persists under denaturing conditions but dissociates under reducing conditions,
then it can be concluded that its structure is bound through disulfide bonds. If
the size variant persists under denaturing and reducing conditions, it must be
covalently linked by non-disulfide bond(s).

Biophysical Characterization

The primary amino acid sequence of a protein contributes to the final
secondary and tertiary structural conformation(s). Evaluation of biophysical
properties such as photo-absorption, photo-emission, and thermal stability
provides information about these higher order structures and overall protein
conformation (Biophysical chapter/Volume 2, Chapter 6). Assessment of these
properties can include a comparison to similar protein structures (or class of
structures, as in IgG1 and IgG2 structural classes) to assess if the overall structure
is consistent with that expected from similar molecules.

Secondary Structure

Analysis of secondary structure examines the inter-residue interactions
mediated by hydrogen bonds. The most common structural motifs of protein
secondary structure are α-helices and β-sheets. The secondary structure of
predominantly β-sheet containing proteins are usually elucidated using Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, predominantly by measuring absorption
profiles in the amide I region and deconvoluting with second derivative analysis to
estimate secondary structure content. The secondary structure of predominantly
α-helix containing proteins are usually elucidated using far-UV circular dichroism
(far-UV CD) spectroscopy, where the mean residue ellipticity is assessed as a
function of wavelength. Amide chromophores absorb between approximately
190–250 nm, with profiles determined predominantly by hydrogen bonding
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structures that are in turn driven by specific secondary structures. The spectral
profiles can be plotted and predominant secondary structures are either estimated
based on the spectral profile or deconvoluted with mathematical algorithms to
estimate secondary structure content. Precise secondary structure determinations
are generally not needed, the goal mainly being to determine the major secondary
structure(s) elements.

Tertiary Structure

The tertiary structure of a protein is governed by various interactions among
different regions of the molecule, including hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic
interactions, and salt bridges. The tertiary structure of proteins is commonly
elucidated using near-UV CD spectroscopy, where the mean residue ellipticity
is assessed as a function of wavelength. Aromatic residues absorb between
approximately 250–350 nm, with profiles determined predominantly by the local
environment of the aromatic residue (solvent-exposed or buried within the protein
structure).

Thermal Stability

The thermal stability of a protein (or specific region of a protein) is regulated
by the manner in which the protein is folded; therefore, assessment of this
characteristic reveals information on the protein’s conformation. The thermal
stability is typically assessed using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
which measures excess heat capacity as a function of temperature. As temperature
is increased, proteins unfold at characteristic thermal melting temperatures that
are dependent on the thermodynamic stability of the folded protein (or folded
protein domains.)

Forced Degradation Pathways
Understanding of the mechanisms by which a therapeutic molecule responds

to specific stress conditions is recommended per ICH Q6B, Q5E, Q1A(R2)
and Q5C (2, 4, 6, 7). Stress studies provide insight into a number of important
aspects of the product, including identification of potentially relevant PQAs,
elucidation of potential stress conditions for comparability assessments, and
demonstration of stability-indicating properties of methods, thereby providing
orthogonal confirmation of product variants resolved by the purity methods (e.g.,
correlating submicron aggregates levels in stressed samples by SV-AUC and
SEC) that in turn provides insight into potential product impact (and root cause)
if product is exposed to an excursion from typical manufacturing or sample
handling conditions.

There are many degradation conditions available for understanding the
susceptibility and degradation pathways of the product under stressed conditions.
Some of these conditions are summarized in Table 2 and include aggregation,
LMW species (e.g., fragmentation, clips), and typical biochemical modifications
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of specific residues (e.g., methionine oxidation, asparagine deamidation) in
response to the stressed condition applied.

Although stress conditions can readily foster product degradation, commercial
manufacturing, storage, and transport conditions are controlled to minimize
product degradation. As such, the identified degradation pathways presented in
Table 2 would be expected to occur at significantly lower rates (if at all) during
manufacturing, storage, and/or transportation than the rates observed in these
forced degradation studies.

Table 2. Potential Forced Degradation Conditions and Degradation Products

Stressed Condition
Typically Observed
Degradation Products

Example Dominant
Degradation Pathway

Thermal exposure (50°C) Submicron aggregates,
LMW species

Aggregation

Low pH (3.5) Submicron aggregates,
LMW species

Aggregation,
fragmentation

Physiological/high pH (7.4) Deamidation, submicron
aggregates, LMW species

Deamidation

Chemical oxidation Methionine oxidation Oxidation

Light exposure Methionine oxidation,
submicron aggregates,
LMW species

Oxidation, including
Trp oxidation

Agitation HMW, subvisible, and
visible particles

Product-dependent

The formation of degradation products induced by each stress condition over
time may be monitored by relevant product quality and characterization methods,
including the assessment of size variants (SEC and rcSDS), charge variants
(cation exchange-HPLC [CEX-HPLC]), biochemical modification (peptide
mapping), higher order structure (as needed), and biological properties (potency
and receptor-binding methods). For each stress condition, samples are typically
removed at time points over the duration of the study and frozen. After the final
time point, all samples are simultaneously submitted for analysis by each method
to minimize analytical variability.

Product stability is continually evaluated at multiple, well-controlled
conditions as part of the GMP stability programs. Degradation pathways under
forced degradation conditions may be explored in order to ensure controls are
established, appropriate conditions are utilized to maintain the stability of the
product, and appropriate methods are developed and incorporated into the existing
stability program.
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Biological Characterization

Comprehensive biological characterization of the product is typically
conducted to establish the relevance of the biological assay(s) to the product’s
MOA and assessment of specificity of relevant binding domain(s), if applicable.
In addition, biological characterization of the product may include an assessment
of the structure-function properties of variants, as well as their classification as
product-related substances or product-related impurities, thereby contributing to
the assessment of attribute criticality.

Overall Conclusions on Elucidation of Structure

The structure of protein products may be elucidated from a variety of
biological, biochemical, biophysical, and forced degradation and/or stability
techniques to provide a comprehensive understanding of the structure-functional
properties of the bulk drug substance, assessment of product-related variants, and
associated attribute criticality determination.

The integrity of the intact protein can be confirmed by whole mass analysis,
and the complete amino acid sequence can be confirmed to the extent possible
(and post-translational modifications detected) through MS of the intact protein
combined with proteolytic digestion using complementary endoproteases and
comparison of peptide fragmentation patterns to predicted fragmentation patterns.

Comprehensive characterization of the glycan structures can be obtained
using separation techniques coupled with MS with exoglycosidase treatments
and/or labeling techniques, and results can be compared with a composition
typical of mammalian N-linked glycans, with attention paid to the identification
of any potential immunogenic glycans.

The disulfide structure can be determined using comparative peptide mapping
under non-reducing and reducing conditions. Free sulfhydryl content may be
probed under native and denaturing conditions with Ellman’s assay (or comparable
reagent-based techniques).

Charge heterogeneity is often evaluated by IEX-HPLC and cIEF methods.
Charge variants can be purified by IEX-HPLC and subjected to further biochemical
and biological characterization to assess attribute criticality.

Submicron aggregate product attributes are often assessed by SEC under
non-denaturing and denaturing conditions (which enables further purification and
characterization) and by cSDS (which can also assess LMW species). Submicron
aggregates and LMW species are typically considered as high criticality quality
attributes, since they don’t have the structure of the intended product and have
immunogenic potential.

The biophysical properties of the protein are typically assessed by FTIR
spectroscopy, near-UV CD spectroscopy, and DSC to ascertain the secondary
and tertiary structural conformations and relative thermodynamic stability. The
biophysical evaluation helps establish that the protein is properly folded and
contains well-defined secondary and tertiary structures that are consistent with
other similar motifs (as applicable).
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Relevant Degradation Pathways under
Recommended Storage Conditions

Protein stability is critical for successful use of biopharmaceutical products.
Many antibody-based therapeutics have expiry periods up to 2–3 years; they must
remain stable for the duration of the expiry period to be useful as medicines.
Biopharmaceutical firms expend significant resources on formulation development
to maximize protein stability over time, and most biopharmaceutical products
have recommended storage conditions that include refrigeration (i.e., 2–8°C).
Protein degradation falls into two major categories: physical and chemical. It is
important to note that biopharmaceutical products possess different biochemical
attributes, are formulated in different buffer systems, can be contained within
different dosage forms (i.e., vials vs. syringes), and can be either liquids or solids
(lyophilized product). Thus, degradation vulnerabilities and pathways will differ
between products, and stability needs to be evaluated on a product-specific basis.

Chemical Degradation

Important chemical degradation pathways include the following, although this
list is not all-inclusive:

• Deamidation. This involves a side chain of an asparagine reacting
with the following peptide group, resulting in either an aspartate or an
isoaspartate. Because this changes the overall charge of a protein, it can
be detected by methods that evaluate charge-based changes such as cIEF,
discussed later in the Separation chapter (Volume 2, Chapter 5).

• Oxidation. Oxidation of methionine residues to methionine sulfoxide
can occur during cell culture or if peroxides are present in formulation
buffers. Because these changes result in only modest molecular weight
changes, they do not result in charge shifts and often occur in only a
small percentage of the protein product; methods such as tryptic peptide
mapping is often required to detect and quantify oxidation.

• Clipping. Slow protein clipping can occur if residual enzymes from
the host cell system are still present after purification. In certain
drug products, such as prefilled syringes, metals leaching from the
container system can catalyze clipping as well. If significant levels of
clipping occurs over time, it can be detected as the accumulation of
LMW fragments detectable in SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) or related methods.

Physical Methods

From a biopharmaceutical standpoint, aggregation and particle formation,
described below, should be strongly considered for inclusion in a stability
program.
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• Aggregation. Aggregation is the formation of complexes of proteins over
time in solution or upon resuspension, in the case of lyophilized products.
Generally, the term “aggregation” is considered to apply to complexes
small enough to be analyzed by such methods as SEC. These include
dimers, trimers and other multimers but not complexes large enough to
be visible. Aggregation is generally believed to be nucleated by low-level
protein unfolding and can be covalent or noncovalent. Aside from SEC,
other methods described in this book that can measure aggregates include
FFF, AUC, and several others.

• Particles. Particles are complexes that are larger than aggregates and
probably cannot be detected by SEC because they would get trapped
in the column. Particle formation occurs when aggregates grow in
size over time, often to the point where they are visible. Container
closure issues can contribute to particle formation, for example, by
contributing low levels of silicone oil to nucleate their formation over
time. They generally fall into two categories: micron-scale aggregates
(i.e., subvisible particles), which can be measured by methods such as
light obscuration; and aggregates greater than 100 microns (i.e., visible
particles), where the human eye is often the most sensitive test.

PQA Functional Assessment

With the advent of advanced analytical methods such as those described in
this book, it is clear that protein biopharmaceuticals possess significant and subtle
variability both between and within batches. When viewed from a combinatorial
basis, a single batch of an antibody, in theory, could contain thousands of individual
variants at various levels. The questions that this raises are which of the product
variants are significant and should be evaluated, and whether they can be identified
from elucidation of structure. The significance of some variants is obvious; for
example, clipping between the variable and Fc part of an antibody will ablate
effector functions if present at high levels. Others are less so; for example, would
deamidation at a residue far from either the complementarity-determining region
(CDR) surface or an identified effector part of the Fc part of antibody impact
function? In between these two extremes are a broad range of borderline cases for
which an argument could be made in either direction: significant or not significant.

In cases such as these, utilization of platform, literature, and other prior
knowledge (e.g., IgG1 and IgG2 mAb platforms) is a key part of an initial risk
assessment of variants, especially for Fc-related variants. For some variants,
especially those at very low levels, a knowledge space-based assessment may
be initially sufficient. Borderline cases may require an experimentally based
approach to pin down the biological relevance of variants, especially major
species. The classic example of this is fucosylation of Fc N-linked glycans,
which are known to impact antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity (ADCC) (25).
This attribute is probably important for the in vivo function of most but not all
antibody-based therapeutics. The risk-based assessment and identification of
CQAs in the context of what is known to be the in vivo function of the protein
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product is a hallmark of the QbD approach for biopharmaceutical development.
Although the details of a QbD assessment will by necessity vary from product
to product, the knowledge space developed for previous variations of closely
related classes of products such as antibodies is always germane to consider when
developing a new biopharmaceutical product.
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Chapter 5

Using Quality by Design Principles in Setting a
Control Strategy for Product Quality Attributes
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Utilizing quality by design (QbD) principles in the development
and manufacturing of a biotherapeutic helps to ensure a safe
and efficacious product. A manufacturing process should be
designed to consistently produce product with the desired
quality attributes. Risk assessment tools are needed to
systematically evaluate the capacity of a developed process to
deliver product with acceptable quality. The Product Quality
Risk Assessment (PQRA) described in this chapter utilizes
a failure modes and effects (FMEA) approach that considers
severity, likelihood of occurrence, and detection to determine
an overall risk level. This assessment begins by evaluating
the product quality attributes (PQAs) and scoring their relative
criticality (severity). Next, the knowledge of the relationship
between process and PQA level is used to determine the
likelihood of occurrence that individual process steps will cause
a quality attribute level to deviate outside of its acceptable
range. The attribute severity and likelihood of occurrence
define a preliminary hazard level that can be used to prioritize
process and product development activities on areas of highest
risk. Finally, the ability to detect quality attribute deviations and
prevent their impact to patients is taken into account to establish
the overall risk level. Two examples (Fc high-mannose glycans
[HMGs] and glycation) are provided to demonstrate how a
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PQRA would be conducted in practice, from studies designed
to probe for the biological impact of a PQA to the final risk
assessment.

Introduction

Quality by design (QbD) is defined by the International Conference on
Harmonisation as a systematic approach to development that begins with
predefined objectives and emphasizes product and process understanding and
process control, based on sound science and quality risk management (1).
Comprehensive understanding of the disease state and how the drug product’s
molecular attributes impact the biological mechanism(s) of action and safety
of the molecule is foundational to QbD. The manufacturing process should be
designed to consistently achieve product with the desired quality attributes.
Comprehensive understanding of how the process impacts product quality
attributes (PQAs) is required to ensure effective process design and develop an
effective control strategy. The term “control strategy” refers to the combination of
input, procedural, and testing controls applied to ensure a process that consistently
delivers product meeting PQA requirements (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Control strategy overview.

The control strategy comprises a number of individual control elements
that are applied as required to ensure adequate control. Table 1 summarizes
various control elements and where they are described in the Common Technical
Document (CTD) for regulatory filings. The level of control for each individual
quality attribute is determined on the basis of the criticality level of the attribute to
safety and efficacy and the capability of the process to consistently deliver product
that meets acceptance criteria. It is the sum of the individual control strategies for
each quality attribute that represents the overall process control strategy. Using
risk assessment as a tool, a rational QbD control strategy can be formulated for
each quality attribute by choosing the appropriate control elements.
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Table 1. Description of Control Elementsa

Control Element Description

Procedural Facility, equipment, and/or operational control that ensures
robust and reproducible operations supporting control of a
specific quality attribute, including operational limits placed on
critical process parameters (3.2.S.2.2 and 3.2.P.3.3, Description
of Manufacturing Process and Process Controls)

Raw material Controls pertaining to raw materials, excipients, components,
etc. used in manufacturing operations that serve as a direct
control for a specific quality attribute (3.2.S.2.3, RawMaterials,
and 3.2.P.4, Control of Excipients)

Clinical lot
evaluation

Testing and/or evaluation performed during manufacture of
historical clinical lots (3.2.S.4.4 and 3.2.P.5.4, Batch Analyses)

Comparability Testing performed to demonstrate comparable attributes
following significant process changes, including process and
product comparability (3.2.S.2.6, Comparability)

Characterization Testing performed once or infrequently on representative
material to enhance process and product understanding
(3.2.S.2.6, Process Characterization; 3.2.S.3.1, Elucidation
of Structure and Other Characteristics; 3.2.S.3.1, Biological
Characterization; 3.2.P.3, Pharmaceutical Development)

Process performance
qualification (PPQ)

Testing performed during PPQ lots; used as a means to confirm
process design and demonstrate the commercial manufacturing
process performs as expected (3.2.S.2.5 and 3.2.P.3.5, Process
Validation and Evaluation)

In-process controls Testing performed on an every-lot basis to ensure that the
drug substance and drug product conform to specifications;
in-process control parameters have action and/or rejection
limits assessed as part of lot disposition (3.2.S.2.4 and 3.2.P.3.4,
Control of Critical Steps and Intermediates)

Process monitoring Statistical evaluation of parameters used to identify shifts in
performance and trends; used as a means to provide continual
assurance that the process remains in a state of control during
commercial manufacture (3.2.S.2.4 and 3.2.S.3.4, Control of
Critical Steps and Intermediates)

Specification Tests with associated acceptance criteria conducted at final lot
release to confirm quality of the drug substance or drug product
(3.2.S.4.5 and 3.2.P.5.6, Justification of Specifications)

a Control elements cited refer to the Common Technical Document for regulatory filings
(www.ich.org/products/ctd.html).
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A systematic approach to performing QbD Product Quality Risk Assessment
(PQRA) is described in this chapter. An overview of the approach is shown in
Figure 2. A list of PQAs is compiled and evaluated in a PQAAssessment. Because
the term “critical quality attribute” refers to a chemical or physical modification
that must be controlled within acceptable ranges or limits to achieve the desired
product quality (1); a different term is needed for those attributes prior to such
judgments about control. For this we use the term “product quality attribute.” The
output of the PQA Assessment is a list of PQAs scored for relative criticality. The
PQRA combines the PQA criticality with knowledge of the process capability and
the testing strategy to determine the overall risk to the patient. The tool described
can be applied at various stages of drug development to ensure process design
activities are prioritized to address areas of highest risk. This chapter will use two
antibody PQA case study examples to demonstrate how the tool can be used to
develop effective control strategies.

Figure 2. Overview of a systematic approach to Product Quality Risk Assessment
(PQRA).

Introduction to Product Quality Risk Assessment (PQRA)

The PQRA described in this chapter utilizes a failure modes and effects
(FMEA) approach that considers severity, likelihood of occurrence, and detection
to determine an overall risk level (Figure 3). This assessment begins by evaluating
the PQAs and scoring their relative criticality (severity). Next, the knowledge
of the relationship between process and PQA level is used to determine the
likelihood of occurrence that individual process steps will cause a quality attribute
level to deviate outside of its acceptable range. The attribute criticality (severity)
and likelihood of occurrence define a preliminary hazard level that can be used
to prioritize process and product development activities on areas of highest risk.
Finally, the ability to detect PQA deviations and prevent their impact to patients
is taken into account to establish the overall risk level.

The output from the PQRA is the risk associated with a defined process and
control strategy. The PQRA is designed to be used in an iterative fashion to
refine the control strategy to achieve a desired risk profile. The control strategy
could be refined through changes to process capability (likelihood of occurrence),
product understanding (severity), method capability (detection), or testing strategy
(detection).
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Figure 3. Product quality risk assessment (PQRA) approach to determine overall
risk to the patient.

Product Quality Attribute (PQA) Assessment

The first step in the PQRA process is to determine the severity score for each
PQA. This can be obtained through a separate assessment, called here the “Product
Quality Attribute Assessment.” Examples provided here will be restricted to
antibodies, but the general approach is valid for any therapeutic protein. In this
approach, each therapeutic antibody PQA is evaluated or ranked based on its
impact on safety and efficacy. Because the PQRA likelihood-of-occurrence score
(process capability) pertains to the process’ ability to maintain or limit the level
of an attribute, the range or level of the attribute found in the process should
not be considered in the PQA Assessment. Instead, the evaluation considers the
impact if the attribute were not controlled (i.e., elevated or reduced compared to
expected levels). The output of the PQA Assessment is a severity score ranging
from a severe effect (causing significant harm to a patient) to an insignificant
effect (no impact is expected). In the example used here, the criticality is given a
numerical score from 1 (least severe) to 9 (most severe).

PQAs may impact the drug’s safety or efficacy. A PQA has the potential to
generate a new epitope on the drug, or the level of the PQA may increase the
rate of anti-drug antibody production. Other non-immune safety issues also may
be affected by PQA levels. Off-target activities may be enhanced by a particular
attribute or may lead to a toxic effect by an unknown mechanism. PQAs also may
have multiple effects on efficacy. Target binding, effector function activities, and
pharmacokinetics (PK) all have the potential to be affected by PQAs. Each of
these safety and efficacy effects should be considered for each attribute. One way
to ensure proper evaluation is to score each potential impact as a separate subscore
such as immune safety, non-immune safety, potency, and PK. For each scoring
category, the attribute is ranked for patient impact. Tables 2 and 3 provide scoring
guidance on how a PQA could be scored for each subcategory. Examples of
attribute scoring are shown for two attributes, Fc high-mannose glycans (HMGs)
and glycation, discussed later.

PQAs refer to physical or chemical characteristics of the molecule, not
the methods used to detect these characteristics. In this way, the impact of the
attribute on safety and efficacy can be judged independent of a particular method
to detect and quantify that attribute. Increasing the specificity of a PQA assay
can often enhance the assay’s value. For example, the effect of a deamidation
event, such as on Asn 384 in the Fc, can be judged for its biological impact on a
specific antibody or on antibodies in general (2). Although the deamidation at Asn
384 exists at a certain level, the ability of each method to detect and accurately
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quantify that deamidation will vary. Peptide mapping is considered a very
selective method that has the potential to quantify deamidation at one position
independent of others. Cation exchange chromatography (CEX), in contrast, may
be less selective. Deamidation at Asn 384 may result in the change in the acidic
peak area, but other species may also exist within that peak. Therefore, the acidic
peak should not be considered a PQA. Whether to use CEX to measure Asn 384
deamidation or employ a more selective method would be considered during the
PQRA.

Table 2. Product Quality Attribute (PQA) Severity Scoring for Safety
Subscores

Severity
Score

Immunogenicity (IG)
Potential for:

Non-Immune Safety
Potential for:

Severe
(9)

• PQA may enhance IG AND
• Clinical experience: High IG
and hypersensitivity or loss of
endogenous protein function
observed

• Death
• Serious patient injury
• Microbiologically related
infections

Major
(7)

• PQA may enhance IG AND
• Clinical experience: High
IG with change in therapeutic
function or unknown IG in
patients with increased immune
activity

• Hospitalization
• Toxicity known to be associated
with PQA• Undesirable change in
PQA after pivotal trials

Moderate
(5)

• PQA may enhance IG AND
• Clinical experience: High IG
with no observed impact, low
IG with change in therapeutic
function or unknown IG in
patients with normal or low
immune activity

• Treatment required without
hospitalization
• Impact to patient
•Undesirable change in PQA after
Phase 2 trials
• Moderate to high concentration of
PQA (greater than level qualified in
toxicology studies)

Minor
(3)

• PQA may enhance IG AND
• Clinical experience: Low IG
with no observed impact

• Adverse event not requiring
treatment
• Customer annoyance
• Chronic treatment or disease
• Cell-based therapeutic target

Insignificant
(1)

• PQA not expected to enhance
IG

• No known safety issues
• Acute treatment only
• Serious disease with no alternative
treatments
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Table 3. Product Quality Attribute (PQA) Severity Scoring for Efficacy
Subscores

Severity Score
Pharmacokinetic (PK )

Potential for:
Potency

Potential for:

Severe
(9)

Progression of disease due
to change in PK

Progression of disease due to change
in potency or effector function

Major
(7)

Major change in PK and/or
pharmacodynamics (PD)

Major change in potency or
effector function

Moderate
(5)

Moderate change in PK
and/or PD

Moderate change in potency or
effector function

Minor
(3)

Minor change in PK
and/or PD

Minor change in potency or
effector function

Insignificant
(1)

No expected change in
PK and/or PD

No expected change in potency
or effector function

Only PQAs thought to exist under reasonable conditions should be scored.
These conditions would include excursions in the process or storage but would
not include harsh artificial chemical or physical stresses on the therapeutic
antibody that it would not reasonably encounter. Early in development, however,
the analytical characterization information may be limited, so there may be
insufficient knowledge of a PQA’s existence. In this case, the assumption should
be made that the attribute exists and should be scored until proven otherwise.
Before deciding not to score an attribute, subject matter experts should consider
the capabilities of the analytical technique to detect and quantify the PQA in
question.

A variety of sources and techniques can be applied to help assess an attribute’s
biological impact. The confidence placed on specific data will depend on its
relevancy to the particular therapeutic antibody, its mechanism of action (MoA),
and general data quality. PQAs with known safety or efficacy impacts would
generally be considered a greater concern than ones with no or questionable
impact information. New information on PQA impacts that is gathered as a drug
progresses through development would be used to revise the severity scoring.

One useful technique that can be applied to better understand a variety of
attributes is the study of the PQAs in vivo (3). An attribute may change over
time while in circulation either by affecting clearance or by converting into
other forms. Samples from animal PK studies done prior to clinical trials or
early PK studies in humans can be used to support both safety and efficacy
scores. If an attribute affects clearance, the impact can be estimated (see the
example in Appendix A). The degree to which clearance is affected and the
significance of clearance changes on drug efficacy are both considered when
adjusting the scoring. Attribute conversion when combined with PK can predict
patient exposure to the attribute. Understanding how the combination of lot-to-lot
variability and conversion in vivo affects overall patient exposure will help in
setting reasonable ranges and specifications for the PQA.
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Figure 4 illustrates the experimental outline and results from a PQA in vivo
study. An antibody drug heterogeneous for a particular PQA, designated as a
triangle and square in the figure, is injected into humans as part of a PK study. The
combination of these two forms together sum to 100%of the product. For example,
these two symbols could represent the deamidated and unmodified forms on one
primary site on the molecule. Product quality from the serum samples withdrawn
from patients over time can be determined, providing the changes in the relative
levels of these attributes with time (Figure 4, upper right). When the results from
the attribute changes are combined with the PK results (Figure 4, upper central), a
plot can be generated indicating the changes in the drug containing the two forms
over time. Examples of how this information can be used are provided in the two
boxes.

Figure 4. Product quality attribute changes in vivo study.

Likelihood of Occurrence (Process Capability)

Likelihood of occurrence scores the relative probability that a given process
step will cause a quality attribute to deviate outside of its acceptable limits. The
occurrence score reflects how capable the process is to control a particular PQA
within predetermined ranges. Information evaluated to determine the occurrence
score includes the impact of the particular unit operation on the PQA, the level
of PQA-specific process knowledge, sensitivity to raw material variability,
variability within operating ranges as determined by univariate or multivariate
(i.e., design space) process characterization, process monitoring capability
analysis results (when available), and the level of redundancy to control the PQA
in other unit operations. Scores are assigned for each unit operation, including
intermediate hold steps.
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Adecision tree used to determine likelihood of occurrence scoring is presented
in Figure 5. A letter code is used to document the path followed along the decision
tree to arrive at a given score because it is possible to arrive at the same score
through multiple logic pathways.

Figure 5. Likelihood of occurrence decision tree.

Early in the development lifecycle, comprehensive process knowledge is less
likely. At this stage, scores may be based upon general platform understanding
and/or limited process development data. A higher degree of uncertainty generally
leads to higher scores, although the highest likelihood of occurrence score (here
given as 9) is reserved for steps where excursions are expected or known to be
likely and redundant process capability does not exist.

Detection (Methodology)

The ability to detect a PQA excursion and prevent its impact on the patient
is reflected in the detection score. The detection score utilized in the PQRA
presented here takes into account two dimensions of detection: analytical method
capability and control stringency. Analytical method capability considers factors
such as limit of quantitation, precision, specificity, and whether orthogonal
methods would detect the same PQA. For example, a method measuring a general
physical property with poor resolution (e.g., a charge-based separation with
poorly resolved peaks) would score as a higher detection risk compared to a
method designed to accurately resolve a specific product-related impurity.
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The second dimension of detection considered in the assessment is the
control stringency. Control stringency depends on the frequency of testing and
what actions are driven based on the data obtained (i.e., the testing strategy).
When a PQA is tested on each lot (e.g., as part of specification or in-process
testing), there is a high likelihood that an excursion will be detected, which in
turn results in a low detection score. Testing to support process characterization,
validation, stability, and/or comparability is not performed routinely on every lot.
Thus, testing performed to only support these activities is less likely to detect a
PQA shift, indicating higher risk if no other testing is performed.

Tests with associated action limits provide assurance that deviations will
be detected and investigated; therefore, such tests will result in lower scores
than testing performed without predefined limits for the purpose of process
understanding/evaluation. A test with an associated rejection limit represents an
even stronger control because it represents a known product quality threshold
that the company has committed to not exceed. In contrast, action limits ensure
excursions will be investigated, but there is no firm commitment regarding the
outcome of the investigation. Thus from a regulatory perspective, the detection
risk can be considered lower for tests with associated rejection limits. The method
capability and control stringency concepts are combined to establish a detection
score. The detection score is determined from Table 4 by looking up a composite
score associated with the method capability (“n”) and control stringency (“i”).
More detailed decision trees (not shown) can provide additional guidance as
needed for determining the intermediate scores for method capability and control
stringency.

Detection is scored at each unit operation as part of the PQRA exercise.
However, it is recognized that in many instances detection may occur in a
downstream processing step, and this downstream detection would be capable
of detecting excursions due to upstream processing. In such instances, the
downstream detection score may be propagated to upstream steps such that the
overall detection score assigned to a unit operation accurately reflects the ability
to detect a PQA excursion prior to patient impact. For example, most PQAs
require partially purified samples for analysis; therefore, they are not detected at
the production bioreactor step. However, excursions in product quality caused by
the production bioreactor step would be detected through downstream in-process
controls and/or specification testing.

The testing strategy is required as an input to determine the detection score
and assess overall product quality risk. It should be noted that in practice, PQRA
scoring can be used in an iterative fashion to refine the testing strategy such that an
acceptable overall risk profile is ultimately achieved. For example, the frequency
of testing may be increased to reduce the risk associated with an attribute initially
identified as high risk. However, other mitigation actions could also be considered,
such as improving process capability (to lower likelihood of occurrence score)
or demonstrating low risk of patient impact (to lower the severity score). The
risk assessment tool described in this chapter is designed to be used flexibly in an
iterative fashion to refine the control strategy.
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Table 4. Detection Scoring Matrix

Control Stringency

Detection Scoring

Testing Every
Lot with

Reject Limits
(i = 1)

Testing Every
Lot with

Action Limits
(i = 3)

Testing Every
Lot without

Limits or Routine
Periodic Testing
with Limits
(i =5)

Periodic Testing
(i =7)

Characterization
(i =9)

Qualitative
(n = 9) 5 6 7 8 9

Low precision, quantitative
(n = 7) 4 5 6 7 8

Not orthogonal,
nonspecific, precise

(n = 5)
3 4 5 6 7

Orthogonal,
nonspecific, precise

(n = 3)
2 3 4 5 6

Method
Capability

Specific, precise
(n = 1) 1 2 3 4 5
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Determination of Risk Level

The individual scores for severity, likelihood of occurrence, and detection can
be combined to determine the overall risk level associated with the PQA. The
first step in establishing overall risk is to utilize the severity and likelihood of
occurrence scores to determine a preliminary hazard risk level (Table 5). The
preliminary hazard level identifies process steps at greatest risk of impacting high-
criticality PQAs. This information can be useful to prioritize process design (i.e.,
development and characterization) activities on the most impactful process steps.
The preliminary hazard is also an important input for establishing a risk-based
testing strategy. As described above, the testing strategy is used to establish the
detection score.

Table 5. Preliminary Risk Hazard

Severity of Risk

Likelihood of
Occurrence

Insignificant
(1)

Minor
(3)

Moderate
(5)

Major
(7)

Severe
(9)

Frequent (9) Medium Medium High High High

Likely (7) Low Medium High High High

Occasional (5) Low Medium Medium High High

Unlikely (3) Low Low Medium Medium High

Remote (1) Low Low Low Low Medium

The detection score and the preliminary hazard risk level are used to establish
an overall risk level as shown in Table 6. Overall risk considers the ability to detect
and control deviations to prevent impact to patients. Overall risk levels for patients
can be low even for high preliminary hazard risk attributes if the ability to detect
excursions and prevent their impact to patients is almost certain (e.g., a specific,
precise analytical method is used as a release specification test for every lot).
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Table 6. Overall Risk Hazard

Detection

Risk Level
from Table

5

Almost
Certain
(1)

Very High
(2)

High
(3)

Moderately
High
(4)

Moderate
(5)

Slight
(6)

Remote
(7)

Very
Remote
(8)

Absolutely
Uncertain

(9)

High Low Medium Medium Medium High High High High High

Medium Low Low Low Low Medium Medium High High High

Low Low Low Low Low Low Low Medium Medium Medium
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Lifecycle Application of the PQRA

The PQRA can be a useful tool to guide development of an effective, risk-
based control strategy. Development of a control strategy is an iterative process
of applying the PQRA at various stages of development. This enables the control
strategy to be based on a fundamental understanding of how the process affects
PQAs. This section describes the development of the control strategy at key points
in the commercialization process.

Figure 6 illustrates key points in the commercialization process where the
PQA Assessment and PQRA can be applied. Prior to initiating commercial
process development, a PQA Assessment is performed to provide a list of all
known PQAs and their associated severity scores. The output of the PQA
Assessment is used by developers to ensure that process development is prioritized
appropriately for robust control of high-criticality PQAs. Scoring an overall risk
level using the PQRA requires the manufacturing process to be defined so that the
likelihood of occurrence can be scored. Therefore, the PQRA is not performed
until after the commercial process has been established. At the time of initial
process lock, a PQRA is useful for identifying whether process improvements
or redundancies may be necessary to further reduce risk. This assessment also
serves to ensure the proper focus in process characterization by identifying the
process steps most likely to impact PQAs. This assessment is useful for justifying
the selection of potential critical performance parameters for evaluation during
process characterization, and it can be used to ensure that analytical methods are
developed for appropriate in-process pools. The starting point for the commercial
process development assessment is a baseline (non-molecule specific) risk
assessment performed for the platform process.

Figure 6. Risk assessments (Product Quality Risk Assessments [PQRAs] and
Product Quality Attribute [PQA] Assessments) through the development lifecycle

build to a final control strategy.

Following process characterization, the PQRA is repeated prior to initiating
the process performance qualification (PPQ) phase of process validation. This is
an important assessment that will be used to finalize the control strategy that will
be in place for PPQ. Improved process understanding developed through process
characterization will be applied to refine the procedural and testing controls
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(e.g., plans for comparability testing, in-process controls IPCs, validation). The
assessment documents a prospective, risk-based approach to justify the PPQ
test plan, including those parameters that will only be monitored during PPQ or
comparability exercises (i.e., parameters to be “validated out”).

After PPQ, the PQRA is repeated in preparation for the marketing application.
This risk assessment supports the justification for specifications and control of
critical steps and intermediates, and it is used to justify the test plan for routine
manufacturing. The control strategy ultimately will be finalized based upon
feedback from the file review with the appropriate regulatory agencies. Following
approval, the risk assessment should be reevaluated on a periodic basis to confirm
the appropriateness of the control strategy as more experience is gained with the
process and product.

PQA Example 1: Fc HMGs

Introduction

Human serum IgG contains a conserved N-linked glycan on Asn 297 in
constant domain 2 (CH2) of the Fc region of each heavy chain (H). Recombinant
therapeutic antibodies, in general, also possess glycans only at this site, as
additional N-linked glycosylation sites are typically removed through DNA
engineering. N-linked glycans are branched structures, and the types are defined
by the monosaccharides at the end of the branches, as shown in Figure 7. In
high mannose types, all branches terminate in mannose; in complex types,
all branches terminate in sugars other than mannose (galactose, sialic acid, or
N-acetylglucosamine); and in hybrid types, some branches terminate in high
mannose, whereas others do not. Within each of these glycan types are a multitude
of forms.

Figure 7. N-linked glycan types.
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When selecting methods to analyze and characterize PQAs, consideration
must be given to the existing knowledge of the glycobiology field and practical
aspects and limitations during development. Many features of the Fc N-linked
glycans have been found to impact safety and efficacy (4). Knowing these
features and focusing on the analysis and control of relevant ones will improve
the quality of the product and reduce cost of development. Fc glycans potentially
could be considered as a single PQA, the relative levels of the three main types,
or as a collection of more than 30 individual structures that comprise the three
main types (5). By limiting analysis and control to the relative levels of the
three main types, the developer would be ignoring features that affect safety or
efficacy. Within the complex glycan type, the degree of fucosylation; the level of
galactose-α-1,3-galactose linkages (also called α-Gal) (6); the type of sialylation;
and the amount of terminal β-galactose all affect the product differently, and
these effects may be product-specific. Therefore, a thorough review of how the
Fc glycan features impact the specific product will improve the utility of the
analytical approach and control strategy, and will reduce the risk to patients.
In the case of Fc HMGs, the HMG structures 5 (Man5) through 9 (Man9) are
considered to have similar impacts on safety and efficacy (structures shown in
Figure 8), and therefore are considered as a collection of forms (7). Analytical
methods would be developed that accurately measure the summed HMGs relative
to the other Fc glycans. Discussion about glycan analytical methods and their
specificity can be found in the Glycosylation chapter (Volume 2, Chapter 4).

Figure 8. High-mannose structures. Asterisk denotes existence of multiple
structural isoforms.

High-Mannose Attribute Impact

Safety

Attributes can affect the safety of the therapeutic antibody by increasing an
undesirable activity of the drug, stimulating the drug’s immunogenicity, or causing
some other side effect. As is the case with many attributes, the safety of HMGs
is inferred through indirect evidence, such as whether the attribute is naturally
occurring, the degree of clinical exposure to the specific therapeutic antibody being
studied or through experience with other therapeutic antibodies, and from animal
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studies. Supporting evidence can be obtained through cell-based immunogenicity
predicting studies. The relative quality of the evidence should be considered when
weighing the results from various studies.

The high mannose structures found on therapeutic antibodies (Figure 9) are
naturally occurring. Low levels of Man5 (0.07%) have been measured on human
serum IgGs obtained from healthy subjects (5). Both the glycan structure and
the protein attachment site on the antibody are common to the endogenous and
therapeutic antibody, indicating that this epitope would not be novel for a naïve
patient. HMGs at levels of 2 to 15% have been found on commercial antibodies
analyzed to date (not shown), but the levels do not correlate with the percentage
of patients generating antidrug antibodies, suggesting that this attribute does not
have a significant impact on the drug’s overall immunogenicity rate.

Figure 9. Glycation of proteins produces advanced glycation end products
(AGEs).

Certain Fc glycan forms, particularly complex glycan types lacking core
fucose, can significantly increase antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity
(ADCC) of IgG1 therapeutic antibodies by improving binding to the Fc gamma
receptor FcγRIIIa (8). If ADCC is not part of the MoA, enhanced binding of a
therapeutic antibody to FcγRIIIa through attribute changes may lead to increases
in off-target ADCC. Because HMGs lack core fucose, these Fc glycans result
in higher ADCC activity than complex glycans containing core fucose (9).
Therefore, depending on the core fucose levels, high mannose could potentially
increase or decrease (if complex glycans are mainly afucosylated forms) off-target
ADCC.

Efficacy

The efficacy of the therapeutic antibody in vivo is a function of its potency and
dosage, which is affected by its PK. Because a therapeutic antibody’s MoA may
include target binding and effector functions, an attribute’s effects on each of these
activities should be considered. Fc glycan types have not been shown to affect the
antibody epitope binding. As mentioned in the safety section, HMGs lack core
fucose and, therefore, may increase the ADCC activity of a therapeutic antibody.
Understanding the magnitude of these effects may require comparing antibodies
enriched with different glycan forms using a cell-based ADCC assay developed
specifically for the therapeutic antibody.
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The effect of HMGs on monoclonal antibody (mAb) PK has been
demonstrated experimentally by following compositional changes over time in
humans (7, 10). Investigators found that the population of therapeutic antibodies
with Man5 glycan decreases over time in patients with normal or low doses. This
change is consistent with differential clearance of antibodies containing Man5
but not loss of Man5 through chemical conversion because the product of any
conversions was not observed (7). One example of conversion can be seen with
Man6 through Man9, the larger forms of HMGs. In the first couple days after
dosing, rapid decreases in relative levels of these forms are observed, with a
concomitant increase of Man5 (7, 11). These decreases in Man6 through Man9
and increases in Man5 could be replicated in vitro using human serum, confirming
chemical conversions. This rapid conversion in vivo of larger high-mannose
forms that are larger than Man5 supports considering the biological impact of
high-mannose forms collectively.

Severity Scoring for mAbA High Mannose

To arrive at PQA Assessment severity scores, general attribute knowledge
about the Fc HMG and product-specific attribute knowledge should both be
considered. A hypothetical antibody will be used here to provide a practical
example of how this information can be combined to arrive at reasonable scores.
In this antibody example, mAbA is an IgG2 type that is produced in Chinese
hamster ovary (CHO) cells and whose MoA is to bind a soluble ligand in the blood
and prevent the ligand binding to a cellular receptor. Dosing is subcutaneous,
the half-life in serum is 10 days, and the PK is considered relatively important
to establish efficacy. High mannose forms exist within the Fc glycan collection
of forms at 15% of the total. The PQA Assessment and the PQRA are being
performed at the end of commercial development leading into a phase 3 clinical
trial.

Fc HMGs commonly are found on commercial therapeutic antibodies, have
been found on endogenous human antibodies (5), and were present on mAbA lots
used in phase 1 and phase 2 clinical trials. No concerns have been raised about the
immunogenicity of this glycan type. Non-immune safety concerns would also be
considered low. The IgG2 isotype has lower ADCC activity than IgG1. Moreover,
the antibody target is a soluble ligand and, therefore, would be unlikely to elicit an
ADCC response.

PK characterization studies with mAbA found that the drug possessing the
Man5 glycan appears to clear approximately two-fold faster than other forms.
Calculations using these data show that mAbA containing HMGs clear ~1.5-
to two-fold faster than the whole mAbA. Details as to how this calculation was
performed are shown in Appendix A. The HMG form is not expected to affect
target binding, but that was not tested specifically for mAbA.

An example of PQA Assessment scoring for mAbA high mannose PQA is
provided in Table 7. The overall severity score formAbAhighmannose is 7, which
is taken from the highest of the subscores. This value does not reflect the overall
level of the attribute or the ability of the process to control the levels. The value
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instead could be considered the impact if the attribute levels were not controlled.
Imagine the impact on mAbA clearance if HMG levels fluctuated between 1%
and 50% lot to lot. Overall clearance, defined by the area under the curve (AuC),
would differ by about 25%. This change would be considered a significant impact
on mAbA efficacy. HMG levels may not have varied by this degree, but the actual
levels and process variation would be considered later in the PQRA.

Table 7. Potential Product Quality Attribute (PQA) Assessment Scoring for
mAbA High-Mannose Glycans (HMGs)

Safety Efficacy

Attribute
Immuno-
genicity

Non-
Immune
Safety PK Potency

Final
(Highest)
Score

Rationale
for

Severity
Score

Fc HMGs 1 1 7 1 7
Impact
to serum
clearance

Likelihood of Occurrence

HMGs are intermediates in the synthesis of complex-type glycans. Hence,
high mannose on recombinant mAbs is a result of incomplete Fc glycan processing
in CHO cells. Few changes typically are observed in the uncharged glycan forms
through purification processes as these steps were not designed for such purposes.
However, enriched levels of HMGs can sometimes be observed associated
with high molecular weight aggregate species (12). Presumably, intracellular
aggregation can lead to incomplete glycan processing because high mannose itself
does not appear to promote extracellular aggregation for IgG1 or IgG2 antibodies
(13). In such instances, clearance of aggregates during purification may lead to
measurable changes in the relative amount of HMGs.

Changes in HMG levels are more typically correlated with cell culture steps.
In some cases, highmannose levels may bemonitored as part of the clone selection
process, because variability in relative HMG levels often is observed across clones.
Cell culture conditions in the production bioreactor such as osmolality, culture
duration, and trace element concentrations (e.g., Mn) also can affect HMG levels
(14).

For our hypothetical case study molecule, we will assume that mAbA has
relatively low levels of high molecular weight aggregates, and the proportion
of HMG species remains relatively unchanged from the protein A pool through
to drug substance. HMG levels were monitored as part of final clone selection
to ensure the final clone selected generated an average of ≤ 20% HMGs. High
mannose also was monitored during development of the commercial process,
and relatively minor changes were observed when parameters such as pH,
temperature, media composition, and feed strategy were optimized. Cell culture
media are chemically defined, and no impact was noted from lot-to-lot variations
in media components.
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The first step in scoring likelihood of occurrence is to identify the steps that
are correlated with the attribute. For mAbA, the clone selection and production
bioreactor steps are the only unit operations directly correlated to HMG levels and,
therefore, are the only steps that will be scored for occurrence in the PQRA. The
likelihood of occurrence score next is determined for each step using the flowchart
in Figure 5. For the clone selection step, comprehensive knowledge is available
because all final clones were evaluated for HMGs. No variation was noted due to
raw materials, and the final clone was selected specifically to ensure acceptable
levels of HMGs. Because HMG levels do not change through purification, there
is no downstream process capability to modify HMG levels. Therefore, according
to Figure 5, an occurrence score of “3” is assigned to the step. The code “F” is
recorded to indicate the path taken in the decision tree to arrive at this score.

For the production bioreactor, some process knowledge exists from the
commercial process development experimentation. At this stage of development,
however, the process has not yet been fully characterized using multivariate design
of experiments (DOE), and; therefore, the knowledge is not comprehensive. The
available data suggest that excursions outside of acceptable levels are not likely.
Hence a score of “5” is assigned per Figure 5, and the code “J” is recorded to
document the decision tree path.

Detection

Several analytical strategies are available to monitor high mannose levels.
These include glycan mapping of the released glycan, peptide mapping with
MS analysis of the glycopeptide, and assays specifically designed to monitor
high-mannose forms. Glycan mapping is described in the Glycosylation chapter
(Volume 2, Chapter 4). Various separation techniques can be employed for the
labeled glycans. Peak characterization with MS is often used to ensure that peaks
containing high mannose are not confounded with other glycan forms. Mass
spectrometric detection is required when using peptide mapping to monitor high
mannose because reversed phase (RP) chromatography is usually insufficient to
resolve the numerous Fc glycan species. Sufficient mass resolution and MS/MS
characterization of the resolved masses is required to ensure high-mannose
specificity. Finally, alternative HMG monitoring techniques could include
analytical Conconavalin A affinity chromatography or an assay combining a high
mannose-specific endoglycosidase with a separation technique (15).

For the mAbA case study example, we will assume that glycan mapping
is performed, and the peaks containing HMGs are well resolved. Because the
glycan map analysis requires a partially purified sample for analysis, it is typically
performed on the protein A pool for characterization or on the drug substance as
part of comparability testing.

Table 4 is used to determine the detection score for the relevant process steps.
Because detection requires a partially purified sample, there is no detection at the
clone screening or production bioreactor steps. Detection at these steps is scored as
“9” to reflect the lack of detectability. However, downstream testing is performed
as part of drug substance comparability testing. The test method used at drug
substance is specific and precise; therefore, method capability is scored as n = 1
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per Table 4. Because testing is performed periodically as part of comparability,
control stringency is scored as i = 7. Per Table 4, the overall detection score at
drug substance is, therefore, 4. Because downstream detection at drug substance
is capable of detecting changes in HMG levels resulting from the cell culture steps,
the detection score of 4 is propagated as the overall detection score for the upstream
steps.

Determination of Risk Level

Severity, likelihood of occurrence, and detection scores are used to determine
the overall risk level. First, the severity and likelihood of occurrence scores are
used to determine the preliminary hazard level per Table 5. The detection score
is then combined with the preliminary hazard level per Table 6 to determine
the overall unit operation risk. The quality attribute overall risk level is defined
as the highest of the individual unit operation risk levels. A summary of the
example scoring for our mAbA high mannose is shown below in Table 8. In
this example, the high preliminary hazard risk level at the production bioreactor
is mitigated by comparability testing with a specific, precise assay. The risk
could be further mitigated by reducing the likelihood of occurrence score (e.g.,
by gaining additional process understanding through process characterization)
or through enhanced detection (e.g., by adding a routine in-process control or
specification test).
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Table 8. Product Quality Risk Assessment (PQRA) Scoring for mAbA High Mannose a

a Quality attribute overall risk level is medium.
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Product Quality Attribute Example 2: Glycation
Introduction

Glycation is a non-enzymatic protein glycosylation with a reducing sugar.
The reaction occurs between primary amines on the protein, either through lysine
side chains or the N-terminal amine and the carbonyl carbon of the sugar. The
initial product is a Schiff base that can rearrange to form a more stable ketoamine
(16, 17), as illustrated in Figure 9. Oxidation and further rearrangement of the
ketoamine and aldimine products can generate a collection of stable adducts known
as advanced glycation end products (AGEs). Because these reactions are slow,
naturally occurring AGEs typically are observed on long-lived proteins such as
those in the eye lens (17).

Recombinant therapeutic antibodies display glycation at relatively low levels
of 0.1 to 0.3 mol sugar/mol antibody. Most analyses list the amount as total
glycation, which is the amount found on the protein, and not the amount on
each individual lysine site on the protein. These species are either aldimines or
ketoamines that form as the result of glucose addition. Glycation on therapeutic
proteins occurs when the protein is secreted from cells into media containing
glucose, the primary sugar feed. No AGE modifications have as yet been
described on therapeutic antibodies, likely due to the limited time that they
interact with glucose in production reactors.

The glycation sites on the protein primary sequence have been analyzed for
a number of proteins. On some proteins, specific lysines are modified to a much
greater degree, indicating sequence or structural specificity to the reaction (18,
19). In general, the amine pKa and lysine solution exposure determine the degree
of Schiff base formation, and the proximity of amino acids capable of proton
abstraction promote ketoamine formation (18, 20). Buffer components that can
bind near the reaction site and abstract protons also can affect stable product
formation rates (21). Depending on relative site reactivities for a therapeutic
antibody, glycation could be found primarily at one site or well distributed over
the many lysine positions in the molecule.

Safety

As described in the HMG example, attributes can affect the safety of the
therapeutic antibody in multiple ways. As for other attributes, much of the
evidence concerning the impact of glycation is indirect, involving knowledge
about the existence of the attribute in clinical trials and on endogenous antibodies.
Because AGEs have not been detected on therapeutic antibodies to date, their
impact on safety and efficacy is not evaluated in this glycation section.

Upon injection of therapeutic IgGs into humans, relative glycation levels
were found to increase as a function of time (22). Changes to the light chain
(L) were low but easily detectable at 0.00092 glucose additions per chain per
day. Levels of glycation found on the Fc portion of endogenous IgG isolated
from healthy subjects were on average 0.045 glucose molecules per fragment.
From these two studies, the in vivo glycation rates on antibodies was estimated
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to be 0.006 mol glucose per mol antibody per day, or about 0.14 mol of glucose
per mol of endogenous antibody with a 23-day circulating half-life. Other
published studies have measured glycation levels on human antibodies from
healthy individuals (23–25). However, results from these studies vary widely.
Normal antibody glycation values from the Kaneshige study (25), which used two
non-MS-based techniques, can be converted to an average glycation rate of 0.14
Glc/antibody (i.e., about 14% of the antibody molecules have a single glycation),
which is in close agreement with the study described above.

In principle, glycation could affect non-immune safety through increasing
off-target binding or increasing non-MoA ADCC. However, no such changes in
activity have been reported.

Efficacy

Antibody binding to its target has the potential to be affected by glycation,
but the effect will depend on the protein sequence in and around the variable
complementarity-determining region (CDR), which varies among antibody
molecules. The impact on potency can be determined through in vitro forced
glycation, which has the potential to generate much higher levels of site-specific
glycation than can be achieved during production.

For an antibody with a global glycation level of 14% (0.14 mol glycation/mol
antibody), approximately 14% of the antibodies have a single attached glucose.
Because there are several reactive lysines on the Fc and there are reactive
lysines throughout the rest of the molecule, the glycation level at any specific
lysine involved in an Fc function would be a fraction of the overall glycation
level. Through forced glycation conditions, however, all reactive lysine sites
on therapeutic antibodies were glycated to an appreciable degree. In this study,
IgG1 antibodies containing on average > 40 glucose molecules per antibody
were unaffected in binding to FcγRIIIa, suggesting ADCC activity would not be
altered.

To determine the impact of glycation on IgG PK, highly glycated IgG1 and
IgG2were prepared containing on average 42 to 49 glucosemolecules per IgG. The
neonatal Fc receptor FcRn increases the circulating half-life of antibodies through
a salvage pathway, so its binding at low pH is used as a surrogate for attribute
effects on PK. Binding to FcRn was similar or identical to the non-glycated IgG
controls. Although the modifications were well distributed throughout the protein
sequence, no changes in the tested Fc functions were observed (22).

Severity Score for mAbA Glycation

General attribute knowledge about glycation, as well as product-specific
attribute knowledge, should be considered when arriving at severity scores. The
same hypothetical antibody used in the Fc high mannose attribute example,
mAbA, will be used here to arrive at product-specific scores for glycation severity.
All the antibody features still apply (i.e., mAbA is an IgG2 type produced in
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CHO cells whose MoA is to bind a soluble ligand in the blood and prevent it
binding to a cellular receptor). Dosing is subcutaneous, and the PK half-life in
serum is 10 days at the relevant dosing. To this is added information relevant to
the glycation assessment. The overall glycation levels for the drug substance is
10 to 15% overall, meaning that mAbA has 0.1–0.15 mol of glycation per mol
of antibody. Characterization shows that the glycation is distributed over several
lysine sites in the molecule.

Glycated mAbA was present in the lots used in clinical trials to date.
Furthermore, additional glycation of mAbA is expected to occur after injection
into patients at rates similar to endogenous antibodies based on comparing in vitro
glycation of mAbA to test antibodies that had been studied in vivo. Therefore,
patients have previously been exposed to mAbA glycation epitopes. No published
studies have linked glycation with immunogenicity for therapeutic or endogenous
antibodies. Overall, glycation is not expected to impact mAbA’s safety.

Glycation levels on mAbA would never be expected to approach those
necessary to affect target binding. With global glycation levels at 0.15 mol
glycation/mol antibody and equal glycation at 10 lysine sites, the glycation at any
specific site would only be 0.015 mol glycation/mol antibody. In vitro forced
glycation experiments with mAbA show that extremely elevated levels of 1.5 mol
glycation/mol antibody did not affect the in vitro potency assay.

No direct experiments were performed to test the impact of glycation on
mAbA clearance in humans. However, extremely high levels of glycation do not
impact FcRn binding for multiple IgG1 and IgG2 test molecules (7). Because
these binding sites are conserved between IgG2 molecules, the results can be
applied to mAbA. Without effects on target or FcRn binding, no effects on PK
are expected.

A potential PQA Assessment scoring table for mAbA glycation is shown in
Table 9. The overall score is glycation on mAbA is 1, indicating no or very low
safety and efficacy impact. Again, this value does not reflect the overall level of
the attribute or the processes ability to control the levels. With this low score, a
PQRA may not be performed for this attribute, as loss of control or poor detection
may not increase risk significantly. To demonstrate how changes process control
or detection would impact the risk of this low-scoring attribute, PQRA scoring
changes are described below.
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Table 9. Product Quality Attribute (PQA) Assessment Scoring for mAbA
Glycation

Attribute
Immuno-
genicity

Non-
immune
Safety PK Potency

Final
(Highest)
Score

Rationale
for

Severity
Score

Glycation 1 1 1 1 1

Naturally
occurring
attribute
with no
impact on
potency

Likelihood of Occurrence

Antibody glycation is generated spontaneously in the cell culture media in the
presence of glucose. Cell culture conditions, such as pH, glucose concentration,
and the time the antibody spends in the culture, all affect glycation levels on the
antibody. Amines in culture will compete with the protein for the Schiff base
formation, so variations in amino acids may also change glycation levels. Because
glycation occurs through a chemical reaction in the culture supernatant, it can
also occur in the absence of cells, for example, during harvest processing and
during harvest pool hold steps. Formation of a stable lysine-sugar glycated product
neutralizes the positive charge of the lysine amine, shifting the protein to a more
acidic form. Thus, charge-based separation techniques have the potential to reduce
glycation levels on the product, although this is not often observed in practice for
industrial-scale ion exchange chromatography. With the low levels described here,
a high percentage of the glycated forms would result is a negative charge over the
unglycated species.

For our mAbA case study molecule, glycation is known to occur in the
production bioreactor. Furthermore, changes observed through CEX during
harvest pool hold studies were shown to be due to increases in glycation. No
changes were observed in glycation through downstream chromatography steps.
Therefore, the process steps correlated with glycation include the production
bioreactor, harvest, and harvest pool hold steps.

Applying the likelihood of occurrence decision tree in Figure 5, the production
bioreactor is scored as “5 (J).” Although charge variants were monitored during
commercial process development and found to be relatively consistent, the
process has not yet been fully characterized and changes in net charge can be
confounded with other modifications such as deamidation. However, the data
are sufficient to conclude that excursions beyond acceptable ranges are unlikely.
Changes in charge variants observed during harvest development resulted in
additional targeted process characterization. The data indicate that significant
changes in glycation are possible if operating conditions such as pH and hold
times are not well controlled. As a result of the additional characterization,
procedural controls were put in place to effectively limit potential glycation. In
this case, comprehensive knowledge is available, and the likelihood of occurrence
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is scored as “3 (F).” The procedural controls are sufficient to ensure low levels
of glycation in the harvest steps.

Detection

Two general strategies are employed to monitor protein glycation: global
glycation analysis and site-specific glycation analysis. Site-specific glycation
analysis will determine the level at specific lysine positions on the primary
sequence, usually through peptide mapping with MS. Proteases that do not cleave
at lysines are often used for this purpose, as sugar attachment can inhibit trypsin
or Lys-C cleavage. This analytical approach is best used when the glycation
occurs to a large degree at a key site, such as on a lysine in the CDR. In global
glycation analyses, site-specific information cannot be obtained, but the method
is often more sensitive because the low-level glycation at many sites are summed.
These analyses include RP high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC)
with or without MS, and boronate affinity chromatography. Prior removal of the
Fc glycan by endoglycosidase digestion improves the accuracy of these methods.
Changes in glycation can also be detected indirectly through methods such as
cation exchange HPLC (CEX-HPLC) that detect changes in net charge. Glycated
species are present in the acidic peaks, often confounded with other modifications
such as deamidation.

For our case study example, mAbA glycation levels were monitored in
characterization studies by whole mass RP-HPLC/MS analysis for global
glycation levels. For routine monitoring, CEX-HPLC was used to monitor charge
variants, although no action or rejection limits were applied. Both of the detection
methods can be scored using Table 4 to determine whether one of the methods
results in a more robust control strategy. The RP-HPLC/MS method is specific
and precise (n = 1), but it is used for characterization only (i = 9), and therefore the
detection score is 5. In contrast, the CEX-HPLC method is nonspecific because
glycation is not resolved from other modifications such as deamidation (n = 5),
but it is routinely applied (i = 5). Hence, the overall detection for this method
also scores as 5. Based upon the PQRA scoring, a specific method applied for
characterization scores the same as a nonspecific method applied routinely. The
detection scores could be reduced if desired by applying limits to the routine
testing or by applying the more specific method more frequently, for example, as
part of comparability testing.

Determination of Risk Level

A summary of the scoring for mAbA glycation is shown below in Table 10. In
this example, the information available is sufficient to conclude low preliminary
hazard for all process steps. The low risk reflects the low attribute criticality
(severity score of 1) and sufficient process understanding to conclude a low risk
of excursions. For such an attribute, a characterization-only control strategy is
sufficient to ensure low risk to patients.
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Table 10. Product Quality Risk Assessment (PQRA) Scoring for mAbA Glycation a

a Quality attribute overall risk level is low.
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This example highlights the value of enhanced product understanding.
Historical control strategies may have relied upon release specifications for
charge-variant minor species, given the relative lack of knowledge regarding
the criticality of the attribute(s) being monitored. Improved understanding of
the relative criticality of the molecular attributes can be combined with process
understanding to develop more efficient control strategies.

Conclusion

This chapter provides an example of how to conduct an appropriate risk
assessment for a process control strategy using QbD principles. Key features
for any approach would include focusing on high-criticality quality attributes
and the process steps affecting these, as well as an understanding of the assay
performance. Because QbD requires a thorough understanding of product and
quality attributes, proper assays should be applied appropriately to control quality
attributes to ensure consistent quality. Successful application of PQRA requires
engagement and participation from a cross-disciplinary team at key stages of the
product lifecycle. As product and process knowledge matures through the product
lifecycle, the PQRA provides a solid framework to document understanding,
evaluate new information, and adjust the control strategy accordingly.

Benefits of applying the PQA Assessment and PQRA methodology include
compliance with regulatory expectations, more efficient process development,
and streamlined control strategies. ICH Q10 establishes the expectation that
quality risk management is used to establish control strategies (26). The PQA
Assessment and PQRA approach can be used to comply with this expectation,
and they also can be a useful framework for describing and justifying the control
strategy in the marketing application. Applying the PQRA at key stages of
commercialization helps to focus development on the areas of greatest risk, which
improves efficiency. Streamlined control strategies ultimately contribute to lower
cost of goods by eliminating redundant, non-value-added testing.
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Appendix A: Estimating the Impact of High-Mannose Glycans
on Drug Clearance

Antibodies with HMGs typically clear faster than ones with complex glycans
(7, 10). Preparations of the antibody drug may contain a mixture of these glycans;
therefore, knowing how the glycan form levels affect clearance is necessary to
estimate targets for process development and for specification setting. One way
to estimate the clearance impact is through the use of glycan analysis of the drug
taken from serum samples in human PK studies. If the antibody containing HMGs
clears faster, the glycan fraction with high mannose will be seen to decrease over
time (see Figure A-1). Using this information, the effect with different theoretical
levels of high mannose can be calculated (3).

In the example shown below on the left, the overall PK profile is given for a
subcutaneous injection of mAbA in humans.

Figure A-1. mAbA pharmacokinetic (PK) plot (left) and in vivo changes in
relative high mannose glycans (Man5) in mAbA (right).

At each PK time point, the antibody is isolated from the serum sample and
analyzed for glycan content. Various glycan analysis methodology can be used
for this purpose. Peptide mapping and fluorescent labeling with HPLC analysis
of released glycans are two common methods with the requisite sensitivity and
selectivity for this type of study. The relative glycan composition over time in
vivo can then be generated (Figure A-1, right). The composition of most glycans
is stable, whereas HMGs such as the Man5 glycan shown in the figure decrease
over time. Other glycans as a group would increase, because of the following
relationship:

With the PK data and the glycan composition data, the individual PK profiles
can be constructed for the drug containing high mannose and the drug containing
other glycans (PKtotal − PKHMG; see Figure A-2).
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Figure A-2. Calculated mAbA pharmacokinetic (PK) curves with high mannose
(Man5 molecules) and other glycans (all others). The combined PK curve is the

same as the total antibody PK curve.

The AuC is determined for each of these plots: AuCHMG and AuCother.
Together these sum to AuCtotal. The relative impact of these glycan forms on
clearance then are obtained by dividing the AuC by the relative glycan level
(e.g., AuCHMG/Fraction HMG), which here is called AuCHMG/dose. Finally, the
difference in overall clearance can be calculated by substituting different glycan
compositions in the following calculation:

In this way, differences in PK can be calculated for two different theoretical
levels of high mannose. Judgments then can be made as to the proper limits on the
HMG ranges for lot release.

Appendix B: Estimating Patient Exposure to PQAs Converting
in Vivo

Several PQAs shown to change over time during cell culture and in drug
product storage have also been found to convert in the body. In vivo studies,
previously described and outlined in Figure 4, can be used to estimate the exposure
of the patient to the attribute (2, 27). The overall exposure is dependent on the
initial levels, the conversion rate, and the drug clearance. At each PK time point,
the antibody is isolated from the serum sample and analyzed for the attribute. Both
forms of the attribute—reactant and product—are determined, so that the relative
levels of these can be calculated. In the example shown here, mAbB (IgG1) was
injected intravenously into humans and studied for thioether conversion. Overall
drug levels in vivowere determined using an ELISA assay and are shown in Figure
B-1 on the left.
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Figure B-1. mAbB pharmacokinetic (PK) plot (left) and relative thioether levels
in vivo (right).

The affinity-purified mAbB was digested with Lys-C under non-reducing
conditions, and the disulfide-linked peptides were analyzed in a peptide map (28).
One peptide, the peptide containing the L-H disulfide bond, is prone to convert to
a thioether bond (29). Relative levels at this site are then calculated at a fraction of
total L-H peptide (Figure B-1, right). Relative thioether levels increased linearly
with time in vivo. The impact of changes in the initial thioether levels on the
relative levels in vivo can be calculated and compared, as shown. In the thioether
case, the changes are additive and result in time courses with parallel lines.

Patient exposure to the attribute can then be calculated for each case of the
drug differing in the initial level of thioether. The PK drug curve (Figure B-1, left)
is multiplied by the relative thioether level plots (Figure B-1, right) for each initial
thioether level scenario to generate a series of theoretical patient exposure curves,
shown in Figure B-2. Overall patient exposure for each case can be expressed as
the AuC. For this example, an increase of thioether level in the drug from 1% to
2% (a 100% increase in the PQA level in the drug) results in an increase in patient
exposure of approximately 21%. Generating a large amount of mAbB with 1%
thioether as compared to one with no thioether only results in an increased patient
exposure of 25%.

Figure B-2. Calculated thioether concentrations from mAbB in vivo with different
initial relative thioether levels.
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Appendix
Table 1. Acronyms

Acronym Definition

2-AA anthranilic acid

2-AB 2-aminobenzamide

AARS aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases

ADC antibody drug conjugate

ADCC antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity

AEX anion exchange chromatography

AF4 asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation

AFM atomic force microscopy

AGE advanced glycation end product

APC antigen-presenting cell

API active pharmaceutical ingredient

ASGPR asialoglycoprotein receptor

Asn asparagine

Asp aspartic acid

AUC analytical ultracentrifugation

AuC area under the curve

CAGR compound annual growth rate

CD circular dichroism

CDC complement-dependent cytotoxicity

cDNA complementary DNA

CDR complementarity-determining region

CE capillary electrophoresis

CEX cation exchange chromatography

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

cGMP current good manufacturing practice

Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Acronyms

Acronym Definition

CH1, CH2, CH3 constant domains 1, 2 and 3 of antibody heavy chain

CHO Chinese hamster ovary

cIEF capillary isoelectric focusing

CL constant domain of antibody light chain

CMC chemistry, manufacturing, and controls

CMP cytidine monophosphate

CQA critical quality attribute

CRM certified reference material

cSDS capillary sodium dodecylsulfate electrophoresis

CTD Common Technical Document

Cys cysteine

CZE capillary zone electrophoresis

d denatured

DHFR dihydrofolate reductase

DLS dynamic light scattering

DMA differential mobility analyzer

DMB 1,2-diamino-4,5-methylenoxybenzene

DoE design of experiments

DP drug product

DS drug substance

DSC differential scanning calorimetry

DSMC differential scanning micro-calorimetry

E. coli Escherichia coli

EMA European Medicines Authority

EndoH endoglycosidase H

EndoS endoglycosidase S

EPO erythropoietin

ESI electrospray ionization

Fab antigen-binding fragment

Fabs antigen-binding fragments

FDA U.S. Food and Drug Administration

FFF field flow fractionation
Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Acronyms

Acronym Definition

FMEA failure modes and effects

FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fv fragment variable

GCSF granulocyte colony stimulating factor

Gln glutamine

GLP good laboratory practice

GLP-Tox Good Laboratory Practice-Toxicology

Gly glycine

GMP good manufacturing practice

GMP good manufacturing practice

GPI glycosylphosphatidylinositol

GS glutamine synthetase

GS glutathione synthase

H heavy chain

H/D hydrogen/deuterium

HCP host cell protein

HDX hydrogen-deuterium exchange

HIC hydrophobic interaction chromatography

HILIC hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography

HMG high-mannose glycan

HMW high molecular weight

HPLC high-performance liquid chromatography

ICH International Conference on Harmonisation

icIEF imaged capillary isoelectric focusing

IEF isoelectric focusing

IEX ion exchange chromatography

Ig immunoglobulin

IM ion mobility

INN International Nonpropriertary Names

IPC in-process control

ISO International Organization for Standardization

ITAM immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif
Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Acronyms

Acronym Definition

ITIM immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibition motif

IV intravenous

L light chain

LALS low-angle light scattering

LC-MS liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry

LMW low molecular weight

Lys lysine

mAb monoclonal antibody

mAbs monoclonal antibodies

MALDI matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

MALS multi-angle light scattering

Man5 high-mannose glycan structure 5

Man9 high-mannose glycan structure 9

Met methionine

MHC major histocompatibility complex

MIRR multi-chain immune recognition receptor

MoA mechanism of action

mRNA messenger RNA

MS mass spectrometry

MSX methionine sulfoximine

MTX methotraxate

MW molecular weight

NANA N-acetylneuraminic acid

NANA N-acetylneuraminic acid

Neu5Ac N-acetylneuraminic acid

NGNA N-glycolylneuraminic acid

NK natural killer

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

nr non-reduced

OPD o-phenylenediamine

PAGE polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

PAT process analytical technology
Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Acronyms

Acronym Definition

PBMC peripheral blood mononuclear cells

PCR polymerase chain reaction

PD pharmacodynamic

pI isoelectric point

PK pharmacokinetic

PNGase F Peptide N-Glycosidase F

PPI protein-protein interaction

PPQ process performance qualification

PQA product quality attribute

PQRA Product Quality Risk Assessment

Pro proline

PTM post-translational modification

Q quadrupole

QbD quality by design

QC quality control

r reduced

R&D research and development

RALS right-angle light scattering

RF rheumatoid factor

RM NIST reference material

RP reversed phase

SANS small-angle neutron scattering

SAXS small-angle X-ray scattering

scFv single-chain fragment variable

SDS sodium dodecylsulfate

SDS-PAGE sodium dodecylsulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

SEC size exclusion chromatography

Ser serine

SLS static light scattering

SNP single-nucleotide polymorphism

SpA Staphylococcal protein A

SpG Streptococcal protein G
Continued on next page.
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Table 1. (Continued). Acronyms

Acronym Definition

SRM NIST standard reference material

SV sedimentation velocity

SVA sequence variant analysis

TEM transmission electron microscopy

Thr threonine

TNF tumor necrosis factor

TOF time-of-flight

tRNA transfer RNA

Trp tryptophan

TW travelling wave

UHPLC ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography

UPLC ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography

USP U.S. Pharmacopoeial Convention

VH variable domain of antibody heavy chain

VL variable domain of antibody light chain

WHO World Health Organization

Table 2. Notes

Incorrect Term Correct

CE cation exchange chromatography CEX

CE-IEF capillary isoelectric focusing cIEF

CE-SDS capillary sodium dodecylsulfate electrophoresis cSDS

HX hydrogen-deuterium exchange HDX

SE-HPLC size exclusion chromatography SEC
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C
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therapeutics, 5
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G

Glycation, 88
Glycosylation, 88

H

Heterogeneity of IgGs. See Product
attribute assessment
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72

demonstrating product quality, 70
product attribute assessment
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M

Monoclonal antibody therapeutics, 1
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Fc fusion proteins, 7
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(mAb) and antigen-binding fragment
(Fab) therapeutics, 8t

humoral response, 3
IgG-related therapeutic efficacy, 3
introduction, 2
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complex drug products, evolution, 24
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monoclonal antibody production
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upstream processing steps, 15f
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nonproprietary naming, 4t
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NIST mAb IgG1κ, potential utility, 26
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instrument or method performance, 27
new techniques, suitability, 27

production of mAb therapeutics, 14
bulk drug substance, 14
critical quality attributes (CQAs), 16
drug product matrix, 16
process analytical technology (PAT),
14, 18

product-related impurities and
substances, 14

residual impurities, 15
upstream and downstream processing,
14

product-specific in-house reference
standards, 19
detailed characterization methods, 22
method qualification and validation,
21

primary and secondary reference, 20
QC methods, 22
representative monoclonal antibody
lifecycle, 21f

recombinant DNA technology, 5
Monoconal antibodies
allotypes and idiotypes, 41
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amino acid residues, non-covalent
interactions with oligosaccharide, 49f

cellular IgG-Fc receptors
FcγR binding sites on IgG, 53
IgG-Fc receptors (FcγR) mediating
antigen clearance, 51

chain structure for IgG1 molecule and
inter-chain disulphide bridges, 39f

classical pathway, C1q/C1 binding and
activation, 55

conclusions, 59
Fab, quaternary structure, 58
FcRn
catabolism, 54
transcytosis, 53

human antibody isotypes, 37
human antibody isotypes other than IgG,
59

human IgG
allotypes, 42t
gene polymorphism, 41
polypeptide structure, 38
quaternary structure, 45

IgG molecule, domain structure, 40f
IgG-Fc, quaternary structure, 45
IgG-Fc ligand binding, activation, and
modulation, 51

IgG-Fc oligosaccharide
moiety, 46
sialylation, 57

IgG-Fc protein/oligosaccharide
interactions, 48

influence of fucose and bisecting
N-acetylglucosamine on IgG-Fc
activities, 56

influence of galactosylation on IgG-Fc
activities, 56

licensed chimeric mAb therapeutics,
allotypy, 44

mechanisms of action, 35
recombinant IgG antibody therapeutics,
IgG-Fc glycoform profiles, 50

representative IgG complex diantennnary
oligosaccharides, 48f

role of IgG glycoforms in recognition by
cellular FgRs, 55

P

Product attribute assessment
charge
deamidation and isomerization, 84
sialylation, 85

primary structure and post-translational
modifications
amino acid sequence fidelity, 87
disulfide bonds, 87
glycation, 88
glycosylation, 88
IgG1 and IgG4 disulfide bonding
isoforms, 89f

IgG2 disulfide bonding isoforms, 90f
methionine and tryptophan oxidation,
92

size
aggregation, 79
enzymatic fragmentation, 82
fragmentation, 81
non-enzymatic fragmentation, 82
SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE),
82

total mass, 83
truncation and extensions, 80

Product quality attributes, setting control
strategy, 117

Protein moiety, 45

S

Sialic acid, 86
Sialylation, 86

U

U.S. Pharmacopoeial Convention (USP),
23

Using quality by design principles, 117
advanced glycation end products
(AGEs), 133f

description of control elements, 119t
detection (methodology), 125
dimension, 126
downstream detection, 126
scoring matrix, 127t

exposure to PQAs converting in Vivo,
147

high-mannose attribute impact
efficacy, 133
mAbA high mannose, severity
scoring, 134

safety, 132
impact of high-mannose glycans on drug
clearance, 146

likelihood of occurrence (process
capability), 124
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decision tree, 125f
mAbA glycation
PQA assessment scoring, 142t
PQRA scoring, 144t

mAbA high mannose, PQRA scoring,
127t

mAbB pharmacokinetic (PK), 148f
overall risk hazard, 129t
PQA changes in vivo study, 124f
PQA example 1, Fc HMGs
detection, 136
likelihood of occurrence, 135
risk level determination, 137

PQA example 2, glycation
detection, 143
efficacy, 140
likelihood of occurrence, 142
mAbA glycation, severity score, 140
risk level determination, 143
safety, 139

PQA severity scoring
efficacy subscores, 123t
safety subscores, 122t

PQRA, lifecycle application, 130
preliminary risk hazard, 128t
product quality attribute (PQA)
assessment, 121

product quality risk assessment (PQRA),
introduction, 120

risk level, determination, 128
thioether concentrations, 148f

USP. See U.S. Pharmacopoeial Convention
(USP)

W
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perspectives
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